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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The industrial profile of Kerala, when compared to
that of other States in India, has not been satisfactory.
This is largely due to the slow pace of growth in the manu
facturing sector. The State's industrial growth has been
marginal for a long period. The average growth of the
manufacturing sector before.the Seventh Five Year Plan

period of 1985-90 was only 2.2.per cent?

The contribution of Kerala in the industrial develop
ment of the country has not been very significant. with
regard to the per capita value added in the factory sector,
Kerala occupies eighth position. The rate of growth from
the secondary sector has been far below the all India level.
when compared with other parts of the country, economic

development of Kerala continued to remain sluggish giving
rise to low per capita income and high rate of unemployment.
The over emphasis laid on social service sectors has adversely
affected the industrialisation of the State. The State has
been described as a high cost, non—competitive economy. This

has kept industrial investors away from the State.2

The contribution of the private enterprise in promoting
industrial growth in Kerala has been far from satisfactory.
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For instance, Kerala accounted for only around 2 per cent
of the total number of large private sector industrial units
operating in the country and about the similar per cent of
their total sales. Kerala ranked thirteenth among the
fifteen major states in terms of the number of units during
19805.3 In the private sector, the labour absorption has
either been stagnant or falling. These evidences indicate
the poor contribution of the private sector to the economic
development.

The Central participation in the industrial progress
of the State also has not been remarkable. The Central
investment in the State has been far from satisfactory. In
absolute terms, the value of gross block under Central public
sector in Kerala as on 31st March 1991 was Rs.1853 crores

while that of our neighbouring states of Karnataka and Tamil
Nadu were Rs.2693 crores and Rs.7139 crores respectively.

Studies with reference to the performance of the State
public sector reveal a deplorable state of affairs of this
sector. As an agent of stimulating growth and development
the public sector should have occupied a better position than
the private sector. But it has failed in fulfilling this
mission.

History of Kerala public sector begins from 1946 with
two enterprises (Forest Industries (Travancore) Ltd., and

2



Travancore Titanium Products Ltd.). Since then there had
been a phenomenal growth in the number of enterprises in the
state sector. 19705 recorded the maximum number of addi

tions of 21 companies in the state sector. By 1981-82
Kerala had the highest number of state enterprises in the
country.4

As on 31st March 1992 there were 104 enterprises in
the state sector with an investment of Rs.3448.24 crores

(Rs.1l68.67 crores as share capital and Rs.2279.57 crores as
loans) distributed over 14 sectors. Of these, 5 units have
been under the process of liquidation. Thus in effect there
were 99 public sector undertakings (including one company
incorporated in 1990-91) as on 31st March 1992. This includes
eight statutory corporation also (Table 1.1).

During 1981-82 the capital investment in 84 undertakings
was Rs.807.35 crores. By 1991-92, the investment was incre
ased by Rs.2640.89 crores. In other words, the investment
in the state sector undertakings was increased by Rs.327.1O
per cent over the period of ten years.

Such a growth in the number of and the investment in

the state sector enterprises was not peculiar to Kerala State
alone. "After independence and with the onset of the planned
era it became obligatory on the states forming the Indian
Union to participate in industrial reformation and restruc

. u 5turing . 3
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Despite the increase in number as well as the total
investment, it is disturbing to note that there were 62 under
takings activities of which resulted in an aggregate loss of
Rs.127.17 crores in 1990-91. In 1981-82, 37 out of 84 con
cerns made profit while in 1990-91 the number of profit making
concerns came down to 29. The net annual loss after adjus
ting profit in 1981-82 was to the extent of Rs.4.96 crores.
Towards the end of 1990-91 the net annual loss after adjus
ting profit has been as high as Rs.93.57 crores. In other
words, during ten years from 1981-82 the net loss has
increased by about 19 times (Tableb2).

As per the Sick Industrial companies (Special Provision)
Act 1985, there were 37 enterprises which might be designated
as "sick" as their complete net worth had been eroded. The
negative net worth ofithese 37 companies amounted to
Rs.417.55 crores. Out of 98 units, 71 had carry forward
losses and 53 had incurred cash losses during 1990-91. Only
11 undertakings were able to declare dividends.6 There were
39 units accumulated losses of which amounted to Rs.415.43

crores whereas the total paid up capital of the concerns was
only Rs.283.9l crores.?

There were 50 modern manufacturing units with a total

capital investment of Rs.790.23 crores. In other words, 22.92
per cent of total capital invested in the public enterprises

5
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had been in these modern manufacturing units. They employed
23532 persons that formed 13.72 per cent of the total Kerala
public sector employment. Out of these 50 units, 32 incur
red losses totalling Rs.53.71 crores and 16 made profits of
Rs.19.95 crores. As on 31st March 1992, 23 out of 45 units
had an accumulated loss of Rs.385.64 crores as against their
paid up capital of Rs.140.99 crores.g

Considering the sources of funds employed, borrowings

alone came to 73.70 per cent of the total. Share capital
and reserves and surpluses had been 23 per cent and 3.3 per
cent respectively. Out of the total investment, 16.3 per
cent was represented by accumulated losses and miscellaneous
expenses not written off. Only 83.7 per cent could be con
sidered as productively employed in the form of fixed assets
(42.7 per cent), current assets (34.9 per cent) and invest
ments (6.1 per cent).

Significance of the study

A number of studies have already been conducted on the

state sector undertakings based on various problems. Some of
these studies focus attention on certain industries in parti
cular while others focus on aggregate level. Unitwise studies
also have been conducted. In all these, problems such as
surplus labour force, high wages, low productivity, low
capacity utilisation, absence of inter-industry linkages,



technological backwardness etc.. were dealt with. Apart
from these, there have also been studies in the area of

finance. But there is hardly any comprehensive study
which has been reported highlighting the importance of the
capital structure in the public sector manufacturing con
cerns of the state in comparison with the private and
central sector undertakings. Thus, in the present study.
an attempt is made to evaluate the capital structure and
its effects with special reference to the state sector.

As every business activity has got financial impli
cations, management of finance may be taken as the most
important area of business management. In the area of
finance, capital structure (Leverage) decision is, perhaps,
the most important one.

with regard to the state public sector this is a vital
aspect which needs due consideration but which is often negle
cted.

Majority of the state sector enterprises are facing
serious financial problems. This is not because of inade
quate financial resources but due to inappropriate capital
structure decision. There are a number of instances which
highlight the evil effects of defective capital structure
decisions. Firms running with huge losses do not refrain
from borrowings. These additional finance do not always
facilitate growth of longterm assets. At the same time,
the mounting interest burden puts the firms in difficulties.

8



Certain firms. in order to overcome the difficult situ
ations resort to further borrowings to pay off old
liabilities and interest thereon making the problem more
serious. Even conversion of debt into equity fails to
solve the problem.

Problem

Hence the problems posed are:

1. what are the differences in the patterns of capital
structure in state, private and central sector enter
prises? This could be simplified as:
(a) Does the capital structure vary from one another

and between different sectors?

(b) Does the capital structure vary from the accepted
norms?

(c) Does it undergo lopsided changes?
(d) Do the state, private and central sector concerns

take formal capital structure decisions?

2. Does the capital structure prevailing in the state,
private and central sectors of Kerala have any
theoretical support with regard to the financial
leverage?

3. Does the capital structure have a positive bearing
on the returns and liquidity and solvency of the
concerns?



objectives of the study

Following are the objectives of the present study:

1. To make an analytical description of the considera
tions for the capital structure decision and to explain the
patterns of capital structure prevailing in the state,
private and central sector manufacturing concerns in Kerala.

2. To evaluate the capital structure highlighting the
effect of financial leverage in an EBIT-EPS tangle.

3. To find out the effect of capital structure on the
returns and liquidity and solvency of the firms.

Hypotheses

As the first objective is concerned with the analy
tical description of the considerations for capital struc
ture decisions and explanation of the prevailing patterns
of capital structure, no hypothesis has been formulated.
However, for the rest of the objectives, the following
hypotheses have been formed:

(1) The capital structure prevailing in the state,
private and central sector manufacturing concerns in Kerala
have justifiable theoretical support with regard to the
financial leverage.

The above hypothesis has been divided into the fol
lowing sub hypotheses:

10



(a) There is much more significant and positive
than

correlation between the Debt-Equity ratio and EPS£between
EBIT and EPS.

(b) Interest has a more significant influence on EPS
when compared to the effect of EBIT on EPS.

(c) The capital structure decisions already taken
are justifiable with reference to the indifference levels.

(2) The Existing Capital structure has a positive
bearing on the returns and liquidity and solvency of the
firms.

Methodology

In the present study the analysis is carried out
based on the capital structure and the data variables
relating to capital structure in the manufacturing enter
prises in Kerala. The appropriate starting point of the
study is the outlining of the general profile of the
industrial sector in Kerala with due emphasis being placed
on the state sector manufacturing enterprises.

The study is organised as descriptive as well as
analytical. It is descriptive as far as the theory is
concerned. It is also analytical in the sense that it
analyses various financial variables and their effects and
influences. The analytical part depends mainly on the
secondary data.

11



Data and Sources

Both primary and secondary data are used. The
primary data were collected through personal interviews
with financial personnel who are directly involved in
taking financial decisions. The interviews were conduc
ted with the help of a pre-structured interview schedule
perfected after a pilot study. This course was helpful
in highlighting the major factors considered, in practice,
in taking the capital structure decision. It enabled the
researcher to proceed to an evaluation of the fact whether
the financing decisions were taken on the basis of any
theoretical framework.

The source of secondary data were documents and
records such as annual reports and accounts of companies.
various issues of A Review of Public Enterprises (BPE)
Reports of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India,

published and unpublished theses, research papers, working
papers, various files and records with the Registrar of
Companies, etc.

The information contained in the financial and

income statements of companies were standardised mainly on

the basis of the concepts and forms used by the BPE which
is often described as the Secretariat of the Public Enter
prises Board. Such a course was chosen owing to two main
reasons. One is that the main focus of the study is on

12



the state sector enterprises. The other reason is that
it is organised as a comparative study and therefore.
common parameters had to be used. The comparison was
made between the state public enterprises in the modern
manufacturing sector on the one side and the manufacturing
concerns in the private and central sectors on the other.
According to the BPE, modern manufacturing sector includes
the manufacturing industries related to chemicals. elec
trical equipments, electronics, engineering, textiles,
wood based and ceramics and refractories.

Period of Study

As the results may be affected by fortuitious factors,
the financial results of a concern for a short period may
not be a clear representative of its financial position.
The trend of variables may not be clearly understood and
explained if a short term analysis of financial data is
made. It was, therefore, decided to take a period of ten
years from 1980-81 to 1989-90.

SCORE

The universe of the study is the Major Industrial
Concerns in Kerala. The term Major Industrial Concerns
has been used to include firms which have an investment

(Gross Block) of 5 crores and above as on 31st March 1990.

Such a criterion has been chosen considering the relation
ship between the capital investment and capital structure.

13



Any other criteria such as the number of employees. sales
turnover, cost of production, paid up capital, etc.. are
not taken into account since these do not seem to be appro
priate for the study. Financial institutions like KSIDC.
IFCI, ICICI and IDBI define medium and large scale industries
in different ways. According to KSIDC industrial units
with an investment (gross block) within Rs.45 lakhs and
Rs.2 crores are considered as medium scale industries.
Industrial units with more than Rs.2 crores investment are
treated as large scale industries. Certain financial
institutions like IFCI, ICICI and IDBI do not classify the
industrial concerns into medium scale and large scale
separately. But they use the term medium and large scale
to include those industries with a project cost of Rs.5<:rores
and above. For the purpose of the present study industrial
enterprises with capital investment of Rs.5 crores and above
are treated as Major Industrial Concerns.

For fixing the universe of the study, the manufacturing
concerns fulfilling certain requirements alone are considered.
They are, concerns which were registered in Kerala; wnose
date of registration is on or before 31st March 1980; which
have started their commercial production on or before :ne
said date; and which have been continuously working through
out the period under study.

14



All the manufacturing enterprises based on the
above said criteria were selected. Accordingly, there
were twelve manufacturing enterprises in the state sector;
fourteen in the private sector and four in the central
sector which altogether constituted the universe. All the
units in the universe were taken for study.

Tools and techniques used for analysis

The data collected from the primary and secondary
sources were compiled and analysed. The analyses include
both vertical and horizontal. The vertical analysis was
meant for studying the companywise variables over the
period. The horizontal analysis is made for understanding
the inter-company variations and also for drawing a sectoral
picture for all the period under study. Various statis
tical tools and techniques such as averages, percentages,
regression and correlation and financial tools and tech
niques such as accounting ratios and EBIT-EPS analysis
were made use of.

Limitations of the study

The following are the important limitations of the
study:

15



1. The manufacturing concerns coming under state

sector, private sector and central sector only
are considered.

2. Companies registered outside Kerala and wnich
function in the state are not brought under the
study.

3. Even though necessary precautionary measures have
been taken to mitigate the influence of biased
opinions and statements of personnel interviewed,
the researcher does not rule out the possibilities
of its effect on the study.

4. Emphasis has been given only to the financial
aspects of the enterprises brought under the
purview of the study.

Scheme of the study

The thesis has been organised into seven chapters.
The first chapter deals with the introduction, significance,
problem, objectives, nypotheses, methodolO9Y: data and
sources, period of study, scope, tools and techniques and
limitations of the study.

The second chapter gives a description of the indus
trial economy of Kerala compared to tnat of the neighbouring
states as well as on an all India basis.
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The third chapter provides a review of theories and
studies on Capital Structure.

The fourth chapter makes a description of the patterns
of Capital Structure employed in the State, Private and
Central sector manufacturing enterprises in Kerala.

Chapter five deals with the analysis of financial
leverage. Evaluation of the capital structure decisions
has been made by resorting to an EBIT-EPS analysis and cor

relation and regression analysis, based on the secondary
data. The decisions have been further evaluated on the
basis of the primary data.

Chapter six gives an account of profitability, liqui
dity and solvency positions of companies.

And seventh chapter gives the findings, conclusions
and recommendations.
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Chapter II

INDSTRIAL ECONOMY OF KERALA

2.1 Kerala State, now in the process of the eighth plan,
has already completed its seven five year plans and four
annual plans during the period of last forty years. It has,
in its past development effort, attained remarkable achieve
ments in some aspects. The state has the highest general
rate of literacy in the country - 91 per cent as against a
national average of 52 per cent. The decennial rate of
growth of population has come down from 19 per cent during
1971-81 to 13.5 per cent during 1981-91. The state has
very low death rate and infant mortality rate. The per
capita state expenditure on education and health has been
the highest in Kerala. Investment in social infrastructure
has helped in creating an egalitarian approach among all sec-;
tions of the society. with regard to the physical infra
structure also the state occupies a commendable position.
These altogether enabled to raise the physical quality of
life (PQL) of the people. The overall social consumption
of people at all levels has become high. These are the
features of one side of the coin.1 But the general economy
of Kerala shows a dismal picture. Despite the aggregate
public sector investment of over Rs.12000 crores in the
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state economy, and almost an equal amount of investment
in areas like agriculture, industry and social service
sectors which would also have taken place in the private
sector of the economy, the overall average annual growth
rate has been hovering around three per cent against the
national average of five per cent. wide fluctuations in
the rate of growth ranging between 1.56 per cent and 5.55
per cent during different plan periods is another feature.2
Kerala has been reported to have the lowest per capita
investment in the manufacturing sector in India.3 The
commodity production base, which is considered to be one of
the accepted measures of economic development has been low
and fragile in Kerala.

The per capita income of the state has been reported
to be very low when compared to the national level. It has
never crossed the all India level during the period from
1960-61 to 1989-90.

Table 2.1 shows a clear picture of the state's per
capita income from 1961. From 1975-76 onwards, the index

has been continuously de*lining till 1987-88. But when the
pattern of expenditure is considered one can see that the
per capita consumption cf the state has been paradoxically
high.

During the period from 1970-71 to 1984-85 the growth

in per capita state domestic product in manufacturing in
Kerala has been 0.58 per cent as against 2.48 at national

level.4 20
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From the experience of our planned development it is
felt that the emphasis laid on the social service sectors in
the past, to the subordination of commodity producing sectors.
has resulted in an inherent weakness of the economy. Indus
trialisation has been at a slow pace. Investments nave
been tardy in forthcoming. The growth rate has been low.
The annual average rate of growth of the state income from
the primary sector has been (-) 0.43 per cent while the all
India growth rate has been 4.45 per cent during the period
1961-62 to 1988-89. The rate of growth in state incame
from secondary sector has been as low as 3.48 per ce:t as
against 6.9 per cent in the national level during the same
period.5 Kerala's industrial performance measured by
various parameters such as annual growth of its manufac
turing sector, snare of manufacturing in the state domestic
product, value added by factory sector etc.. have been on
the low side.6

It is relevant-to see that eventhough we have comple
ted seven five year plans, we could never maintain tae rate
of per capita manufacturing product which we achieved i
1950. Tue per capita manufacturing product in the state
was Rs.48 in 1950 while that in all India was Rs.37. But
now the case is deplorable. The rate is much below the
national average and that of the neighbouring states.7

IN) [0



The value added by the manufacturing sector has been
showing a deceleration in its growth during the first six
years of the eighties. The state income from the manufac
turing sector was Rs.531.52 crores in 1980-81. It has
declined to Rs.523.45 crores in 1986-87 recording a decline
by 1.5 per cent. The average growth of manufacturing
sector was only nominal (2.2 per cent) though the seventh
five year plan period of 1985-90 recorded a slight increase
(2.42 per cent).8 State's net value added at current
prices relatively to other southern states of India has also
been low. when a fairly long period of 1970-71 to 1987-88
is taken. it is seen that Kerala occupies the lowest posi
tion among the neighbouring states (Tamil Nadu, Karnataka

and Andhra Pradesh). While the rate of Tamil Nadu (highest

among the southern states) was Rs.309 crores in 1970-71,
Kerala could attain only Rs.9O crores. The values in 1987-88
moved to Rs.2821 crores for Tamil Nadu and Rs.867 crores for

Kerala at current prices. with respect to the per capita
value added also Kerala occupies the lowest position among
the southern states excepting Andhra Pradesh. In this
respect also Tamil Nadu tops the list with Rs.75 in 1970-71

and Rs.507 in 1987-88. The share of Kerala has been Rs.42.2
in 1970-71 and Rs.298r9 in 1987-88. (Table 2.2)

In 1987-88, out of Rs.867 crores NVA of all industries

in Kerala, the contribution from manufacturing industries
was the lowest when compared to other southern states, the
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share being 86.3 per cent. Andhra Pradesn tops the list
with 95.2 per cent. The next position is occupied by the
Karnataka state with a share of 92.3 per cent. Among the
four southern States, Tamil Nadu occupies the topmost posi

tion with regard to the percentage share of NVA to all India
level with 10 per cent. Thus the data also shows a rela
tively low industrial profile of Kerala (Table 2.3).

The depressing situation is easily understood when
the percentage share of all industries to all India and the
share of manufacturing sector in all industries of Kerala
are assessed. A 3.1 percentage rate to all India is too
low. At the same time, the contribution from the manufac
turing sector is also low.

The central investment in Kerala also has not been

encouraging. Central industrial investment in the state
during the First Five Year Plan was practially nil. It is
interesting to note that the investment in Kerala during
the second Five Year Plan was only 0.1 percentage of the
total central public sector investment in the country.
Though there has been slight improvement since then, the
central investment in Kerala continued to be much less when

compared to the proportion of state's population to that of
all India. The state has a population of about 3.7 per
centage of the country. But the percentage share of
central investment has declined from 2.9 percentage in
1971-72 to 1.6 percentage in 1987-88.9 Central investment
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in terms of Gross Block has been continuously declining
from 1974-75 onwards when it was 3.24 per cent of an all
India investment of Rs.6242 crores. By 1990 the share has
come down to 1.53 and again to 1.43 in 1990-91 (Table 2.4).

During 1990-91 the central sector industrial invest
ment in the country as a whole increased by Rs.16282 crores.
Kerala's share was only 0.93 per cent. It is worth noting
that 62 per cent of the total investment made by the Govern
ment went to New Delhi, and five states of Maharashtra, west
Bengal, Andhra Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Tamil Nadu.

Table 2.5 displays the neglect shown towards Kerala with
regard to central public sector investment.

It is a fact that the financial institutions play a
vital role for the development and growth of industries by
participating in the equity of and granting medium and long
term loans to industrial undertakings. with regard to the
assistance sanctioned and disbursed by all India financial
institutions Kerala lags behind and the share of assistance
availed has been nominal. The percentage of disbursements
to the state out of a total of Rs.1424.3 crores in 1980-81
was only 3.2. It came down to 2.8 per cent in 1984-85
and again to 1.8 per cent during 1990-91 through 2.6 per
cent during 1989-90. In the case of other states in
South India, though the percentage disbursements showed a
more or less mixed trends, the rates were more than that of
Kerala. Among the southern states, perhaps, Kerala is the
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only state where the amounts released have been continu
ously falling for a long period of time. (Table 2.6).

Both in absolute and relative terms the financial
assistance given has been very low. It is evident that
these situations are not conducive to a satisfactory state
of economic development. It is distressing to note that
this continuous lower disbursement has affected the cumula
tive total also. It resulted in wide disparities between
Kerala and other states in South India in this respect.
while taking the total financial assistance granted by
IDBI, IPCI and ICICI, Kerala's share has come to only
Rs.1l88 crores whereas Tamil Nadu records the highest among
the other three states in South India with Rs.4839 crores.
Next to it comes Andhra Pradesh with Rs.4127 crores.

Karnataka has the third place with Rs.3l35 crores.1O

Throughout the plan period, one could see that due

attention was not given with regard to investment in industry
and mining sectors. During the first five year plan the
investment in industry and mining was only less than two
per cent of the state sector outlay. During the next three
plans, the rate of investment in this sector was around
7 per cent. It was 11 per cent during the fifth plan;
8 per cent during sixth plan and between 10 and 11 per cent
during seventh plan.11 The constraints on State's resources
have affected adversely the allocation for development pro
grammes in the five year plans. Over the time the per capita
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plan outlay of the state has been diminishing in terms of
the average outlay of all the states. It is interesting
to note that there was not much differences in the per capit
outlays in the fifties (during the first and second plan
periods). But in the subsequent periods the gap between
state's per capita and national per capita outlays gradually
increased. During the seventh plan the per capita state
plan outlay for Kerala was Rs.727 crores. The correspon
ding figure for all states was Rs.1026. Thus Kerala's
per capita outlay was lower by Rs.299 crores which deserves
prime attention.
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Chapter III

THEORIES OF CAPITAL STRUCTURE: A REVIEW

3.1 Capital Structure

Capital structure is the permanent financing of the
firm, represented primarily by long-term debt. preferred
stock, and common equity, but excluding all short term
credit.1 It means the combination of various sources of
longterm capital employed in a business. In other words,
the term capital structure represents the relationship bet
been various longterm forms of capital such as equity share
capital, reserves and surpluses, preference share capital
and long term debts. Van Horne also holds a similar view.
In this context, he speaks of debt versus equity financing.2
In the words of Datta "Capital structure of a firm refers
to the structural combination of the different types of
sources of finance (securities and otherwise) which are
tapped for raising funds for a business".3 Different
types of sources of finance, here, implies long term
sources alone. Another scholar speaks of capital struc
ture by explaining the components thereof. According to
him the components of capital structure include different
kinds of paid up capital, retained earnings and surpluses
and different types of long term borrowals.4



The views stated above are almost similar. All of
them consider long term sources of capital alone. But
scholars like walker are of different opinions. According
to walker, capital structure includes not only long term
obligations and equity capital but also short term obli
gations.5 Accordingly, short term capitals also form
part of capital structure. Lindsay and Sametz define
capital structure as "capitalisation plus surpluses both
paid in and ploughed back"6 It appears that they are not
rigid with regard to the exclusion of short term sources
in the capital structure. They opine "It seems artificial
to omit short term or informal debt from capital structure
problems especially for small firms where current liabili
ties comprise a large part of the sources of funds".7
Here more emphasis has been given to small firms. when
we follow this view, it may not be logical to take into
account long term funds alone in case of concerns which
hold a very small proportion of fixed assets by their
nature. The reason is that a large measure of their
investment may be in the form of non-fixed assets in
which case a working capital financing decision may be
more relevant.

3.1.1 Significance of Capital Structure

The problem of capital structure is relevant only
in the case when there is a mix of various kinds of capital
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in the financial structure of a business concern. Since
the equity shareholders are the real_owners of a company
they always expect to get maximum benefit. They invest
their funds with the sole objective of enjoying maximum
return. Return may take the form of either dividend or
capital appreciation or both. This is possible with an
ideal combination of debt and equity. Though the capital
structure (Leverage) decision has nothing to do with the
total operating earnings of the firms, it is capable of
adjusting the return on shareholders’ funds by a judicious
combination of various elements of long term sources. When
the return on equity is favourable to the equity share
holders it would have the reflection on the earnings per
share (EPS). Increased BPS naturally increases the
market value of the firm. In fact, this is the outcome
expected of a capital structure decision. The volume of
benefit in the form of returns to equity largely depends
on the quality of the financing decision. The objective
of the firm is to maximise its value to its shareholders.8
For the attainment of such an objective the role played
by the capital structure is very important. It is so
because the capital structure can affect the value of a
firm by reducing the cost of capital and thus increasing
the income available to the owners.
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The overall cost of capital can be reduced by
employing low cost capital. Broadly. low cost capital
may be classified into two: Preference share capital and
long term loans. So long as the costs of these sources
are less than the (expected) return on investment the
owners would benefited by an increased rate or return on
equity. In other words, the cost advantage owing to the
employment of fixed cost capital enables the equity share
holders to earn a higher return on equity. It does not
mean that a business firm can freely employ any amount of
fixed cost capital in its capital structure. There are
certain limits imposed by some influencing factors. An
ideal capital structure decision determines the quantum of
each element of capital a firm can employ in its financial
structure in order to maximise the wealth of shareholders.
That combination of various types of capital which maxi
mises the wealth of shareholders with minimum cost of

capital is called the optimum capital structure.

3.1.2 Leverage

Leverage is the force used to generate a relatively
higher power. In financial circles, the term is used to
mean utilisation of fixed cost assets and/or funds, to
magnify the returns to the owners of a concern. The
significance of a capital structure decision lies in an
appropriate Financial Leverage. Financial leverage
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(Trading on Equity) means the use of fixed charge;
sources of funds such as debt and preference shares along
with owners‘ equity in the capital structure, with a View
to magnifying the earnings of ordinary shareholders. This
is possible only when the company can obtain funds at a
cost lower than its rate of return on assets. Earnings
generated by such funds after deducting their costs result.
in additional earnings to the shareholders without incre
asing their own investment. As a result, the Earnings
Per Share (EPS) increases. However, excessive leverage
may prove dangerous due to the risk attached to borrowings.
Hence the success of leverage depends on striking a balance
between risk and return (risk return trade-off). Financial
leverage can be measured in the following manner:

Earnings Before Interest and Taxes(EBIT)
Financial leverage = Earnings Before Tax (EBT)
A greater ratio indicates use of high leverage.

Percentage change in EPS
Degree of Financial leverage = percentage change in EBIT

while using financial leverage. due concern should
be given for operating leverage also. when there exists
fixed expenses in the total operating expenses of a con
cern, the concern is said to be using operating leverage.
In the presence of fixed costs, a certain percentage
change in sales causes a higher percentage change in
operating profit. Hence, operating profit is a necessary
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pre-requisite for a favourable financial leverage. A
firm with a high operating leverage should not have a
high financial leverage. The degree of operating leve
rage depends upon the amount of fixed charges in the cost
structure.

C t ib ti
Degree of operating leverage = Operatigg ;ro:it°:r EBIT
when the ratio approaches one, operating leverage is said
to be low.

Combined effect of Financial and Operating leverage
measures their interaction on a firm.

Degree of total leverage = Financial leverage x Operating
leverage

EBIT X Contribution _ ContributionEBT EB IT ’ EBT
For the formulation of a capital structure decision,

an EBIT-EPS analysis would be helpful. This analysis
shows the sensitivity of EPS to changes in EBIT under dif
ferent financial alternatives. The alternative from
which the maximum EPS is generated can be selected.

Operating leverage causes a change in sales volume
to have a magnified effect on EBIT. If financial leverage
is superimposed on operating leverage, changes in EBIT have
a magnified effect on EPS.9
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On striking the indifference EBIT point - the
level of EBIT for which the EPS is same undertxwo alter
native financial plans - an assessment of the probability
of EBIT's falling below it is made. If the probability
is negligible, a financial alternative which calls for
more debt in the capital structure may be considered.
If the EBIT is below the indifference point or if the
probability of EBIT's falling below the point is high,
equity is preferable to debt financing. On the other
hand, if the EBIT is above the indifference point or if
the probability of its falling below the level is very
low, the opposite holds.

3.1.3 Cost of Capital

Needless to say, no ideal financial decision-making
is possible by ignoring cost of capital. The financial
profitability of a project is measured by keeping the cost
of funds as a parameter.

The importance of cost of capital has been explained
by an eminent scholar as, "The cost of capital is criti
cally important in finance. First, capital budgeting
decisions have a major impact on the firm, and proper
capital budgeting procedures require an estimate of the
cost of capital. Second, many other decisions, including
those related to leasing, to bond-refunding, and to wrking
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capital policy require estimates of the cost of capital.
Finally, maximising the value of a firm requires that the
costs of all inputs, including capital, be minimised, and
to minimise the cost of capital we must be able to calcu
late it".10

In capital budgeting decision, cost of capital is
used as a decision criterion. It is the discount rate
used in evaluating the desirability of investment projects.
A project is accepted if it has a positive net present
value when the cash flows are discounted at the cost of
capital, in the Net Present Value method. In the Internal
Rate of Return method, the project is accepted if it has
a rate of return greater than the cost of capital. If
viewed this way, cost of capital is the minimum rate of
return required on investment projects. It is the cut-off,
or the target, or hurdle, rate.11 "The cost of capital.
then, represents a cut-off rate for the allocation of
capital to investment projects; in theory, it should be
the rate of return on a project that will leave unchanged
the market price of the stock. In this sense, the cost
of capital is the required rate of return needed to
justify the use of capital".12

From the corporation's point of view, it is the cost
of obtaining funds. According to an investor, cost of
capital is the average return that he expects after having
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invested proportionately in all the securities of the
corporation.13 It is also described as the minimum
return an investor would be willing to accept for investing
funds in a particular project. This concept of a required
rate of return applies just as much to the purchase of
loan stock in a company as it does to the purchase of
equity. The rate of return will depend on the form his
investment takes (loan, equity, preferred stock, conver
tibles etc.) and the risk attached to the particular

14
company.

The cost of capital may be taken as the most dif
ficult and controversial topic in Finance. In theory.
it is mostly accepted that it is the rate of return on the
project that leaves unchanged the market price of the
firm's stock. But in practice. there exists differences
of opinions as to how this cost should be measured.15
However, certain general framework has been proposed on
the basis of which costs of various sources of capital
are computed. Once the costs of various sources are
found out. these costs are combined to obtain an overall
cost or weighted average cost of capital to the firm.

In financial decisions, it is the weighted average
cost of capital used as an acceptance criterion (weighted
average cost of capital includes costs of equity-capital,
preference capital and long term loans). "The rationale
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behind the use of a weighted average cost of capital is
that by financing in the proportions specified and accep
ting projects yielding more than the weighted average
cost. the firm is able to increase the market price of
its stock over the long run. This increase occurs
because investment projects accepted are expected to
yield more on their equity-financed portions than the
cost of equity capital, Ke. Once these expectations are
apparent to the market place. the market price of the
stock should rise, all other things remaining the same".16

If the firm earns a return at least equal to the
cost of capital, the market value of the firm remains
unchanged. If the firm earns more, the excess earnings
result in increased value of equity and also the market
value of the firm. A reduction in the cost of capital
(return on assets remaining the same) also fruitfully
increases the value of equity and the market value of the
firm. Thus cost has an inverse relationship with the
market value. the capital structure that minimises
a firm's weighted average cost of capital also maximises
the value of its stock".17

Cost of capital is dependent on various factors.
Nature of business, types of sources of finance, availa
bility of funds. conditions in the capital market, propor
tions of debt and equity in the capital structure, financial
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and business risks of the firm etc., are important among
them. Among these, risk factor needs special attention.
From the view of investors, the risk attached to the
invested amount varies with the length of the periods for
which the investment remains tied up in the business. The
greater the length, the more is the risk from the investors‘
point of view, and consequently, the nigher is the expecta

18tion of the investors. Risks of various kinds influence
cost of capital.

3.1.4 Risk

The tenn risk is ordinarly used to mean in a nega
tive sense though it may have positive consequence also.
Grunewald says: "Risk implies the possibility of loss but
also implies the prospect of gain. Suppliers of capital.
in addition to demanding compensation for exchanging present

runds for future funds, also require a chance for gain at
least commensurate with the chance of loss which they expect.
What really happens is that when the expected chance for
loss is high, the supplier of capital demands a great cnance
for gain".19 Thus the expected returns and costs depend
mainly on risk. The more the risk attached to a source of
capital the greater will be its cost.
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There are various factors that cause differences in
actual cost and pure cost of funds. Put differently. in
actual practice, the effective cost of capital may not be
the same as its contractual cost. Effective cost can be
computed by considering the contractual cost and other
implied costs connected with the funds raised. But con
tractual cost is explicit which is agreed to be given to
the suppliers of funds as provided in the indenture in the
case of bonds issue. The inequillibrium in these costs
is perhaps due to the operation of risk.

There are five aspects for the element of risk which
are closely intertwined and which cannot be separated in
any particular case, with precision. They are. the busi
ness risk, the financial risk, the purchasing power risk,
the money rate risk and the market risk.20

Business risk is an unavoidable risk in a given set
of circumstances. It is the risk connected with default
or variability of income from an investment in a particular
business. "Business risks are those inherent in the
firm's operations and are influenced by management policies,
economic conditions. consumer demands and so on that con

tribute to variations in earnings before interest and
taxes".21 It is related to the investment decisions or
asset mix of the firm. It refers to the variability in
return on assets. Such a variability is the result of the

environment in which the firm has to operate.22
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Business risk also depends upon the operating
leverage. High degree of operating leverage is charac
terised by the presence of high fixed costs. If the
fixed costs are very high, even a slight variation in
sales can deteriorate the earnings before interest and
taxe S o

Financial risk is associated with the financing
decisions of the business. "Financial risk describes a
firm's ability to meet its financial obligations such as
interest on borrowed funds and preferred stock dividends.
The degree of financial risk depends on the proportion of
borrowed funds and the variability of earnings. Firms
that are financed entirely with common stock have no
financial risk. Those that have large proportions of
long term debt have a high degree of financial risk.23
Financial risk is related to financial leverage. For a
firm which uses financial leverage, variability of earnings
may lead to default in honouring financial comitments,
both revenue and capital. Further, there is a probability
of insolvency also. This is the behaviour offinancial
risk. "Financial risk encompasses both the risk of pos
sible insolvency and the variability in the earnings
available to common stock holders".24

Financial risk is an avoidable risk. if the capital
structure is made debt free, the firm is absolutely relieved
Of this risk.
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Purchasing power risk is that risk which is caused
by changes in the purchasing power of money due to price
level changes. All securities are subject to such risk.
Therefore, the suppliers of funds, especially long term
investors, demand a rate of return which they anticipate
would cover the expected decline in the purchasing power of
money;

Money rate risk is the risk related to the changes in
interest rates. This risk "refers to the premium in yield
demanded by suppliers of capital to cover the risk of changes
in interest rates. As with purchasing power risk, prior
Claim security holders, particularly high-grade bond holders,
are more sensitive to this form of risk... even slight
changes in expectations of future prices of interest rates
have an important effect on the prices of these securities".25

Market risk is the inability to liquidate the security
as and when the security holder wishes to do so. In an
attempt to sell the securities quickly, he may have to offer
a substantial discount from the usual market price. This
feature makesthe supplier of capital expect a premium to
compensate for the assumption of the risk.26
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3.1» Theories of Capital structure

Considerable attempts have been made so far in the

area of Corporate Capital Structure with a view to identify
a model capital §tructure. Academicians, professionals and
researchers are still on the look out. Day by day the
problem is becoming more and more complex.

The thinking on this line became significant when
the profit maximisation as a business objective, which was
developed in the early 19th Century, began to shift towards
the shareholders‘ wealth maximisation objective. The
profit maximisation objective was relevant only with res
pect to business concerns which used only the owners‘
capital and which were managed by the owner manager,when

the firm began to use various types of capital - broadly,
owners‘ capital and creditors’ capital - and when the
management began to separate from ownership. As a result,
in the modern world, profit maximisation is regarded as
unrealistic, inappropriate and immoral.27 wealth maxi
misation, the present day objective, is more realistic
which takes into consideration the time value of money,
cost and risk factors. It is consistent with the maxi
misation of owners‘ economic welfare which is reflected in

the market value of shares. Since business concerns employ
different types of capital and they carry costs of different
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magnitudes, it is on the financial decisions the core of
wealth maximisation rests.

The traditional role of a financial manager which was
mainly confined to problems relating to raising of funds
proved inadequate in the mid 1950s. Now he is no more a
staff officer who is vested with the responsibility of
raising funds, maintaining records, preparing reports etc.
He is rather entrusted with the responsibility of shaping
the fortunes of the enterprise and is involved in the most
vital decision of the allocation of capital. Significantly,
it is in his decision that the value maximisation objective
turns to be a reality.

Firms use a variety of funds for financing their pro
jects- Usual forms are equity share capital, preference
share capital, debenture and other long term loans, medium
and short tenn loans, bank borrowings, trade credit etc.
Among these the fixed charges funds form the basis for
financial leverage. It is in this context that a finan
cing decision demands concern.

Many a time a financing decision is talked about to
mean the relationship between Equity and Long Term Debt and
their costs. (Short term debts are excluded based on the
view that they are free from explicit costs). A firm's
value is dependent upon its expected earnings or on the cost
of capital, or both .28
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As mentioned earlier, a financing (capital structure)
decision is very relevant when there is a combination of
debt in the capital structure. For the employment of debt,
various theoretical explanations have been given by many

researchers and financial experts. Scholars like David
Durand, Ezra Solomon, Modigliani and Miller, Donaldson,

S.C.Myers, Hain Ben Shahar, Ronald Masulis, Kim etc., have
made extensive contributions to the theories of capital
structure. Some considered the cost of funds as the main
detenninant of an optimum capital structure; others con
centrated mainly on risk factor and certain otners focused
their attention on corporate taxes too. Theories which
related cost and corporate taxes also are not rare. For
ensuring more and more precision and perfection on the
theoretical framework, efforts are still being continued.

Debates relating to the controversial issues regarding
existence of an optimum capital structure, might have boosted
up the thinking on modern lines. David Durand himself has
identified both the views—~Net Income approach (HI) and Net

Operating Income approach (NOI).29 The Net Income approach

establishes that a capital structure at which the value of
the firm is maximum can be achieved. Accordingly, the firm
can increase its market value or lower the average cost of
capital by increasing the debt funds in the capital structure.
The theory states that due to increased use of financial
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leverage the overall cost of capital, K0, decreases as the
cost of debt, Kd, is less than the cost of equity, Ke. Thus

Market value of debt
KO approaches Kd when Market value of the firm approaches

'one'. In other words, a firm attains its maximum market
value when it employs maximum amount of debt in its capital
structure. The above contention is on the assumption that
the use of debt does not change the risk perception of
investors. However, this approach is not practically
feasible. In the practical situation, risk avoidance is
not possible. Increased risk naturally has a bearing on
the cost of capital which would affect the value of the firm.

NOI approach, another approach put forward by Durand,

brings into scene a capital structure irrelevance argument.
According to this view, it is assumed that financial leverage
increases the risk perception by the shareholders and the
debt advantage is exactly offset by the increased cost of
equity, Ke. Accordingly the total value of the firm remains
unchanged irrespective of financial leverage. In other words,
the advantage associated with the use of debt (supposed to be
cheaper than equity) in terms of explicit costs is exactly
neutralised by the implicit cost represented by the increase
in Ke. As a result, the real costs of debt and equity are
the same and equal to Ko. Hence, financial leverage does
not have any influence on the total value of a firm. There
is no capital structure which is designated as optimum.
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However, these approaches are not supported by the
financial experts with the traditional view. The tradi
tional financial theory states that investors do not become
concerned about the increased risk until the amount of a
company's debt grows sufficiently large to threaten it with
bankruptcy.30 It implies that the value of a firm can be
increased by a reasonable degree of financial leverage.
Upto that limit, the cost of capital declines due to the
fact that debt is cheaper than equity. Therefore the
weighted average cost of debt and equity together will be
less than the cost of equity before debt financing.31 Upto
the reasonable limit as said earlier, the 'Ke' rises slightly
with leverage but not as fast as to cancel out the advantage
of low cost debt. A further increase in leverage has a
negligible effect on the value as well as cost of capital.
This stage leads to the optimum capital structure. Beyond
that stage a further addition of debt increases the cost of
capital which implies reduction in the value of the firm.
Thus the traditional theory asserts that the cost of capital
is a U shaped function of the capital structure.32

The dnnensions of capital structure thinking has been
widened by Modigliani and Miller by introducing a model pro
posing that capital structure is irrelevant.33
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This is a total value principle which is
an elaboration of the NOI approach in terms of three pro
positions, viz..

(1) The value of a firm is independent of its capital
structure changes. That is, the changes in the composition
of debt or equity in the capital structure do not influence
the firm's valuation and the cost of capital. But it is
the function of the net operating income.

(2) The cost of equity (expected yield on equity) of a
levered firm = cost of equity of an unlevered finn + a risk
premium.

where Kel = Cost of equity of levered firm.
K0 Cost of equity of an unlevered firm

(cost of capital)
Kd = Cost of debt
D Market value of debt
S Market value of equity

Thus Ke is a linear function of Q/S.

(3) The cut-off rate for investment decision making
for a firm in homogeneous risk class (equivalent risk class),
Ke, is not affected by the manner in which the investment is
financed. The investment and financing decisions are inde
pendent because the average cost of capital is not affected
by the financing decision.
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The capital structure irrelevance proposition holds
good only in a situation when the capital markets are per
fect, investors are rational and they have homogeneous
expectations about future earnings, firms can be grouped
into homogeneous risk classes and there is no income tax
(corporate and personal).

while cost of capital (Ko) curve is a saucer shaped
function of the capital structure according to the tradi
tional theory, the M.M. version of the theory asserts that
in a world free of tax, the cost of capital is independent
of the firm's capital structure. The overall cost of
capital, K0, is static for all levels of leverage from
L. = 0 to L. = OC The theory does not favour the

argument that two firms, identical in all respects except
for their capital structure, have different market values
or have different cost of capital. If these firms have
different market values and costs of capital, arbitrage
would take place to enable the investors to engage in
personal leverage as against the corporate leverage until
the return from the unlevered firm would be equal to that
of the levered firm or vice versa.

This approach had been subjected to so many criticism.
The practical application of the homemade leverage in United
states had been questioned by Durand.34
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Even though, inherently there exists sharp contro
versies regarding the practical utility of the theory
formulated by Modiglianiand Miller, needless to say, they
have, in fact, added stimulus to thinking on the leverage
problem in modern lines. Wippern totally rejects the M.M.
assumption of homogeneity of risk and argues that firms

within an industry cannot be of homogeneous risk class.35
His main finding from analysing the data variables of fifty
firms in seven diverse industries was that shareholders

wealth is enhanced by the firm's judicious use of fixed
commitment financing (Traditional view). He argues that
the capital markets are not sufficiently perfect to validate
the M.M. arbitrage argument and, in addition to tax effects,
firms do gain by employing a mix of financial resources.36
David Durand also holds the similar View that the capital
markets are not at all perfect. The corporate borrowings
would be controlled (limited) by the lenders.37 The
working of arbitrage process has got limited validity. It
is more theoretical and logically inconsistent. Market

imperfections exist in capital markets inééggl world. A
perfect market as pointed out by’ M,M, is a matter of suspect.
Therefore, there may be necessarily differences between
market values of leveredandmhlevered firms. Even though
there are rational investors, purchase and sale of securities
without transaction costs, personal borrowings intthe very
similar style as the corporation does, grouping of firms
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according to homogeneous risk class, conveyance of capital
market information etc., are far from reality. Girish
Jakhotiya raised a strong criticism against the H.M. propo
sition. He argues that this model is highly theoretical
and that profitable companies, by increasing the financial
leverage, can fruitfully enjoy the benefit of trading on
equity. He has favoured the use of financial leverage on

38various measures.

But in their 1963 article,.M,M, modified their pro
position in a startling fashion and came to the conclusion
that the value of the firm would increase or the cost of
capital would decrease with leverage due to the deductibi
lity of interest for tax purposes (and non—deductibility of
dividend and retained earnings). In a world of tax, value
of the levered firm, V would be greater tnan the value of
the unlevered firm, vu.39 It implies that where corporate
tax is considered, the cost of capital goes on decreasing
with more and more leverage. This might not be true because
"under perfect markets, the cost of debt cannot exceed the
overall capitalisation rate of a pure equity firm. As a
result, the cost of capital cannot decline continuously with
leverage rather a minimum point will be reached at some
level of leverage".4o Solomon also puts an argument in this
way, "whether, in a tax free world, the traditional view
that Ko does fall is correct, or whether the Modiglianipmiller
argument that Ko does not fall is correct, in a world of
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taxable corporate incomes in which interest payments are
tax deductible, everybody agrees that upto a certain
'judicious' limit of debt, Ko declines as leverage is
increased".41 He says that as far as the leverage effect
alone is considered, there exists a clearly definable
optimum position, ie., the point at which the marginal
cost of more debt is equal to, or greater than, a company's
cost of capital.

The M.M. model of 1963 was further modified by Miller

by incorporating personal taxes also. Miller opines that
eventhough interest payments are fully deductible for
corporate tax purposes, the value of the firm, in equilli
brium would still be independent of its capital structure.
Thus with the introduction of progressive income tax, his
model has the similar conclusion as in the original M.M.
model. Accordingly, the corporate tax shield is exactly
offset by the personal income tax on interest payments when
full statutory tax is paid by the firm.42 It is also a
capital structure irrelevance argument. He tries to
establish that even with taxes, leverage does not have
effect on the firm value.

Richard Castanias criticises the capital structure
irrelevance argument of Miller empirically. He has found
tnat the bankruptcy costs have a significant influence on
the corporate capital structure decision. He does not
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think bankruptcy costs unimportant as assumed by Miller.
He examines a general cross sectional prediction of the
Tax Shelter Bankruptcy Costs (TS-BC) hypothesis. The
relationship between bankruptcy and leverage ratios has
been estimated. Results of the analysis have been found
inconsistent with Miller's irrelevance hypothesis but con
sistent with a (variation of) TS-BS hypothesis that firms
choose value maximising mixes of debt and equity on account
of bankruptcy costs and the tax deductibility of interest
payments.43 Alan Kraus and Robert Litzen Berger have shown
that the total market value of a firm is not in general a
concave function of financial leverage. In their valu
ation model they introduced corporate taxes and bankruptcy
penalties. According to them, the firm's financing mix
determines the states in which the firm earns on its debt
obligation and receives the tax savings attributable to
debt financing and also determines the state in which the
firm is insolvent and incurs bankruptcy penalties.44

Alex Kane and others try to find an answer to the
question, "what magnitude tax advantage to debt is consis
tent with the range of observed corporate debt ratios?"45
Their attempt is to see whether the model formulated by
them can potentially account for the observed range of
debt equity ratios in the United States. The model formu
lated is for a levered firm with bankruptcy costs incorpo
rating personal taxes. They found that differences across

.
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firms in bankruptcy costs alone cannot account for the
simultaneous existence of levered and unlevered firms.

A simulation analysis to determine a reasonable cross
sectional range for optimal debt ratios, given the tax
advantage to debt indicates that if the tax advantage to
debt is small, then the cost substantially deviating from

the optimal debt ratios is small. They opine that there
is the possibility that other factors, such as moral
hazard considerations, may be more important determinants
of debt policy than traditional tax and bankruptcy cost
considerations. It is concluded that the tax advantage/
bankruptcy cost trade off is unlikely to play a major role
in explaining observed leverage patterns.46

Masulis examines the valuation effects of leverage
altering capital structure changes. The study estimates
the impact of change in debt levels on firm values. Capital
structure changes due to issuer exchange offers and re
capitalisations have been studied. (These do not involve
any asset structure changes). The most important findings
of nis analysis are:

(1) Stock prices and firm values are positively
related to changes in debt levels and leverage;
and

(2) Changes in non-convertible senior security prices
are negatively related to these capital structure
changes.47
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Joseph and Steven speak: of tax advantage of debt in
their paper. They present detailed estimates of the
marginal effective tax advantage. The estimates quantify
the impact of increasing interest deductions. A signi
ficant wedge between the statutory and effective tax rate
is implied by their estimates. Significant variations in
the after tax marginal cost of debt faced by different
firms and industries were also observed.48

Warner made an attempt to weigh the cost of bank
ruptcy by analysing the data which the Interstate Commerce
Commission (ICC) reported for eleven rail-road firms which

were in bankruptcy proceedings between 1933 and 1955. He

could find that the cost of bankruptcy was on an average
about one per cent of the market value of the firms prior
to bankruptcy. But the data covered only the direct costs
of reorganisation in bankruptcy. Indirect costs due to
the lost sales, lost profits inability and inefficiency to
obtain credit etc., were not taken into account though,
according to him, it might be substantial. So the empirical
evidence rests in a limited range only. The influence of
the bankruptcy costs on debt, therefore, cannot be precisely
seen. The ratio of direct bankruptcy costs to the market
value of the firm, he says, appears to fall as the value of
the firm increases. It implies that for larger firms the
bankruptcy costs might be smaller and it cannot do much for
computing cost of debt.49
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Myers gives a description of the "Static trade off
hypothesis". According to the hypothesis, a firm's
optimal debt ratio is usually viewed as determined by a
trade off of the costs and benefits of borrowing without
changing its asset and investment plans. The firm is
portrayed as balancing the value of interest tax shields
against various costs of bankruptcy or financial embarassh
ment. Though there are controversies regarding how valu
able the tax shields are and which of the costs of financial
embarassment are material, the disagreements are mere
variations on a theme. Until the value is maximised, the
firm is supposed to substitute debt for equity or vice
versa.50 The models of Kraus and Litzen Bergersl (op.cit)
and Kim52 also trade off the tax advantage of debt against
the cost disadvantages of bankruptcy.

J.Michael Pinegar and wilbricht in their survey,
finds little support for the static trade off models. The
survey examines the extent managers use the assumptions
and/or inputs of capital structure models generated by
academicians in making financing decisions.53 According
to them corporate managers (in their sample) are more
likely to follow a ‘Financing hierarchy‘ than to maintain
a target debt equity ratio. In Financial hierarchy
internal equity is the most preferred source, external
equity is the least and the straight and convertible deben
tures in the middle. They have concluded by saying that,
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in general, financial planning principles are more impor
tant in governing the financing decisions of the firm than
the specific capital structure theories.

Myers also says about the Pecking Order Theory.S4 It
is a model in which a firm prefers internal to external
financing. If the firm issues securities, debt is pre
ferred to equity. In the pure Pecking Order Theory, the
firm has no well-defined target debt-to-value ratio.
According to the Pecking Order Theory the firm's financing
decision are as follows:

Firms prefer internal finance. They adapt their
target dividend pay out ratios to their investment oppor
tunities, although dividends are sticky and target payout
ratios are only gradually adjusted to shifts in the extent
of valuable investment opportunities. Sticky dividend
policies, plus unpredictable fluctuations in profitability
and investment opportunities, mean that internally-generated
cash flow may be more or less than investment outlays. If
it is less, the firm first draws down its cash balance or
marketable securities portfolio. If external finance is
required, firms issues the safest security first. That is,
they start with debt, then possibly hybrid securities such
as convertible bonds, then perhaps equity as the last resort.
In this, there is no well defined target equity debt com
position.55
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Certain financial purists have diverted their atten
tion in suggesting guidelines for capital structure policies.
and decisions. Some speak of the determination of the
capacity to hold debt and others give description of the
components to be included in the Debt/Equity Composition.
Girish Jakhotiya has dealt with the components to be
included in D/E ratio according to Indian requirements. A
suggestion is made for the inclusion of preference share
capital as a part of debt fund. He is of the view that
depreciation reserve also should be included as a component
of equity.56

Seymour Friedland explains the importance of the
EBIT

I
the capacity to hold debt in the capital structure. "The
ratio of and the ratio of debt and equity to determine

capacity of a firm to hold debt in its capital structure is
sometimes tested by the two operating statement ratios: the
ratio of earnings before interest and taxes to interest,
called the times interest earned; and the ratio of debt
to equity. A large times-interest-earned ratio and a low
debt/equity ratio would indicate a safe firm, and the

57reverse”. It is more or less, a conservative approach
which does not permit for high leverage.

Another scholarly View is to consider the interest
cover as the measure of capital structure decision. It is
said that the lender or borrower determines a cover and
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uses it as a criterion with which a potential level of
debt is to be judged. The maximum level of debt the firm
wishes to carry and the management's risk preferences are
influenced and reflected by the interest coverage ratios
so chosen. The lower the required amount of cover, the
more debt can be carried, but correspondingly, the greater

58 This is athe possibility of default and liquidation.
conservative approach which does not permit limitless
leverage due to the impact of risks of default and bank
ruptcy. "A firm may borrow so long as incremental returns
from borrowing exceed incremental costs of borrowing, taking
into account the additional risks that may be involved by
incurring more debt".59

All these are the theoretical discussions made on the
capital structure problems. ':-Lowever, a model capital struc
ture or an optimum capital structure still remains as a
problem yet to be solved.

3.3 Guidelines for Debt-Equity mix

In India, the significance of ‘Capital Structure‘ was
felt in the official level, probably for the first time, when
the Govermnent of India in 1961 suggested a Debt-Equity ratio
of 1:1 for public sector undertaxings.6O The Ministry of
Industrial Development also held the similar view.61 But
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in 1967 the Administrative Commission felt that the ratio

could not be prescribed as a rigid one for all undertakings.
It was also opined that separate norms were to be presented
for capital intensive units and trading concerns. Committee
on Public Undertakings (COPU) also had made a similar sug

gestion.62 The government began to think on more practical
lines other than sticking on a 50:50 criterion. The
government in a circular recognised the fact that the
borrowings had a direct influence on the profitability and
it wanted this fact to be taken into account in the prepa
ration of feasibility studies and detailed project reports
so that right Debt-Equity ratio might be decided for a
project. In principle, the government agreed to consider
individual cases on merit even though the original decision
of 1:1 still remain unchanged.63

For the public companies, the Capital Issues (Control)
Act allowed a Debt-Equity ratio of 2:1. For capital inten
sive industries a larger proportion of debt was permitted.64

The financial institutions have their own norms in

this regard. For example, IFCI suggested the following
DOIITIS :65
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' _ .Type of companies 2EEE—§gE5Ezratio

Medium and Large Scale Projects 2:1
Highly Capital intensive Projects 3:1
Project with a capital cost ofbelow Rs.5 crores 1:1 to 1.5:1
Project with a capital cost ofRs.5 crores to Rs.1O crores 1.5:1 to 2:1
Projects with a capital cost ofmore than Rs.10 crores 2:1 or more

These norms were taken as broad guidelines of
general indicator.

The inadequacy of the governmental norms and guide
lines had been criticised even in the 19705. There was a
strong suggestion for a higher Debt—Equity ratio. For
instance, the President of Indian Paper Mills Association
argued that, “in View of the magnitude of investments invol
ved the Debt-Equity ratio should be raised to 3:1".66
The President of the Association of Synthetic Fibre Industry
also pleaded for such revision.67 Similar suggestions for
higher revisions have resulted in permitting high debt com
ponent in the capital structure of certain industries. For
example, a ratio of 4:1 for manufacturing companies had been

allowed. For shipping companies it hovers around 5:1 to §:1.
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This was not favoured by the financial institutions. The
lending institutions were not entertaining nigh ratios for
the purpose of lending. For instance, ICICI is unwilling
to extent credit if the firm's Debt-Equity ratio is more
than 2:1. The norm adopted by SBI for providing working
capital was 2.5:1. The ratio insisted by Bank of India
was 2.75:1. Bank of Baroda allows a much higher ratio of
3:1.

The main reasons for such strict norms were the

growing popularity of equity and the desire of banks and
financial institutions to participate in equity. Another
reason is that with funds becoming scarce and costly com
panies try to trim Debt-Equity ratio by tapping the market.
To quote the Treasurer of Hindustan Levers Ltd., "In a
stable environment, it is possible to service high debt but
in an uncertain and volatile scenario even a small shock

could badly hit a highly geared Company".68 According to
Pradip Shah, M.D., CRISIL, in a competitive environment,

even l.5:1 ratio was too high.69

However, it is not an easy task to detenuine a stan
dard ratio. It depends a variety of factors such as the
nature of industry, state of capital market, availability
of institutional finance, government policy, interest rates,

investors‘ choice etc.70 Above all, the operating earning
of the business must be sufficiently greater than the interest

payable on debt. 67
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CHAPTER IV

PATTERNS OF CAPITAL STRUCTURE

The focus of the present chapter is on the patterns
of capital structure in the state, private and central
sector manufacturing undertakings in Kerala. The analysis
of various patterns of capital structure is significant
in itself in that a capital structure is the combination
of various long term sources of capital classified generally
under two broad heads viz., equity and debt. Since the
costs of these sources are not always alike, its combina
tion in various proportions has an impact on the financial
performance of companies.

In the manufacturing undertakings of Kerala, three
patterns of capital structure are found. They might be
classified as debt intensive, equity intensive and a pattern
with debt alone. The first two patterns are quite common.
But the capital structure without equity capital is not
very common. As special cases, it is the feature of the
Kerala State Electricity Board, Kerala State Housing Board
and Kerala Khadi and Village Industries Board. These
undertakings are financed by grants from Government,
Debentures, Reserves and loans from Government, financial
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institutions, public etc. In all other cases the capital
structure includes debt and equity in varying proportions
over the time.

Each type of capital structure has its own merits depend
ing upon the circumstances. However, unless the operating
earnings are large enough to bear the fixed financial commit
ments, it is not advisable to employ more debt in a capital
structure.

The significance of a capital structure (financing)
decision rests on how efficiently various elements of capital
are combined in the capital structure so as to offer maximum
benefit to the owners.

Here an attempt is made to compare the capital structure
patterns as adopted by the state sector manufacturing enter
prises with that adopted by the other two sectors.

Methodology

In the study, the patterns of long term financing as
reflected in the financial statements of companies have been
analysed. Financial statements, when properly analysed and
interpreted, reveal a variety of valuable information. For
the purpose, the balance sheet figures of companies have
been converted mainly in terms of percentages and ratios.
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The chapter is divided into 6 sections. The first section
deals with an evaluation of the DebtZEquity ratios. The
second section is designed to relate debt and paid up capital
(another version of Debt-Equity ratio). The results of these
two sections, when compared, will give an idea about the role
of reserves and surpluses in capital financing. Section three
makes an evaluation of sources of finance. The fourth section

deals with the relation between equity share capital and
reserves. The fifth section evaluates the accumulated losses
in relation to the total assets. The Sixth section contains
the sectorwise comparison of patterns of capital structure.

Section I

4.1 Debt—Equity ratios

Determining a capital mix with debt and equity is relevant
both for profit making and loss making concerns. Profitable
concerns can leverage the capital structure with debt for
magnifying the wealth of share holders through increased
rates of returns so long as the cost of debt is less than the
expected return on equity. For a loss making concern, debt
in the capital structure will increase the intensity of loss
through the fixed interest charges.

The present analysis begins with the company wise
differences in the capital structure within the state as
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evidenced by the proportion of paid up capital plus
reserves to long term borrowings.

4.1.1 State Sector

The estimated ratios reveal that the patterns of
capital structure of the state sector manufacturing
enterprises remain tilted in favour of debt. Six out of
twelve undertakings have debt ratios of more than two on
an average. TELK and KSO top the list with 3.31 and
3.34 respectively (Table 4.1). The long term loans of
TELK which was Rs. 1,301 lakhs in 1980-81 had increased

to Rs. 3,018 lakhs by 1989-90. In certain years the
proportion of debt had been very high. For example, in
1983-84 the debt component in the capital structure was
83 percent of total long term capital. Long term
borrowings were Rs.2,230 lakhs as against an equity of
Rs.459 lakhs. KSO had a debt of Rs.43l lakhs against
the equity of Rs.l50 lakhs in 1980-81. Towards the end
of 1989-90 the debt had grown to Rs.1,09l lakhs against
an equity of Rs.l96 lakhs (Appendix 1). In other words,
the long term debt in the capital structure was as high
as 85 percent. Most of the debt ratios over the period
were more than 3, the average working out to 3.24. Out
of the twelve companies, only three concerns viz.,
TCC, TTP and TCL appear to have had
lesser proportion of debt in their capital
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structure, on an average. It was observed that there was
wide range of variations among the firms with regard to the
Debt-Equity ratios. The average ratios varied between 0.04
to 3.31. Quite a few enterprises seemed to have employed low
levels of debt in their capital structures. For example,
TTP did not have any longterm borrowings in its capital
structure for the last three years of the period of analysis.
The company had Rs.467 lakhs as borrowings against an equity
of Rs.488 lakhs in 1980-81. Towards the end of 1986-87 the

company could reduce the debt element to Rs.377 lakhs. The
subsequent years did not record any longterm loans. Similarly,
TCL had not been employing any longterm borrowings for the

first three years of analysis and in 1985. The ratios of the
remaining years ranging from 0.19 to 0.04 showed that the
company had not been employing any significant amount of

borrowings for its capital financing. TCC is another example
where the company had been consistently reducing its debt
element in the capital structure and this is clear from the
Debt-Equity ratios which came down from 1.98 to 0.06. There
was Rs.l,578 lakhs as long term borrowings in 1980-81 which
had been reduced to Rs.78 lakhs in 1989-90.

Certain concerns showed increasing tendencies towards

borrowings. For example, the longterm borrowings of KSDP

which was Rs.l24 lakhs in 1980-81 increased to as high as
Rs.l,4l7 lakhs by 1989-90. In other words, the borrowings grew
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by more than 11 times in a period of ten years, while the
equity share capital only doubled from Rs.2l0 lakhs to
Rs.420 lakhs. Consequently, the company's debt proportion
increased from 0.47 in 1980-81 to 2.53 in 1989-90. KMM is

another example where Debt-Equity ratios recorded significant
increases over the years with the highest rate of fluctuations.
A ratio of 0.21 in 1980-81 increased to 3.51 in 1989-90.
Longterm borrowingsin 1980-81 was Rs.428 lakhs. In the ten
years period, the borrowings reached as high as Rs.l1,229
lakhs (an increase by 26 times), while the owners‘ equity
increased from Rs.2,034 lakhs in 1980-81 to Rs.3,199 lakhs
in 1989-90. KSDC's borrowings moved from Rs.2l9 lakhs to

Rs.941 lakhs during the period of ten years. It is interest
ing to note that the increase of equity was from Rs.l07 lakhs
to Rs.l72 lakhs. The debt had increased by more than 5 times
the equity in 1989-90. During the second half of the decade
beginning with 1985-86, Traco Cables also appeared to have
developed a tendency towards borrowings. Loans in this
period rose from Rs.70 lakhs to Rs.2,179 lakhs while the
increase in owners‘ equity was from Rs.388 lakhs to Rs.1,031
lakhs.

It is, therefore, evident that borrowings constitute
the single largest source in long term financing in the
state sector. The sectoral averages show the Debt-Equity
proportions of the state sector over the ten years ending
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in 1989-90. The ratios would have been still higher had
there not been the reducing influence of ICC, TTP and
TCL.

It is also observed that most of the profit making
concerns employed low levels of debt in their capital
structure (TCL, TTP, ICC and Trace Cab1es)- KEL and KCCL

are the only exceptions. In other words, the intensity
of borrowings was more predominant in loss making concerns.

The analysis revealed that most of the profitable
enterprises followed a conservative policy of employing
higher proportions of equity in their capital structure
while the loss making concerns employed higher propor
tions of debt.

4.1.2 Private Sector

Table 4.2 exhibits the Debt-Equity proportions of the
manufacturing enterprises in the Private Sector. It dis
closes that eight out of fourteen companies studied had
average Debt-Equity proportions ranging from 0.39 to 1
over the period of analysis. Only two concerns, Premier
Cables and KELW, recorded ratios as high as 4.91 and

4.52 respectively. Apollo Tyres and Alind occupied the
third and fourth positions in this regard with 1.94 and
1.83 respectively on an average. It is relevant to note
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that twelve out of fourteen companies had the average ratios
less than 2:1, the general rate prescribed by the Capital
Issues (Control) Act. The ratio of the Private Sector as a
whole averaged to 1.08 which is slightly more than the State
sectoral Average of 1.06 (Table 4.2). On a close examination
one could seethat in most of the years, the sectoral averages
of the private sector had been influenced by Premier Cables
and KELW with their highest rates. The Debt-Equity ratios of
Premier Cables ranged from 1.34 to 9.33. The range of KELW
had been 2.39 to 10.95. In most of the other cases examined,
the rates of fluctuations in the debt proportions were not as
high as those in the state sector undertakings. Even though
Apollo Tyres recorded significant variations, the company could
reduce the influence of debt over the years. A debt ratio of
2.93 in 1980-81 came down to 0.66 in 1989-90. Similarly,
TECIL showed a tendency towards borrowings especially in the
latter half of the decade. But the company could maintain a
proportion of 0.7:l on an average. As against the state sector
undertakings, most of the private sector concerns expressed a
tendency towards reducing the debt component in the capital
structure. For example, WIP, which had a debt ratio of 1.73
in 1980-81 could reduce it to 0.59 by the year 1989-90. GTN
is another example, where debt proportion which had risen to
3.13 in 1982-83 came down to 1.69 towards the end of the

period under study. Yet another example is Excel whose debt
ratio came down from 2.07 in 1980-81 to 0.57 in 1989-90.
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It is important to note that in the private sector
also the profit making enterprises employ relatively
lower levels of debt in their capital structure. Eight
out of nine profit making concerns had average Debt._
Equity ratios ranging from 0.39 to 1.69. ApolloTyres
was the only profit making concern with a relatively
higher ratio of 1.94. It was due to the higher propor
tion of debt in the first half of the decade.- However,
it does not mean that the companies with very low pro
portion of borrowings necessarily make profit. Toshiba
Anand Batteries and Laxmi Starch Co. even though with low

rates of 0.45 and 0.55 respectively were less making
concerns.

4.1.3 Central §ector

Considering four undertakings in the central sector,
CRL, a profit making concern, alone seems to have
employed relatively more debt in the capital structure
in most of the years which is evident from the Debt
Equity ratios shown in table 4.3. The ratios varied
between 9.14 and 0.58. In most of the years the ratios
were more than 2, the highest being in 1985-86. This
has resulted in an average rate of 2.89. Till 1985-86
the company was employing more of debt. Then it began
to reverse the trend by employing more of equity. In
1980-81 total longterm loans amounted to Rs.986 lakhs

as against an equity of Rs.1,03O lakhs. By 1985-86 the
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respective figures were Rs.24,585 lakhs and Rs.2,689 lakhs.
The later years witnessed reductions in the amounts of
borrowings as well as increases in the amounts of equities
(Appendix III). The increase in equity was largely due to
retained earnings.

CSL, though the debt proportions were not very high,
had been showing an inclination towards debt financing right
from 1981-82 as evidenced from gradually rising Debt-Equity
ratio from 1.15 to 2.47. The equity capital increased from
Rs.5,4ll lakhs in 1980-81 to Rs.7,436 lakhs in 1989-90 while
its long term loans increased from Rs.6,228 lakhs to Rs.18,350
lakhs during the period. It did not have any kind of retained
earnings throughout the period. FACT and HLL followed a
policy of employing more of equity in the capital structure
throughout the period under study as evidenced by the debt
ratios. A considerable rise in debt sources is not seen in
the case of FACT. Longterm borrowings were Rs.7,559 lakhs
in 1980-81. The corresponding figure for 1989-90 was
Rs.9,211 lakhs. The growth of equity was from Rs.12,546 lakhs
in 1980-81 to 34,277 lakhs in 1989-90. Similar is the case
with HLL too. The ratio of FACT varied between 0.12 and 0.68

while that of HLL, between 0.04 and 0.84.
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In the Central Sector, the sectoral mean values appeared
to have been influenced by relatively higher ratios of CRL.
However, the debt intensity is the lowest in the Central
Sector. Very wide variations were not found (except in the
case of CRL).
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Section II

4.2 Ratio of Debt to Paid up Capital

Ratio of Debt to Paid up capital (Debt—PUC), a
variation of Debt-Equity ratio, is another measure of
financial leverage from a different angle. Here, the
debt is related to the paid up value of share capital
which does not include reserves and surpluses. The
definition given by the Bureau of Public Enterprises,
Kerala, for Debt-Equity ratio has been in conformity
with this relationship. A higher Debt-PUC ratio in
comparison with the Debt-Equity proportion would be
an indication of the large proportions of retained
earnings in the capital structure.

4.2.1 State Sector

Both these ratios of the state sector manufactur
ing enterprises do not show significant differences in
most cases. For example, KMM recorded an average

Debt—PUC ratio of 2.06 against a Debt-Equity ratio of
2.03 showing a difference of as low as 0.03 on an
average. KAEL also recorded a similar net rate of
0.06. Still another example is KSO which recorded
the net difference of 0.16 (Tables 4.1 and 4.4). The
total long term loans of KMM was Rs. 428 lakhs in
1980-81. Continuous increase in borrowings led to a
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figure as high as Rs.1l,229 lakhs in 1989.90. Increase in
the amounts of paid up capital was from Rs.l,979 lakhs to
Rs.3,093 lakhs. It is interesting to note that the position
of earned reserves and surpluses was rather bleak throughout
the period. Total reserves varied between Rs.ll lakhs and
Rs.l06 lakhs. The firm had retained revenue earnings only
in 1980-81 and in 1981-82 amounting to Rs.47 lakhs and Rs.44

lakhs respectively; Thereafter the only reserves available
with the company were investment allowance reserves appropri
ated. KAEL was another company, which did not have any
retained reserves from 1980-81 to 1984-85. During this period,
the year wise Debt-Equity and Debt-PUC ratios were one and
the same. Like wise, KSO had no reserves other than the state
subsidies ranging from Rs.4 lakhs to Rs.lO lakhs. This led
the Debt-Equity and Debt-PUC ratios to remain without signi
ficant differences over the period. The average ratios
recorded were 3.24 and 3.40 respectively. Similarly KSDC
had only State Government subsidies as retained reserves in
most of the years. The Debt-Equity ratios of the company
varied between 2.05 in 1980-81 to 5.47 in 1989-90 while its

Debt-PUC values varied between 2.46 to 6.07 during the period.
Throughout the entire period, the year wise values recorded
only marginal differences. The paid up capital ranged from
Rs.89 lakhs to Rs.l55 lakhs during the ten year period while
the owners‘ equity (paid up capital + reserves and surpluses)
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varied between Rs.107 lakhs to Rs.l72 lakhs showing narrow
differences. TELK is another company whose Debt-Equity
ratios and Debt-PUC ratios did not record significant diffe
rences over the period. In the state sector TTP is the only
company whose debt ratios from both the angles recorded the
highest difference over the period. It is worth noting that
the rise in paid up_capita1 during the period was from
Rs.l56 lakhs in 1980-81 to Rs.l77 lakhs in 1989-90 while the

equity recorded a growth from Rs.488 lakhs to Rs.2,462 lakhs
during the same period. Quite obviously, the major component
of the owners’ equity was accumulated earnings especially
profits from operations which increased from Rs.l37 lakhs in
1980-81 to Rs.l,52O lakhs in 1989-90.

The above analysis shows that the equity of state sector
enterprises were mostly constituted by paid up capital. In
significant difference between the two debt ratios is an
indication of the insignificance of retained surpluses in the
equity base.

4.2.2 Private Sector

As against the state sector, both the ratios of the
Private sector as a whole exhibited wider differences in
most of the companies (Tables 4.2 and 4.5). These differences
indicate that a considerable portion of the owners’ equity
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of most of the companies has been constituted by accumulated
reserves. Certain companies exhibited higher proportion of
reserves in relation to the paid up capital as disclosed by
both Debt-Equity and Debt—PUC ratios. GTN is an example.

It had an average paid up capital of Rs.28 lakhs and
retained earnings of Rs.265 lakhs. It means that retained
earnings constituted 90% of the owners‘ equity of Rs.293
lakhs. As a result, the average Debt—Equity ratio and
Debt—PUC ratio showed a difference of as high as 15.14. The
paid up capital which was Rs.l6 lakhs in 1980-81 increased to
Rs.6O lakhs in 1989-90 while the owners‘ equity grew from
Rs.204 lakhs to Rs.657 lakhs. Though the Debt—PUC ratios
recorded by GTN had been the highest in the private sector,
it is worth noting that the company effected financial
leverage or a strong equity cushion. Another company which
had low amounts of paid up capital and which had effected
financial leverage with larger equity base was KSL. In 1980-81
the company's paid up capital and owners‘ equity were resp
ectively Rs.25 lakhs and Rs.7O lakhs. The respective figures
in 1989-90 were Rs.34 lakhs and Rs.246 lakhs. The long term
borrowings did not record wide variations over the period
(Table 4.2). It had long term loans of Rs.46 lakhs in 1980-81
which increased to Rs.62 lakhs in 1989-90 recording a difference
of as low as Rs.l6 lakhs in ten years. In certain cases,
the growth of equity over the period had been phenomenal.
Typical example is Apollo Tyres. Till 1984-85 the company's
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equity as well as paid up capital had been one and the same.
But the subsequent years witnessed a substantial increase
in the owners’ equity. The equity which was Rs.l,686 lakhs
in 1985-86 rose to Rs.l3,333 lakhs in 1989-90. During this
period, the accumulated profits had increased from Rs.836
lakhs to Rs.l0,465 lakhs. In 1989 the company's Debt-Equity
proportion was 2.47 as against a Debt-PUC ratio of 13.71.
Another company which had utilised a considerable portion of.
accumulated earnings in the long term financing was WIP.
Throughout the period under study its retained earnings were
consistently increasing. The retained profit was Rs.164
lakhs in 1980-81. It grew to as high as Rs.594 lakhs by the
end of the period i.e., 1989-90. The long term loans of the
concern which was Rs. 530 lakhs at the beginning of the
decade reduced marginally to Rs.5l6 lakhs in 1989-90. The
lowest level of long term loans was recorded at Rs.2l5 lakhs
in 1986-87. Here also it is clear that a considerable source
of finance was internal savings as indicated by the difference
in the average Debt-Equity and Debt-PUC ratios (0.66 and
1.97). Some of the other private sector enterprises which
had exhibited differences between the Debt-Equity ratios
and Debt-PUC ratios owing to the impact of internal savings
were, OEN, BPL, TECIL, Sri Bhagavathi Textiles etc.

But there were a few exceptional cases. Alind is an
example. The average Debt-Equity and Debt-PUC ratios of the
company were 1.83 and 2.11 respectively showing negligible



differences between the ratios for different years. This
was due to the insignificant share of reserves in the
owners‘ equity. The paid up capital ranged from Rs.354
lakhs in 1980-81 to Rs.654 lakhs in 1989-90 while the

range of retained earnings had been between Rs.204 lakhs
and Ra20 lakhs showing a narrow'gap between paid up capital
and owners’ equity. Premier cables and KELW recorded

significant differences between the ratios, 3.46 find 1.62.
It is not because of the impact of high profit retention.
They had high debt proportion in the capital structure and
the gap between their paid up capital and owners‘ equity
were not very wide. In the case 9f the Premier Cables, the
paid up capital which was Rs.85 lakhs in 1980-81 increased
to Rs.129 lakhs in 1989-90 while the owners equity were
Rs.l83 in 1980-81 and Rs.225 lakhs in 1989-90. The case of

KELwalso appears to be similar. It did not have any
revenue surpluses in the period of study. All the reserves
available were the investment allowance reserve. It had a
relatively high proportion of debt in the capital structure
ranging from Rs.297 lakhs in 1980-81 to Rs.l,8l6 lakhs in
1989-90.

4.2.3 Central Sector

An evaluation of the Central sector undertakings
reveal (table 4.6 in comparison with table 4.3) that the
rates of CRL alone exhibited a remarkable difference of

5.56 between the ratios on an average. Both the ratios of
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Table 4.6

Ratio of Debt to Paid up Capital (Central Sector)

YEARS CRL CSL FACT I-LL SECT. FEM

1980-81 1.41 1.15 0.60 0.76 0.93

1981-82 4.06 0.97 0.63 0.68 1.14

1982-83 8.05 1.04 0.68 0.45 1.26

1983-84 20.53 1.18 0. 41 0. 22 1. 21

1984-85 28. 88 1.37 0.33 0. 05 0. 88

1985-86 35.12 1.62 0.22 0.82 1.78

1986-87 30.32 1.78 0.12 1.09 1.64

1987-88 19.90 1.97 0.22 1.11 1.76

1988-89 1.84 2.17 0.29 0.82 0.99

1989-90 1.74 2.47 0.27 0.90 1.01

8 Hean 8.45 1.50 0.33 0.53 1.22
STD 12.60 0.49 0.19 0.33 0.67

Source: Comuted from the Annual Reports of the
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CSL were the same throughout the period of analysis. It was
due to the fact that no amount was available with the company
in the form of reserves since it had been a loss making
undertaking for years. The net loss of Rs.l95 lakhs in
1980-81 had increased to Rs.2,777 lakhs in 1989-90. Its
accumulated losses were mounting up. The total of fictitious
assets in 1989-90 was Rs.l4,513 lakhs. FACT, though a profit
making concern, was not able to retain any of its profits
except in 1988-89 and 1989-90 of Rs.303 lakhs and Rs.329 lakhs
respectively. The profits available over the years were
utilised mostly in amortising the accumulated losses of the
past years. Thus the company was able to wipe-aff completely
its fictitious assets totalling Rs.7,320 lakhs in 1982-83 by
the end of 1988. In the case of HLL, the ratios did not
exhibit very significant relative changes. The reason could
be increase in the volume of equity capital at a higher
rate than that of long term borrowings. The paid up capital
which was Rs.l3O lakhs in 1980-81 reached a level of Rs.1,257
lakhs in 1989-90 while the growth of reserve and surpluses
was from Rs. 5 lakhs to Rs. 803 lakhs during the period.
From 1986-87 onwards, investment allowance reserve was the

main component of retained surpluses ranging from Rs.4OO lakhs
to Rs. 429 lakhs. The case of CRL appeared to be entirely
different. Among the four central sector undertakings, CRL
appeared to have accumulated the highest amount of profits
over the years. Its paid up capital which was Rs.70O lakhs
remained the same until 1986-87. For the succeeding three
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years its share capital had been Rs.l,000 lakhs, Rs.6,848
lakhs and Rs.6,89l lakhs respectively. Retained earnings
which was Rs.30 lakhs reached a high level of Rs.l3,65l
lakhs in 1989-90. In other words, the accumulated earnings
formed the major portion of the owners‘ equity. The company
had an average Debt-Equity ratio of 2.89 against a Debt
PUC ratio of 8.45. Eyenthough the debt component in the
capital structure had been the highest in the Central Sector,
it is worth noting that the financial leverage was effected
on a strong equity base. In 1985-86 both the ratios recorded
their highest values. (D—E 9.14 and D—P 35.12) It
was in this year that the company had the highest amount
of borrowings of Rs.24,585 lakhs. The subsequent years
showed considerable reductions in the amount of borrowings
and increases in paid up capital. Borrowings decreased to
Rs.ll,998 lakhs and the share capital increased to Rs.6,89l
lakhs in 1989-90. Total reserves of Rs.l,989 lakhs in
1985-86 rose to Rs.l3,65l lakhs in 1989-90. As a result,
the company's Debt-Equity ratio came down from 9.14 in
1985-86 to 0.58 in 1989-90. Debt-PUC ratio also came down
to 1.74 from 35.12.
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Section III

4.3 Sources of Finance

This section describes various sources of finance,
both short term and long term, employed by the manu

facturing enterprises. The sources of funds are cate
gorised into external and internal. External sources
include those funds tapped externally such as share
capital, long term borrowings and short term borrowings.
Internal sources cover depreciation reserves and other
reserves shown under the heading reserves and surpluses
in the balance sheet of companies.

4.3.1 State Sector
Table 4.7 exhibits the details of sources of

Finance — long term and short term - employed in the
state sector enterprises. The data reveals that about
78 percent of the total capital had been represented by

external sources in the state sector)on an average. The
external sources include share capital, loans from
financial institutions, government and banks, borrowings
from banks for meeting working capital requirements
and sundry creditors and other similar short term
liabilities. Out of the total external sources, about
21 percent came from equity issue and about 79 percent
from borrowings. It is worth noting that the proportion
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of borrowings on total external funds had been increasing
over the period. Accordingly, the percentage of paid up
capital had been decreasing. It is observed that in 1980-81
about 23 P§rcent of the total capital was represented by
share capital. Over the period of ten years the rate had
come down to 13.35 percent in 1989-90. However, the pro
portion of external funds to total funds came down from
80.13 percent in 1980-81 to 75.73 percent in 1989-90.

The data relating to internal sources show that the
share of internal sources to total funds increased from
19.87 percent in 1980-81 to 24.17 percent in 1989-90 averaging
to 21.74 percent. It is relevant to note that such an increase
over the period was not mainly due to reserves accumulation
but due to the increases in the proportions of depreciation
reserves. The percentage of reserves to total finance was
5.25 percent in 1980-81. After slight fluctuations the rate
reached at 5.70 percent in 1989-90 showing negligible difference.
But the depreciation funds had increased from 14.63 percent in
1980-81 to 18.57 percent in 1989-90.

Fig. 4.1 shows the movements of individual items of
finance employed in the state sector enterprises. Among the
various items. the long term loans occupied the top position.
The reserves line continued to be without much fluctuations.
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4.3.2 Private Sector

The mean value of external funds to total sources

came to 69.24 percent for the period of ten years from
1980-81 to 1989-90 in the private sector. Out of the
total external funds the share of share capital came
to 17 percent. In the private sector also borrowings
constituted the major portion of total finance. The
long term loan which was 20.85 percent in 1980-81 had
slightly increased to 21.47 percent in 1989-90 averag
ing to 21.89 percent (Table 4.8). The estimated values
disclose that in the private sector, most of the borrow
ings were in the form of bank borrowings for working
capital and current liabilities. In other words, the
average rate of short term borrowings on total capital
was 34.84 percent.

In the private sector about 31 percent of total
funds was represented by internal sources. Deprecia
tion reserves which was 16.42 percent of the total
finance in 1980-81 increased to 21.06 percent in 1989-90.
There was also increases in the rates of reserves and

surpluses. A percentage rate of 9.66 in 1980-81
increased to 11.93 in 1989-90 averaging to 10.50 percent.

The proportion of internal sources which was 26.08
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percent in 1980-81 had reached 32.99 percent in

1989-90. Accordingly’the percentage of external
sources came down from 73.92 percent to 67.01 percent
over the period. Figure 4.2 exhibits the movement
of the elements of external and internal sources of
funds employed in the private sector enterprises.

4.3.3 Central Sector

In the Central Sector, the paid up capital and
long term loans did not show a very wide difference
between them as observed from table 4.9. The percen
tage of paid up capital in 1980-81 was 24.83 against
the long term loans of 20.87 percent. Towards the
end of the period under study the respective values
had been 25.46 percent and 24.40 percent. On a compa
rison with the other two sectors, the proportion of
paid up capital on total finance was the highest in
the Central Sector. Borrowings for working capital
and current liabilities showed declining trend despite
slight variations. The decline in these items over the
period has considerably influenced the reduction in
the proportion of total external sources of 80.58
percent in 1980-81 to 69.03 percent in 1989-90.

The percentage of reserves and surpluses was as
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low as 0.77 in 1980-81, which had gone upto 7.99 percent in
1983-84 further came down to 5.25 during the subsequent year
and settled at 4.02 percent in 1985-86. But the subsequent
years witnessed consistent increase as disclosed by the
estimated values. During 1989-90 the percentage of reserves
and surpluses on total finance was the highest in the central
sector (12.93 percent). The percentage of depreciation
reserves did not show wide variations over the period of ten
years. In fact, especially in the second half of the decade,
the increase in the proportion of internal sources to total
sources was mainly contributed by reserves and surpluses
(fig. 4.3).
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Section IV

4.4 Relation between Equity
Share Capital and Reserves

This section is to evaluate the retained earnings
in the capital structure of the state sector enterprises
in comparison with the private and central sector
enterprises. For the purpose, the figures of reserves
and surpluses as seen in the financial statements of
companies are related with their paid up capital to
highlight the participation of the former in the capital
structure of firms. The more the profits retained the
more would be the financial strength of companies which
normally increase the wealth of share holders. Moreover,
retained earnings serve as a favourable equity cushion
when the firms seek financial assistance from various

financing agencies. In other words, a strong and broad
equity base steps up the companies’ borrowing capacity.
The market value of the firm also gets increased due to
high retention of profits.

4.4.1 State Sector

It is found that the profile of reserve accuula—
tion in the state sector enterprises had been quite
unsatisfactory over a long period. Table 4.10 explains
the position of accumulated earnings in the state sector
enterprises brought under study. The percentages of
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total reserves to paid up capital have been very low in
almost all the companies. TCL and TTP which had recorded
more than 350 percent average values appeared to be the only
exceptions. In all other cases it did not reach even
50 percent of their paid up capital on an average. The
average rates shown by these companies were within the range
of 0.20 percent and 34.50 percent. KAEL, KMM and KSO recorded

the lowest rates of 0.20, 1.09 and 2.73. KMM had Rs.55 lakhs
as total reserves in 1980-81 constituted by Rs.47 lakhs as
capital reserves and Rs.8 lakhs as investment allowance
reserve. In 1989-90 the only reserves available with the
company was the investment allowance reserves amounting to

Rs.106 lakhs. During the period under study there was no
other retained earnings. Similarly, KAEL did not have any
form of accumulated reserves till 1984-85. From 1985-86

onwards)there were slight improvements as disclosed by the
percentages ranging from 1.26 in 1985-86 to 8.47 in 1989-90.
The company had Rs.874 lakhs as paid up capital in 1989-90
which had increased from Rs.l22 lakhs in 1980-81. KSO,
another company, had its paid up capital increased from
Rs.15O lakhs in 1980-81 to Rs.186 lakhs in 1989-90. It is
important to note that all the retained surplus available
with the company was the State Government subsidy ranging

from Rs.4 lakhs and Rs.l0 lakhs (appendix 1). From 1983-89
to 1989-90 there was no change in the amount of paid up
capital as well as reserves. Therefore, the reserves ratio
remained the same for seven years continuously. Another
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notable example is TELK. It had a total reserves of Rs.l2O
lakhs in 1980-81 represented by Rs.4O lakhs as revenue
reserves; Rs.3O lakhs as development rebate reserve and
Rs.50 lakhs as investment allowance reserve. During the nine
years ending 1989-90 the company could not set aside any
amount of revenue earnings due to its mounting losses
ranging from Bs.9l lakhs and Rs.897 lakhs. Over the period
of ten years the paid up capital of the company increased
from Rs.399 lakhs to Rs.lO58 lakhs. In the case of KSDC,
all the reserves available with the Company from 1982-83 to
1989-90 was the state government subsidy amounting to
Rs.l5 lakhs.

Among the twelve enterprises under study, TTP and TCL

are the only companies which had accumulated revenue earnings
continuously throughout the period of analysis. In the case
of TTP a major portion of retained earnings was constituted by
accumulated operating earnings which increased from Rs.l37
lakhs in 1980-81 to Rs.l52O lakhs in 1989-90. In this case
a substantial portion of owners‘ equity was constituted by
accumulated reserves. From 1982-83 to 1989-90 the paid up
capital remained the same (Rs.l77 lakhs). The case of TCL
also is not different. For the whole period the company had
only Rs.50 lakhs as share capital. The increase in percentage
of total reserves to paid up capital over the period, there
fore, was due to the accumulation of retained earnings.
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From the above it is evident that the share of
retained earnings in the capitalisation of the state
sector enterprises as a whole had been low, leaving
the equity base thin.

4.4.2 Private Sector

In this case,the Private sector gives a different
picture. Out of the fourteen enterprises studied, nine
possessed total reserves exceeding their paid up capital
in most of the years as evidenced by table 4.11.

GTN tops the list with as high as 895 percent on
an average. In certain periods, the percentage of
reserves to paid up capital was of high magnitude. The
company's retained surpluses which was Rs.188 lakhs in
1980-81 rose to as high as Rs.597 lakhs in 1989-90.
The range of paid up capital has been between Rs.16
lakhs and Rs.6O lakhs over the period.

The rates of reserves of Laxmi Starch also seem to

be high in many years. In 1985-86 the accumulated
reserves had grown to more than 14 times the paid up
share capital of Rs.80 lakhs. But in this case, the
major portion of the reserves have been constituted by
revaluation reserves.
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In the private sector, Apollo tyres was the only enter
prise which did not possess any reserves for a period of
5 years from 1980-81 to 1984-85. But the period after 1984-85
exhibited significant influence of reserves in capital finan
cing. In absolute terms, the company had an accumulated
reserve of Rs.lO,465 lakhs towards the end of the period of
analysis against a paid up capital of Rs.2767 lakhs.

The lowest rates recorded were those relating to Alind.
The percentage of reserve on paid up capital was 48.52 in
1980-81. It came down to 3.86 in 1989-90. It is worth
mentioning that the company had revenue reserves only in
1980-81 and 1981-82.

In the case of BPL, OEN, Sri Bhagavathi Textiles and
WIP the most important factor which influenced the higher
percentages was revenue reserves. BPL had only Rs.l7 lakhs
as accumulated revenue reserves in 1980-81 which had grown to
Rs.259 lakhs in 1989-90. Accumulated revenue reserves of

OEN was Rs.32 lakhs at the beginning. Towards the end of the
period under study the figure had grown to Rs.l83 lakhs.
The corresponding figures for Sri Bhagavathi textiles were
Rs.13 lakhs and Rs.l27 lakhs. WIP had revenue reserves

accumulation which ranged between Rs.lO4 lakhs and Hs.421

lakhs over the period of ten years.

KELW is the only private sector enterprise which did not
have any amount of revenue sunflus throughout the entire period
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under study. Reserves available with the Company
were investment allowance reserve and development
rebate reserve.

4.4.3 Central Sector

In the Central Sector, CRL alone exhibited
relatively higher values. The amounts of retained
surpluses have been continuously increasing over the
period. A proportion of 47.14 percent of reserves
on paid up capital was consistently increasing to
423.80 percent in 1987-88 (Table 4.12). During this
period the amount of paid up capital was Rs.7OO lakhs.
The rate for 1988-89 came down to 119.96 percent. It
was not due to reduction in the quantum of reserves
but due to fresh issue of share capital from Rs.lD00
lakhs in 1987-88 to Rs.6,848 lakhs in 1988-89. The
rates of retention were phenomenal over the time. An
aggregate reserves of Rs.33O lakhs in 1980-81 increased
to Rs.13,651 lakhs in 1989-90 (Appendix III). The
company's revenue reserves alone rose from Rs.l19 lakhs
to Rs.9,358 lakhs during the period.

CSL, a loss making concern, did not have any sort
of accumulated reserves during the period of ten years.

In the case ofE%CT, the ploughing back of profits
was negligible till 1985-86 as is evident from the
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table. But the subsequent years witnessed considerable increase
in the amount of retained reserves. It increased from Rs.520
lakhs in 1986-87 to Rs.2,48O lakhs in 1989-90 the major com
ponent being investment allowance reserves ranging from
Rs.50O lakhs in 1986-87 to Rs.2,050 lakhs in 1989-90. But
when compared with the paid up values of share capital, the
retained reserves appear to be very low. Similar is the case
with HLL. In relation with the company's paid up values of
share capital, the percentage of retained earnings appearsto
be low. However, the position of revenue earnings gradually
increased from Rs. 5 lakhs in 1980-81 to Rs. 372 lakhs in
1989-90.
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Section V

4,5 Accumulated Losses and Total Assets

Carry forward losses and miscellaneous expenditure
not written off affect the earning capacity of companies.
These fictitious assets in the financial statements would
indicate the erosion of owners‘ equity. This situation
would result in depletion of owners’ %take in the business
which may lead to insolvency and it makes the earnings
unjustifiable with the investment.

4.5.1 State Sector

In the state manufacturing enterprises/the accumula
tion of miscellaneous expenditure and losses have been
increasing over the time. Within the period of ten years
from 1980-81 the loss accumulation had been manifold.

In 1980-81 the average amount of these fictitious assets
was Rs.130.08 lakhs as against an average total assets
of Rs.l,194.58 lakhs. In other words, about 11 percent
of the assets was constituted by carry forward losses
and expenses. By the year 1989-90 the amount had risen
to Rs.l,353.67 lakhs (about 34 percent of total assets)
against an average total assets of Rs.3,995.25 lakhs.
The highest rate recorded was in 1987-88 (36.11 percent).
Where the whole period of ten years is taken, it is seen
that 21.49 percent of the average total assets was repre
sented by carry forward losses and expenses (Table 4.13).
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In certain individual cases the rates of loss accumulation
recorded were very high. For example, TELK had an accumulated
loss of Rs.4 lakhs against a total assets of Rs.2,306 lakhs
in 1980-81. In 1989-90 the figures had been Rs.4,543 lakhs
and Rs.8,646 lakhs respectively. In percentage terms, the
rise was from 0.17 to 53. During the period, the equity share
capital grew from Rs.399 lakhs to Rs.l,058 lakhs. It is clear
that the company had lost completely the owners‘ capital.
Similarly, KSO had Rs.ll3 lakhs as fictitious assets against
a total asset of Rs.700 lakhs in the beginning of the period
under study. Towards the end of the period, the respective
figures were Rs.l,784 lakhs and Rs.2,l73 lakhs. In other words,
the rate of loss accumulation had risen from 16 percent in
1980-81 to 82 percent in 1989-90. By the end of the period of
analysis the amount of accumulated losses was as high as
9.59 times its paid up capital of Rs.l86 lakhs. KMM is another
example. The company had Rs.7,662 lakhs as fictitious assets
against a total assets value of Rs.15,504 lakhs in 1989-90
(49 percent). It is relevant to note that, there was no
accumulated losses in 1980-81 and 1981-82 in the financial

statements. In fact the company lost 49 percent of its
resources within a time span of eight years from 1982-83.
Similar is the case with KSDP which had only Rs.46,0C0 as

carry forward loss both in 1980-81 and 1981-82. But after
wards it was showing sharp increases reaching as high as
Rs.1,l87 lakhs in 1989-90 against a total assets of Rs.2,357
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lakhs. Still another example is KSDC. The company
had Rs.850 lakhs as carry forward losses against its
total assets of Rs.l,281 lakhs in 1989-90 the percen
tage being 66.35 (appendix-I).

However, some undertakings could write off these
nominal assets especially during the latter half of
the decade. KAEL, TCC and KCCL are examples. It is
notable that in the state sector there was no firm
without accumulated losses when the whole period of
ten years is taken.

4.5.2 Private Sector

In the private sector, though there appeared
increases in the rates of accumulated losses, its
magnitude had not been as sharp as that in the state
sector. The highest rate of accumulated losses
recorded by the private sector had been 17.86, in
1988-89. The percentage of accumulated losses ranged
between 6 and 17.86 in the private sector as against
a range of 7.56 and 36.11 in the state sector. In
l989-90, out of fourteen companies in the private
sector, there were only two companies whose accumulated
losses exceeded 50 percent of their total assets.
They were, Alind with 57 percent and KELW with 52 percent.

Alind had total assets to the value of Rs.8,256 lakhs
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of which Rs.4,669 was represented by Carry forward 1o5ses
and expenses. The representative figures for KELW were
Rs.3,343 lakhs and Rs.1,734 lakhs. As against these, out
of twelve undertakings in the state sector, four had
accumulated losses exceeding 50 percent of their aggregate
assets.

when the private sector as a whole is considered, out
of the total assets of Rs.63,87O lakhs Rs.l0,761 lakhs was
represented by carry forward losses and expenses in 1989-90
(16.41 percent) (appendix II).

The growth in the percentages of carry forward losses
in relation to assets in the state sector showed an unhealthy
trend throughout the entire period under study in comparison
with the private sector. From 1981-82 the amounts recorded
sharp increases till 1987-88 which is evident from the
percentages rising from 7.56 to 36.11. Such hikes in amounts
as well as in rates were not seen in the private sector.
There were companies in the private sector without any amount
of accumulated losses throughout the period. WIP, OEN and
Sri Bhagavathi textiles are examples. Certain companies
showed very low proportions (BPL and TECIL).

The year wise values averaged to 13.24 percent in the
private sector as against 21.49 percent in the state public
sector. The percapita loss had been showing sharp increases



over the period in the state sector enterprises which
is clear from the hikes in the values from 130.08 lakhs
in 1980-81 to Rs.l,353.67 lakhs in 1989-90.

4.5.3 Central Sector

when the analysis is extended to the central sector,
it could be understood that the four enterprises brought
under study had the total assets to the value of Rs.1,50,419
lakhs including Rs. 14,520 lakhs as carrv forward expenses
and losses in 1989-90. The share of losses had been as

low as 9.65 percent of the assets as against higher rates
recorded by the other two sectors. Most of the rates
recorded also had been lesser than that shown by the state
public and private sector enterprises. The range of
fluctuation also was narrow. In the central sector as a
whole, the highest rate recorded was in 1983-84 with
16.44 percent. The lowest rate was 7.36 percent recorded
in 1986-87. A percentage of 12.19 in 1980-81 came down
to 9.65 in 1989-90. The average rate for the entire period
had been 11.65 percent, the lowest in all sectors.

It is worth noting that CSL was the undertaking
which alone accounted for 99.95 percent of the total
carry forward losses and expenses of the central sector
as a whole. Out of the total amount of Rs.l4,52O lakhs
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Rs.14,513 lakhs pertained to CSL alone. The carry forward
losses of CSL over the period had been showing sharp
increases. The increase was from Rs.l,889 lakhs in 1980-81.
The other company with accumulated losses was HLL the

amount being Rs. 7 lakhs in 1989-90. CRL did not have any
amount of such losses during the entire period under study.
FACT which had Rs.5,687 lakhs as fictitious assets in
1980-81 could amortise all the losses before 1988-89. The
financial statements of the company for 1988-89 and 1989-90
were free from any sort of fictitious assets. (appendix III)



Section VI

4.6 Sector wise Comparison of Patterns
of Capital Structure

4.6.1 Debt Equity Ratios

Section I revealed that majority of the state
sector undertakings employed relatively more of
borrowings in their capital financing as evidenced
by their Debt-Equity proportions. As against this,
most of the companies in the private and central
sectors appeared to have followed a conservative
policy of employing low levels of debt in their
capital financing. Generally in the state sector,
the loss making companies depended mainly on borrow
ings while profit making concerns depended on equity.
This is also true with many of the companies, both
in private sector and central sector. The ratios of
the state sector showed the highest rates of fluctua
tion as disclosed by the value of standard deviation
of 0.57. The respective values for private and
central sectors were 0.14 and 0.46 (Fig. 4.4).

The orientation towards debt in most of the state

sector enterprises is not based on the capacity to
borrow as disclosed by the higher Debt-Equity ratios
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in most of the loss making concerns. In other words,
borrowings constituted the largest source of finance in the
state sector especially in the case of loss making enterprises

4.6.2 Ratio of Debt to Paid up Capital (Debt-PUG)

On a sectoral comparison, it is clear that the private
sector has higher Debt-PUC ratios than the state sector and
central sector. Significant differences between the Debt
Equity and Debt-PUC ratios indicate that the private sector
has more backing of retained reserves in the capital structure
than the state and central sectors which is evident from net
values obtained after comparing the average ratios of the
different sectors. The difference as shown by the private
sector was 1.79 while it was 0.36 both in state and central
sectors. The analysis brings to light the fact that the
equity cushion of the private sector had been stronger than
the other two sectors.

Figure 4.5 in comparison with figure 4.4 shows that, the
Debt-Equity ratios and Debt-PUC ratios of the state sector
exhibited narrower difference when compared to the private
sector. The capital base of the state sector is not as
strong as the private sector. A considerable portion of the
equity of the private sector is made up of reserves as against
the state sector which had paid up capital as the major
portion in the equity base.
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4.6.3 Sources of finance

The above analysis disclosed that during the period
under study, borrowings constituted the largest source
of finance in all the sectors. The intensity of borrow
ings was the highest in the state sector. Funds
generated internally was the lowest in the state sector.
The.share of reserves and surpluses had been low.
Moreover, its proportions had been static over the
period with little variations.

4.6.4 Relation between Equity Share Capital and
Reserves

The rate of profit retention was not satisfactory
in most of the state sector undertakings of Kerala.
The main reason is low profitability of the companies.
Taking the average for ten years, ten out of twelve
enterprises showed low values ranging from 0.20 to
34.50. All the sectoral values had been low, the
highest rate being 26.77 in 1989-90. As against this,
the private sector occupies a better position. Eight
out of fourteen enterprises showed the mean values at
higher levels as a result of high individual rates.
As a result the sectoral values ranged between 50.07
and 207.44 over the period of ten years.

In the central sector, CRL alone exhibited a
relatively better position. The retention rates of
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HLL were still lower. The sectoral values had been the
lowest of all the sectors the reason being absence of
reserve retention in CSL and low rates of FACT.

A comparative position of revenue reserves in the
three sectors for the year 1989-90 disclosed thatall the
state sector undertakings together accounted for an accu
mulated revenue earnings of Rs.2,424 lakhs which is 30
percent of the aggregate amount of paid up capital. Five
enterprises with an aggregate paid up capital of Rs.4,9l2
lakhs fetched nothing by way of revenue reserves (table
4.l4)_ TTP had Rs.l,52O lakhs as retained earnings against
its paid up capital of Rs.l77 lakhs which had attained a
percentage of as high as 858. TCL occupied the second
position with 344 percent and TCC, the third with a rate
of 73.64 percent.

The private sector had the retained revenue earnings
of Rs.4,34l lakhs against its aggregate paid up capital of
Rs.4,703 lakhs which represented 92.30 percentage. BPL,
GTN and OEN occupied first, second and third positions
respectively (Table 4.15).

with regard to the central sector, CRL with a paid up
capital of Rs.6,89l lakhs accounted for 93 percent of accu
mulated reserves of the sector as a whole. when the four

undertakings are taken together theshare of retained earnings
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was only 20.17 percent of the total share capital
of Rs.49,86l lakhs in 1989-90 the rate being the
lowest among all the three sectors (Table 4.16).

When compared to the private sector the rate
of reserves accumulation is very low in the state
sector. when the state sector as a whole is con
sidered the rates of reserve accumulation ranged
between 6.93 percent and 26.77 percent which averaged
to 13.93. In the private sector, the range of
reserve accumulation was between 50.07 percent and
207.44 percent which averaged to 97.43 percent.

4.6.5 Accumulated losses and total Assets

The above analysis revealed that the state sector
occupied a remarkably poor position in relation to the
other sectors with regard to the assets position. A
considerable portion of its investment had been eroded
due to carry forward expenses and losses. The real
worth of the companies in the state sector was far
less than the total investments. In a number of cases,
the owners‘ equity appear to be completely drained
which is a clear indication of insolvency.
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Chapter V

ANALYSIS OF LEVERAGE

The Chapter is divided into 5 sections. First section
deals with interest as a proportion on total expenses. The
second Section looks into the coverage ratios. In Section 3
EBIT—EPs analysis is made. Fourth Section is made up of
statistical analysis and the last Section enumerates the
vital findings of the survey and an analysis of the Reports
of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India (C & AG).

Section I

5.1 Percentage of Interest on Total Expenses

The magnitude of interest burden can be assessed when
it is related to the total expenses incurred by a firm. It
measures the influence of total interest costs on expenses.
Expenses for the purpose of the present study have been
taken as all items of expenditure incurred and debited to
the profit and loss account. Heavy borrowings always
increase the interest burden. The higher the proportion
of interest costs, the more would be its effect on the net
profits and net losses of companies.



5.1.1 State Sector

Table 5.1 shows the percentages of interest on total
expenses of various manufacturing undertakings in the State
sector. The estimated data appears to be varying between
the companies. Four out of twelve undertakings had been
incurring interest expenses at more than 10 per cent on an
average, over the period under study. The variation amng
the firms have been within the range of 0.44 (TCL) to 20.51
per cent (KMM). The sectoral values varied in between 2.62
and 7.95. KMM, KCCL, KSDC and TELK top the list of com

panies in this respect. In the case of KMM the increase
in interest costs have been phenomenal over the period. It
was Rs.12 lakhs in 1980-81, which had grown to Rs.1475 lakhs
in 1989-90. The highest proportion of interest recorded
have been in the year 1985-86 (30.04 per cent). Out of the
total expenses of Rs.3445 lakhs the company had to incur

Rs.1035£%gk?gterest and finance charges. Only in 1980-81,
1983-84 and 1984-85 the percentages came to less than 20 per
cent. Interest which was Rs.23 lakhs in 1984-85 rose to
Rs.203 lakhs in 1985-86 showing about 9 times increase. In
relation to the total expenses, the rise was from 9.60 per
cent to 30.04 per cent during the respective periods. KCCL
is another example. In 1980-81 the percentage of interest
on expenses had been as high as 35.93. In percentage terms
the later years have recorded decreased values and in 1989-90
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the rate has been as low as 8.78 per cent. It is to be
noted that the decline in the percentage rates were not
due to the reductions in the quantum of interest expenses
but due to the increase in expenses over the period.
Interest has increased from Rs.97 lakhs in 1980-81 to Rs.l24

lakhs in 1989-90. Expenses also increased more than pro
portionately over the period. Hence the decline in rates.
KSDC, another state sector undertaking, had only Rs.17 lakhs
as interest and finance charges against a total expense of
Rs.288 lakhs in 1980-81. The interest costs had increased
to Rs.104 lakhs in 1989-90. But the total expenses which
was Rs.288 lakhs in 1980-81 grew only to Rs.294 lakhs by

1989-90. recording an interest content of 35.37 per cent
on total expenses. Yet another company is TELK whose
interest costs had risen from Rs.209 lakhs in 1980-81 to

Rs.675 lakhs in 1989-90 which is reflected in the percen
tage values estimated. The percentages ranged between
9.58 and 19.43 of expenses.

However, in the case of certain enterprises the
interest charges as a percentage on expenses have been very
low. For example, TCL had incurred an average interest of
0.44 per cent on total expense over the period of ten years
from 1980-81. Another concern is TTP whose rates of

interest on expenses varied in between 0.37 to 4.46 per cent
over the period. The rate of interest in SCL also were low
which ranged from 1.30 per cent to 5.39 per cent.
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5.1.2 Private Sector

The estimated data of the private sector undertakings
reveals that the impact of interest costs on total expenses
appears to be less in comparison with the state sector enter
prises. Ot of fourteen enterprises analysed, the average
rates of interest on total expenses have been less than ten
per cent in the case of twelve enterprises. Only two con
cerns (Alind and Premier Cables) recorded rates over and

above 10 per cent. The range of variations among the firms
were not as wide as that in the State sector. The vari
ations have been within the range of 4.39 per cent (Toshiba
Anand Batteries) and 10.92 per cent (Premier Cables) on an

average for the 10 years period. The sectoral values ranged
between 5.67 per cent and 7.31 per cent (table 5.2).

Among the private sector undertakings, the highest
rate of interest recorded have been in respect of Premier
Cables in 1982-83 (26.84 per cent). The later years,
however, showed a decreasing trend. As a result, it reached
a level of 8.91 per cent in 1989-90. This does not mean
that the amount of interest charges declined considerably.
Financial statements reveal that interest and finance charges
which were Rs.69 lakhs in 1980-81 had been showing continuous
increase till 1988-89 when it was Rs.638 lakhs. Due to a

more than proportionate increase in the total expenses the
rate of interest came down. In 1980-81 the total expenses
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were to the tune of Rs.1594 lakhs. In 1988-89, it crossed
a mark of Rs.7503 lakhs, the highest of all the years
(appendix I). The next highest rates were recorded by
Alind. The company incurred Rs.778 lakhs by way of finance
charges in 1988-89 as against a total expenses of Rs.3996
lakhs. In 1980-81 the respective figures were Rs.190 lakhs
and Rs.3690 lakhs. It is clear that the interest charges
increased considerably over the years.

Apollo Tyres showed a rate as high as 12.98 per cent
only in 1980-81 when the company made a loss of Rs.474 lakhs.

Since 1981-82 the company could earn profits even though the
amounts of interest had been rising touching a level of
Rs.971 lakhs towards the end of the period of analysis. when
it is related to the total expenses of Rs.26038 lakhs for
the year 1989-90 one could see that the influence of the
cost element was insignificant as is evident from a rate of
3.73 per cent.

The interest rates of KELW were increasing consistently
from 1982-83 onwards. It had reached as high as 17.75 per
cent in 1989-90. The increase was from Rs.57 lakhs in

1980-81 against total expenses of Rs.681 lakhs to Rs.208
lakhs in 1989-90 against the total expenses of Rs.1172 lakhs.
However, the company could maintain an average rate of 8.38

per cent over the period, which is less than most of the
State sector undertakings under review.
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5.1.3 Central Sector

when coming to the Central sector, it could be
observed that among the four enterprises, the percentage
values of CSL alone are significantly higher than that of
the others (table 5.3). All the years except 1989-90
showed rates more than 20 per cent,the highest being in
1986-87 (27.88 per cent). Within a period of ten years
the amount of interest which was Rs.603 lakhs in 1980-81

went up to Rs.1848 lakhs in 1989-90 making the interest
component a significant factor for the ever increasing
losses which grew from Rs.195 lakhs to Rs.2777 lakhs during
the respective time interval.

The percentages of finance charges have been lesser
in the case of other companies which is reflected in the
mean values of 1.78 for CRL, 2.03 for FACT and 3.79 for HLL.

But the range of variations in mean values among the firms
is the highest in the Central sector (1.78 per cent and 22.84
per cent) which is due to the relatively high rates of CSL.

The percentage values of CRL ranged between 0.62 to

3.88 over the period as against FACT (0.30 to 6.99) and HLL

(1.15 to 8.76). As against all other units,the rates of CSL
varied between 16.15 and 27.88, the highest in the Central
sector. The relatively higher rates of CSL, infact, influ
enced the sectoral values which ranged between 6.02 and 2.57.
Otherwise. the Central sector would have been counted as the
sector with the lowest interest costs in relation to the
expenses.
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section II

5.2 Interest Coverage

Coverage of interest on income is generally taken as
a measure to assess the financial leverage of companies. The
more interest coverage a firm has on its earnings the more
capable would it be to employ debt capital. In other words,
the more the difference between interest charges and opera
ting earnings the more capacity the firm has to effect
financial leverage. There are differences of opinion with
regard to a standard rate of coverage. Certain experts
suggest a rate of four or more times for manufacturing com
paniesi(Julian R. Frank and Harry H. Scholefield 1977, p.212).
Some others suggest a lesser ratio of even two times.

However,a coverage of at least two times could be taken
as a desirable measure. A ratio of less than two indicates
tnat interest costs overrides the net profit. If the
coverage is less than one and also positive, it implies that
the business is run at loss and in the absence of interest
the firm could have earned profit. (Here the interest cost
becomes the dominant factor for loss). when the value is
reduced to zero, the firm is said to have attained breakeven.
A negative interest coverage ratio explains a situation of
net loss even in the absence of fixed charges.
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A very high coverage ratio, however, cannot be con
sidered as a result of a better management of finance. The
firm cannot be said to have effected financial leverage
favourably from the point of View of owners.

5.2.1 state Sector

In the State sector. only three enterprises, viz..
Traco, TCC and SCL have relatively comfortable positions
with regard to interest coverage in many of the years. They
could maintain the rates of 2.06, 3.74 and 2.24 respectively
on an average. TTP and TCL with average interest coverage
ratios of 24.86 and 58.52 respectively cannot be said to have
occupied an ideal position. These rates are due to con
siderably low levels of financing charges. After 1986-87
TTP had not been employing long term loans in its capital
structure. As a result, tnere had been remarkable declines
in the amounts of interest charges. 1988-89 snowed the
highest interest coverage ratio of about 120 times (table 5.4).
This is the year in which the company had earned the highest
net profit (Rs.1185 lakhs) and incurred the lowest amount
of interest charges (Rs.l0 lakhs) under the period of study.
Similarly, TCL nad not been employing any long term borrowings

during the first three years of analysis. The figures of
profits also were relatively at higher levels ranging from
Rs.143 lakhs to Rs.226 lakhs. The range of finance charges
during the period have been Rs.68000 to Rs.2.34 lakshs

(appendix I). These had influenced the coverage ratios
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significantly. Accordingly, the period 1981-82 exhibited
the highest coverage ratio of 227 times. Interest was only
Rs.1 lakh against a net profit of Rs.226 lakhs. These
abnormal rates even lacks comparison due to their high
magnitudes.

Out of the remaining seven, most of the concerns were

with low ratios the main reasons being very low (or negative)
profit margins and excessive interest brden. For example.
TELK. KSO, KMM and KSDC showed negative values on an average

(-0.14, -0.43, -0.18 and -0.85 respectively). From 1981-82
onwards, TELK had been incurring continuous losses ranging
from Rs.91 lakhs to Rs.897 lakhs. In 1981-82, 1988-89 and
1989-90, interest costs far exceeded the figures of losses.
During the period under study the costs varied in between
Rs.209 lakhs to Rs.675 lakhs. In fact, finance charges
have become the major factor for incurring losses in most of
the years. KSO also proved a similar state of affairs. The
company's activities resulted in losses ranging from Rs.51
lakhs to Rs.274 lakhs within the period. Interest varied
between Rs.33 lakhs and Rs.152 lakhs. KSDC, in 1980-81 and

1981-82, had to incur Rs.17 lakhs and Rs.26 lakhs respectively
as interest for creating a net profit of Rs.1 lakh each.
Towards the end of 1989-90 the cost element had grown to
Rs.104 lakhs and net loss to Rs.171 lakhs. In other words,
interest alone was responsible for 60 per cent of the loss.
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KMM was a profit earning concern during 1980-81 and
1981-82. Since then it recorded huge loss. A net loss
of Rs.10 lakhs in 1982-83 have grown to Rs.1534 lakhs in
1989-90. The growth of interest costs was from Rs.20 lakhs
to Rs.1475 lakhs. In other words, 96 per cent of loss in
1989-90 was caused by interest alone. The experience of
KSDP also was not of much difference. Its interest costs
which were Rs.16 lakhs in 1980-81 reached as high as Rs.226

lakhs in 1989-90 when the figure of loss was Rs.124 lakhs.

5.2.2 Private Sector

when compared to the State sector enterprises, the
private sector draws a better picture. Here, only four
enterprises viz.. Alind, Premier Cables, KELN and Laxmi

recorded the interest coverage ratios less than one, on an
average. Six concerns have shown the average values bet
ween two and one while the remaining four recorded two or
more time's coverage. As against the State sector. the
private sector did not exhibit an average negative value
though there were occasions of negative rates in certain
years. (table 5.5). Further, very wide fluctuations also
are not indicated. The sectoral averages too establish
the fact though all the rates were less than two. However,
it is relevant to note that in most of the years the
private sector as a whole incurred interest costs more than
the figures of net profits which is evidenced by the average
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rates less than two. Only in 1982-83 the coverage rate
had fallen down to less than one (0.94).

However, it is not desirable to think that. private
sector is free from abnormal cases. For example, Alind had
been incurring finance charges of high magnitudes over the
period. Interest and finance charges which amounted to
Rs.190 lakhs in 1980-81 have reached as high as Rs.778 lakhs
in 1988-89. After 1981-82 the company had been incurring
huge amounts of losses which reached a level of Rs.1560 lakhs
in 1988-89. But the company could make a profit of Rs.503
lakhs in 1989-90 when the coverage ratio turned to be
positive.

Another example to quote is Premier. The company
could make profits only in 1980-81, 1981-82 and 1986-87

ranging from Rs.32 lakhs to Rs.7O lakhs. All the remaining
years the company made losses varying between Rs.33 lakns
and Rs.495 lakhs. Interest costs which was Rs.69 lakhs in
1980-81 increased to Rs.638 lakhs in 1988-89. KELW and

Laxmi are also in similar lines (appendix II).

5.2.3 Central Sector

The Central sector undertakings except CSL exhibit a

relatively better picture. The coverage ratios of CRL,
FACT and HLL averaged to 2.76, 3.92 and 3.63 respectively.
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Even though profit making concerns, these undertakings,
at least in certain periods have recorded abnormal situ
ations. For example, the coverage ratio of CRL was 0.84
times in 1984-85 when the company incurred a net loss of
Rs.102 lakhs. Total finance charges were to the tune of
Rs.642 lakhs.

FACTLs{g§mg down to less than one on two occasions, in
1981-82 and 1982-83. In 1980-81 and 1983-84 the coverage
ratios were in between two and one. All the remaining years
witnessed sufficiently larger coverages. Only once the
coverage of HLL was a negative figure (1980-81). However,
when all the enterprises are taken together, the Central
sector exhibited a relatively better picture which is
evident from the sectoral mean values (table 5.6). Among
the four Central sector undertakings, CSL alone appears to
be in a quite unsatisfactory position. Throughout the
whole period under study, the Company nad been incurring

huge losses. A net loss of Rs.195 lakhs in 1980-81 has
reached Rs.2777 lakhs in 1989-90 while the finance charges
which were Rs.603 lakhs in 1980-81 had come to Rs.l848 lakhs

in 1989-90. The data as a whole establishes the fact that
interest had been a dominent item of expense which has

increased the figures of losses (appendix III). Considering
the whole period, it is important to note that, on an average,
87 per cent of the loss had been due to finance charges alone.
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Section III

5.3 EBIT-BPS Analysis

EBIT-EPS analysis is a device which can be made
useful while taking a capital structure decision. How
sensitive is the EPS to changes in levels of EBIT under
various financing alternatives can be understood by the
analysis

After selection of a project and estimating the
earnings, the next step is to arrange funds needed. Funds
may be collected either from issue of shares or from borrow
ings, or from both. Under such circumstances, if the firm
wants to maximise the wealth of share holders, he relation
between EBIT and EPS is of vital importance. Accordingly,
the financing pattern which gives maximum BPS has to be

given priority.

when there are different levels of EBIT estimates, the
volumes of EPS to changes in levels of EBIT under fferent
financing plans have to be ascertained before taking a finan
cing decision. The financing plan may take various forms,
viz., an all equity plan, an all debt plan or a plan with a
mix of debt and equity. Under favourable circumstances,
the financing plan which gives maximum EPS with minimum risk
is selected.
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when a particular level of EBIT is given. priority
is to be given for the financing plan which guarantees the
highest EPS based on the principle of financial leverage.
Financial leverage is favourable so long as the cost of debt
is less than the return on equity (ROE). In this case,
increased use of debt in the capital structure will accele
rate the EPS, and it turns upside down when the cost of
borrowings grows more than ROE.

The suitability of an all equity plan or a debt-equity
plan can be decided by determining the breakeven EBIT level.
The breakeven EBIT or the indifference point between two

financing alternatives is the level of EBIT for which the
EPS is same under both the financing plans.

To find out the indifference point between two diffe
rent plans, the EPS formulae of the plans are set equal.
Thus, the indifference point on an all equity plan Vs a
debt-equity plan is found out mathematically by solving the
following equation.

EBIT (1-'1‘) ___ (EBIT-I)(1-T)N1 N2
where EBIT = EBIT indifference point

N1 = Number of equity shares in the all
equity plan

N2 = Number of equity shares as per the
debt-equity plan

= Income tax rate
I = Interest expenses before tax under

the debt-equity plan
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The indifference level of EBIT so obtained is compared
with the estimated (or actual) EBIT. If the estimated (or
actual) EBIT is below the indifference point, equity finan
cing is preferable to debt financing. In other words. if
the estimated EBIT (or actual) is more than the breakeven
EBIT, debt financing is preferable.

In this section, an attempt is made to ascertain
whether the capital structure of the manufacturing enter
prises of Kerala are justifiable with reference to the
indifference EBIT levels.

Methodology

The average EBIT levels of all the manufacturing enter

prises under study were calculated for a period of 5 years
beginning from 1985-86. EBIT for the purpose is arrived at
by adding the interest on long term loans to the net profit.
Interest on long term loans was arrived at by deducting
interest on short term borrowings such as bank borrowings
for working capital, bank overdraft etc.. from the total
interest debited to profit and loss account of the units
under study. Interest rate on short term borrowings was
taken as 16.5 per cent per annum, since it was the average
rate of interest charged on working capital funds borrowed
by medium and large scale industries in India for the period
from 1985 to 1989 according to the International Financial
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Statistics, June 1990. It also is in parity with the
Advance Rate of the State Bank of India, considered to be
a shadow rate.

For the purpose of computing the EPS, all the shares
of the companies under review had been considered as having

a nominal value of Rs.10 per share.

Breakeven EBIT levels were calculated for two situ
ations 'A' and '3'. Breakeven levels under situation A were
calculated on the basis of interest charged to profit and
loss account of companies after separating interest on short
term borrowings. Breakeven EBIT levels for situation B were
computed considering 19 per cent interest as a uniform rate
for all the companies. (The rate of interest levied by
leading financial institutions like IFCI. IDBI, ICICI etc.,
ranges from 17% to 20% per annum, on long term loans exceeding

Rs.l0 lakhs). Corporate tax rate was taken as 55 per cent
on an average. For the purpose of this analysis, debt
includes all long term borrowings and equity includes paid
up share capital, both equity and preference.

5.3.1 State Sector

Table 5.7 snows the breakeven EBIT levels of the State

sector enterprises under situations A and B and their actual
amounts of EBIT. From the table it appears that only three
enterprises viz., TCC, TTP and KCCL have actual EBIT above
the breakeven EBIT levels.
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TCC, for example, had an average EBIT of Rs.229.68

lakhs against its indifference EBIT of Rs.l44.45 lakhs under
situation A and Rs.l94.32 lakhs under situation B. The
estimated BPS based on actual EBIT was Re.1.21. The

company's average debt ratio was 0.56 which indicated a low
financial leverage. The company was in a position to
further increase the financial leverage owing to a satis
factory position of its EBIT which would magnify the present
BPS which the company failed to do.

In the case of TTP, the indifference points occured at
Rs.60 lakhs and Rs.69.01 lakhs under situations A and B res

pectively while the actual EBIT recorded Rs.855 lakhs which
resulted in an EPS of Rs.20.63. The debt ratio was 1.04.
Average interest on long term loans came to Rs.30 lakhs.
It is worth noting that during the last three years under
study, the company had not been employing any amount of long
term borrowings in its capital §tructure.

The EBIT and breakeven levels of KCCL did not exhibit

wide differences. While the actual EBIT was Rs.139.31 lakhs
the breakeven levels of EBIT occurred at Rs.102.37 lakhs and

Rs.131.25 lakhs respectively for situations A and B. The
company had an average long term capital of Rs.692.60 lakhs
constituted by Rs.221 lakhs as paid up capital and Rs.471.60
lakhs as loans. Even at the higher rate of interest, the
EBIT levels provided a comfortable margin.
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SCL exhibited a different picture. The indifference
point under situation A occurred at Rs.26.16 lakhs while the
actual EBIT was Rs.40.55 lakhs having a comfortable margin

which generated an EPS of Re.O.60. At 19 per cent interest
the EBIT should be at Rs.71.53 lakhs in order to breakeven.
In such a situation. if there is no further increase in the
actual EBIT, the EPS will come down. However. in the exis

ting condition. the financial leverage appeared to be
justifiable.

The capital structure of all other concerns appear to
be not justifiable with the indifference levels as evidenced
by the estimated data. KMM, for example, had the breakeven
levels of EBIT at Rs.1626.56 lakhs and Rs.2447.4O lakhs under

situation A and B respectively against a negative EBIT of
Rs.145.04 lakhs. It is to be noted that out of an average
total long term capital of Rs.12878.40 lakhs, 76 per cent
was constituted by long term loans. In this case, financial
leverage was not at all advisable since the earnings position
was distressing. It is clear that the financial decision
made was not based on the EBIT-EPS relationship as evidendéd

by the EPS of Rs.4.87 (negative). The average net loss (EAT)
of the company was Rs.1406.10 lakhs, the major influencing
factor being interest on longterm borrowings which had been
R5.l261.l6 lakhs.
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The case of KSO was very similar to the above. It had
a distressing EPS of Rs.13.15 (negative) on an average. The
company's actual EBIT was negative to the extent of Rs.204.57
lakhs. The required EBIT to breakeven was Rs.57.16 lakhs
under situation A. When 19 per cent interest was considered
and applied to the existing loan the indifference level had
risen to Rs.174.92 lakhs leaving a wider gap in relation to
the existing EBIT. Eventhough the earnings position was
weak, the company employed larger proportion of borrowings

in its capital structure. The long term capital amounted
to Rs.914.40 lakhs constituted by borrowings of Rs.728.4O
lakhs and equity capital of Rs.186 lakhs at an average. In
fact the company should not have employed borrowings in the

capital structure in which case the loss would have been con
siderably reduced.

The EBIT of TELK also was negative amounting to Rs.220.39
lakhs. The breakeven values under situations A and B were

respectively Rs.405.13 lakhs and Rs.664.74 lakhs. The capital
structure of the company was constituted by long term loans
of Rs.2729 lakhs and equity capital of Rs.768.4O lakhs. The
loss before interest was only Rs.l.80 lakhs. But the net
loss after interest came to Rs.536.40 lakhs. It is clear
that the important reason for loss as well as the negative
EPS was the interest burden.
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KSDC and KSDP were other concerns which recorded

negative values of EBIT which has resulted in negative BPS
values of Rs.7.06 and Rs.3.91 respectively. In these cases
also there were high influences of interest on borrowings.

Traco, KABL and TCL were companies to be included in

a group in which the actual EBIT levels were not negative
but below the indifference levels. The breakeven EBIT of
Traco was Rs.4.74 lakhs as against the EBIT of Rs.4.35 lakhs.
On applying the interest rate of 19 per cent the breakeven
EBIT had considerably increased to Rs.317.02 lakhs. The
reason was that the interest charged to the profit and loss
account was Rs.l8.40 lakhs for long term and short term
loans. In the case of KAEL also, the company did not
reach the breakeven level of Rs.71.98 lakhs under situation

A owing to a lesser amount of EBIT. The actual EBIT of TCL
also was lower than the indifference point.

From the above analysis, it is found that nine out of
twelve enterprises did not have the EBIT levels at least
equal to the breakeven EBIT. From an EBIT-EPS tangle, the

financing decisions taken were not justifiable. Even with
out having sufficient operating profits, the companies
employed loan capital beyond their capacity to borrow. In
many cases, the interest became a significant reason for
increased losses.
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5.3.2 Private Sector

Table 5.8 exhibits the EBIT, Breakeven EBI1‘, BPS etc..

of the private sector undertakings brought under study.
Eight out of fourteen enterprises had the EBIT levels above
the indifference points under stages A and B. The EPS of
these companies ranged between Re.l.22 and Rs.10.4O and

among these GTN tops the list. It had Rs.l34.84 laxhs as
EBIT against the indifference levels of Rs.45.09 lakhs under
stage A and Rs.128.87 lakhs under stage B. In other words,
the EBIT of the company was about three times the indiffe
rence point. It appeared that the company with a highly
levered capital structure had been enjoying the benefit of
trading on equity due to a favourable EBIT position. Simi
larly. OEN with an EPS of Rs.8.24 had an average EBIT of
Rs.168.18 lakhs against an indifference EBIT of Rs.33.39
lakhs. Even at a higher rate of interest the breakeven
point EBIT had been less than actual EBIT
If the EBIT was not subject to wide fluctuations, the
company could have increased the financial leverage which

may result in a still higher level of EPS.

with an average EPS of Rs.5.86 Apollo occupied the

third position. It had earned an average EBIT of Rs.2035.34
lakhs against the indifference EBIT levels of Rs.475.44 lakhs

and Rs.l396.00 lakhs under A and B situations respectively.
In this case also the earnings position warrants further finan
cial leverage to increase the EPS from the present level.
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KSL, with an average paid up capital of Rs.44 lakhs
and long term borrowings of Rs.73.20 lakhs had earned an
EBIT of Rs.60.89 lakhs against the indifference levels of
Rs.36.14 lakhs and Rs.20.86 lakhs under A and B situations

respectively. It is clear that the profitability allows
further gearing of capital which would have resulted in
increased EPS.

WIP recorded an EBIT of Rs.209.48 lakhs against the
indifference level of Rs.77.26 lakhs under stage A and
Rs.l11.17 lakhs under stage B. After deducting interest
and taxes, the divisible profits amounted to Rs.73.89 lakhs
on an average.

The other companies with actual EBIT above the indif
ference levels were Sri Bhagavathi, BPL and Excel.

There were four undertakings whose EBIT levels turned

to be negative. Alind recorded the highest negative value
of Rs.327.57 lakhs against the indifference EBIT of Rs.3e1.37
under situation A. Laxmi recorded the highest negative
value of EPS, Rs.31.40, resulted from a negative EBIT of
Rs.216.67 lakhs against the indifference EBIT levels of
Rs.91 lakhs and Rs.61.l3 lakhs respectively under situation
A and B. KELW and Toshiba had to come across similar situ
ations. Premier had an EBIT of Rs.109.03 lakhs on an

average. But it had turned into a net loss of Rs.210 lakhs
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due to the influence of interest on longterm loans amounting
to Rs.319.03 lakhs. Similar was the case with TECIL. It
had an EBIT of Rs.59.62 lakhs and the interest on longterm
loans amounted to Rs.74.22 lakhs. It has resulted a net
loss of Rs.14.6O lakhs.

The analysis disclosed the fact that the capital struc
ture of majority of the private sector enterprises were
justifiable with the indifference levels of EBIT.

5.3.3 Central Sector

In the Central sector, CSL, the only loss making con
cern, appeared to have the EBIT as negative. The distance
between the actual EBIT and indifference levels was consi

derably high. The table 5.9 shows that the EBIT of the
company was Rs.677.20 lakh: (negative), while the indiffe
rence points under situations A and B respectively ‘ere
R5.1908.7O lakhs and RS.3913.82 lakhs.

CRL had the highest value of EBIT amounting to
Rs.5001.97 lakhs while the breakeven EBIT levels were

Rs.2202.89 lakhs and Rs.4025.98 lakhs under A and B situ

ations respectively. Its financial leverage can further
be increased, if the EBIT position does not fluctuate widely,
which will lead to an increase in EPS.
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In the case of FACT and HLL. the actual EBIT levels

exceed the indifference level at stage A. when the rate of
interest is increased to 19 per cent, the indifference EBIT
levels far exceeded the current EBIT levels in both the cases.

HLL has an evenly levered capital structure with an
average equity capital of Rs.1165 lakhs and loan of Rs.11l6.20
lakhs. when there are hikes in the rate of interest on
long term loans, additional debt financing does not seem to
be advisable as evidenced by the indifference level at 19
per cent interest.
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Section IV

5.4 Statistical Analysis

Financial leverage, accelerated EBIT and an opera
tionally feasible interest level always aim at the wealth
maximisation of every business enterprise. This section
is intented to evaluate the effect of Debt-Equity mix, EBIT
and interest charges, on EPS by using inferential statistics.

5.4.1 Simple Regression

Here, EPS is taken as the dependent variable (Y) while
EBIT, Debt-Equity mix and interest faction are taken as inde
pendent variables.

5.4.1.1 State Sector

Three estimating equations (linear regression equations)
of EPS based on 

(i) debt-equity alone
(ii) EBIT alone and

(iii) interest charges alone

for the 12 companies in the state sector are obtained. For
each case the standard error of estimate, the correlation
coefficient and coefficient of determination are found out.

Tests of significance are performed for testing the signi
ficance of the regression coefficient and of the correlation
coefficient.
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5.4.Lb1 EPS based on Debt-Equity (Q/E)

- 9.135 - 4.504 x1‘< I

where y = BPS

x1= Debt-Equity
The standard error of estimate = 6¢103

The correlation coefficient between --0.699
BPS and D/E

The coefficient of determination = 0.489

For testing the significance of the coefficient of x1
Student’: t with 10 d.f. is found to be - 3.0947 which is
significant at 5% level kable value 2.228)

For testing the significance of the correlation co
efficient F with (1.10) d.f. is found to be 9.57 which is
significant (table value 4.96).

Therefore EPS depends on D/E and 48.90% of the varia

tion in EPS is explained by the variation in D/E (table 5.10).

5.4.LL2 EPS based on EBIT

-4.o95 + .0295 x2M II

BPSwhere y

x2 EBIT
The standard error of estimate 2.886

The correlation coefficient between
EPS and EBIT 0.941

The coefficient of determination = 0.886
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For testing the significance of the coefficient of
x2 Student's t with 10 d.f. is found to be 8.809 which is
highly significant (Table value at 5% level 2.228).

For testing the significance of the correlation co
efficient F with (1.10) d.f. is found to be 77.55 which is
highly significant. (Table value at 5% level 4.96).

Therefore BPS depends on EBIT and 88.60% of the

variation in EPS is explained by the variation in EBIT.
(Table 5.10).

5.4.1.1.3 BPS based on interest

where y = EPS
t = interest
The standard error of estimate = 8.185
The correlation coefficient betweenBPS and Interest (INT) =—O.285
The coefficient of determination = 0.081

For testing the significance of the coefficient of t,
Student's t with 10 d.f. is found to be - .9397 which is not
significant (Table value at 5% level 2.228).

For testing the significance of the correction co
efficient F with (1,10) d.f. is found to be 0.88 and the
corresponding inverse F with (10.1) d.f. is 1.136 which is
not significant (Table value 2.42).
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Therefore BPS does not depend on interest and it is
found that only 8% of the variation in EPS is explained by
interest (Table 5.10).

5.4.1.2 Private Sector

Analysis is done on the same lines as above for the four
teen-private sector concerns.

5.4.1.2.1 EPS based on D(E

Y3
where y =

x1 =

The

The

The

-2.615 - .279 x1
EPS

Q/E

standard error of estimate
correlation coefficient
coefficient of determination

= 13.177

=—O.106

= 0.011

Student's t with 12 d.f. for testing the significance
of the coefficient of xi = -0.368 which is not significant
(Table value at 5% level is 2.179).

F with d.f.(1,12) for testing the correlation co
efficient is less than one and the corresponding inverse
F with (12.1) d.f. is 7.384 which is not significant (Table
value 2.44) (Table 5.10).
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is

5.4.1.2.2 EPS based on EBIT

y = -6.007 + .008 x2
where y = BPS

x2 = EBIT

The standard error ofaestimate = 12.344
The correlation coefficient = 0.364
The coefficient of determination = 0.132

t with 12 d.f. for the regression coefficient = 1.353
which is not significant (Table value 2.179).

F with (1.12) d.f. for testing the corretation co
1

efficient = 1.s3o,4n§f significant (Table value 4.75).
Therefore EPS does not depend on EBIT.(Table 5.10).

5.4.1.2.3 EPS based on interest

y = -1.3oo - .013t
where y = EPS

t = INT

The standard error of estimate = 12.899
The correlation coefficient =-0.229
The coefficient of determination = 0.052
t with 12 d.f. for the regression coefficient = -0.815

not significant (Table value 2.179).
F with (1,12) d.f. for testing the correlation co

efficient is less than 1 and the corresponding inverse F
with (12,1) d.f. is 1.505 which is not significant (Table
value isZ.44)(Tab1e 5.10)
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5.4.1.3 Central Sector

Here also calculations are done in the same lines as

in the case of public sector concerns and private sector con
cerns. But the results are not conclusive as the sample
size is small. There are only four units.

5.4.1.3.1 EPS based on D(E

y -0.736 + .796 x1
where y = EPS

X1 = Q/E

The standard error of estimate = 1.806
The correlation coefficient = 0.789
The coefficient of determination = 0.623

Student's t with 2.d.f. for testing the regression
coefficient is 1.817 which is not significant (Table value
4.303).

F with d.f. (1,2) for testing the correlation co
efficient is 3.300 which is not significant (Table value
18.5).

So EPS does not depend on D/E.

5.4.1.3.2 EPS based on EBIT

y = -1.223 + .001 X2
where y = EPS

X2 = EBIT



The standard error of estimate = 1.471
The correlation coefficient = 0.914
The coefficient of determination = 0.835

Student's t with 2 d.f. for testing the regression
coefficient = 3.182 which is not significant (Table value =
4.303).

F with d.f. (1.2) for the correlation coefficient is
10.13 which is not significant (Table value 18.5)(Table 5.10)

so EPS does not depend on EBIT.

5.4.1.3.3 EPS based on interest

y = -0.159 + .00123 t
where y = BPS

t = interest

The standard error of estimate = 2.603
The correlation coefficient = 0.465
The coefficient of determination = 0.216

student's t with 2 d.f. for the regression coefficient =
0.742 which is not significant (Table value=4.B03).

F with d.f. (1,2) for the correlation coefficient is
less than 1 and the corresponding inverse F with (2,1) d.f.
is 1.815 which is not significant (Table value = 2.00).
(Table 5.10).
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5.4.2 Mltiple regression

For multiple regression analysis EPS is considered as
the dependent variable (Y). whereas Debt-Equity ratio (X1)
and EBIT (x2) are taken as independent variables.

5.4.2.1 State Sector

Since only D/E and EBIT have some effect on EPS, a

multiple regression equation for estimating EPS based on D/E
and EBIT is found out.

y = - 0.158 — 1.533 x1 + 0.025 x2

where y = EPS

x1 = DZE

X2 = EBIT

The standard error of estimate = 2.464
The multiple correlation coefficient R = .962
The coefficient of determination, R2 = .925

Student's t with 9 d.f. for testing the significance

of the coefficient of xi = -2.172 which is significant at a
slightly higher level than .05 (Table value 2.262 at 5% level).

And that for x2 = 7.236 which is highly significant. For
testing the significance of R, the multiple correlation co
efficient, F with d.f. (2,9) = 55.56 which is4§i3§1y signi
ficant (Table value at 5% level 4.26).
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Therefore if BPS is estimated based on D/E and EBIT,

92.5% of the variation in EPS is explained by Q/E and EBIT.
(Table 5.11).

5.4.2.2 Private Sector

None of the 3 independent variables have significant
effect on EPS. But still a multiple regression equation
based on D/E and EBIT is found out as in the case of the
public sector.

where y = EPS

x1 = 0/8
x2 = EBIT

The standard error of estimate = 12.810
The multiple correlation coefficient,R = .379
The coefficient of determination, R2 = .143

Student's t with 11 d.f. for testing the regression

coefficient of x1 is - .378 and that for x2 is 1.303. Both
are not significant as the table value is 2.202. F with
d.f. (2.11) for testing R is less than 1 and the correspon
ding inverse F with (11.2) d.f. is 1.086 which is not signi
ficant (Table value is 19.4).

So D/E and EBIT have no significant effect on EPS.
(Table 5.11)
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5.4.2.3 Central Sector

y = - 1.145 - .080 x1 + .00114 x2

where y = EPS

x1 = D/E

X2 = EBIT

The standard error of estimate = 2.069
The multiple correlation coefficient,R = .915
The coefficient of determination, R2 = .837

Student's t with 1 d.f. for testing the regression co

efficient of x1 is - .106 and that for x is 1.586. Both2

are not significant as the table value is 12.706.

F with d.f. (2,1) for testing R is 2.567 which is not
significant (Table value ;= 200).

So BPS does not have any significant dependence on
D/E and EBIT. (Table 5.11).
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Section V

5.5-L SURVEY REPORT

From the above analysis, it is observed that the
financial leverage effected by the state sector enterprises
taken together was not favourable from the owners‘ point of
view.

54;,4, Most of the concerns were found to have debt inten
sive capital structure. Proportion of retained earnings
were low in many of the companies. The magnitude of miscel
laneous expenditure and losses were high which resulted in
poor net worth positions. In many cases the net worth of
companies had become negative.

Owing to operating losses, firms found it difficult
to meet the interest obligations. These interest'burden
increased the losses further, except in a few cases.

Further, the EBIT generated by most of the enterprises
were very low or negative. From the EBIT-EPS analysis, it
could be concluded that the actual EBIT levels were far
below the indifference levels in most of the state sector
enterprises. For firms with high leverages the results
were distressing. EBIT below the indifference point is
an indication of decreases in EPS and this could be taken

as a conclusive evidence of undesirable leverage policies.
It was hypothesised that there was more significant

and positive correlation between EPC and Debt-Equity ratio
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than between BPS and EBIT. The regression and correlation
results of the state sector snowed that increase in Debt
Equity ratios decreased BPS. In other words, BPS was nega
tively correlated with Debt-Equity ratio. It was also
found that increase in EBIT had the effect of increasing
the EPS.

Increase in Debt-Equity ratio can be justified only
when there is an increase in EPS even though not substantial.
Here, in the state sector. these variables have been observed
as acting in opposite directions. It is, however, an un
usual phenomenon. Thus it was found necessary to make an
enquiry for evaluating the circumstances under which the
financing decisions were taken.

For the purpose, necessary information was gathered
through interviews with financial personnel of the state and
private sector enterprises. Only those concerns which had
an average Debt-Equity ratio of above 1:1 were chosen as the
intention was to make an assessment of the factors considered

for taking financing decisions.

_535.FZuIt was understood that the considerations for taking
investment and financing decisions were different in the
state and private sector enterprises. The decisions in the
state sector were guided mainly by the Government directives.

Profit motive was given lesser importance. The financial
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personnel were not allowed to take independent decisions.
The decisions were finalised by the Government on the basis
of considerations better known only to the party in power.
Such an external influence was not reported by any of the
private sector enterprises. In this case, the decision
making was independent.

E;5’“3' The state sector enterprises do not seem to have given
much importance for the capital budgeting techniques. Very
often the project selections were not taken after a proper
project evaluation. But it was reported that they were
employing various capital budgeting techniques ranging from
the traditional ‘average rate of return‘ method to the dis
counted cash flow techniques.

In the private sector, all enterprises were found
using various capital budegeting techniques based on the
time value of money.

5.5J-4--Five enterprises of the state sector were indifferent
with regard to the type of capital structure they preferred.
According to them, so long as the Government is the owner of

state sector enterprises, a bifurcation of total capital
into equity and debt did not have much significance. However,
two companies preferred debt intensive capital structure.

Three of the private sector enterprises favoured a
debt intensive capital structure. Reasons quoted were,
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retention of control, tax deductibility of interest and
lower cost of borrowings. The other three were in
favour of an equity intensive capital structure. They
considered it as a more or less conservative approach.
They opined that the determining factor was the varia
bility of operating income and not Debt-Equity ratio.

5V3-P5’ Regarding the acceptance of a norm for the mixing
of debt and equity, the opinion was that the state sector
enterprises had to follow the Government guidelines in
this regard. It also had to abide by the norms require
ments of certain financial institutions like IFCI, ICICI,
IDBI etc.. for availing financial accommodation from them.
However, no rigidities in this regard were reported.

For private sector enterprises also the norms
requirements of the financial institutions were appli
cable. A 2:1 ratio of debt and equity as suggested under
the Capital Issues (Control) Act was favoured by three
units. They considered it also as a matter of policy.

535'V5- Cost of capital and risk factors were taken diffe
rently in the state sector and private sector enterprises.

It appeared that these factors were not given proper
consideration by most of the state sector enterprises in
taking financing decisions. In this case also it was
opined that these factors need not be considered in the
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state sector since the ownership of the companies was
with the Government. Mix of debt and equity was :ot
done based on the estimates of cost and risk factors.
Certain managers considered interest payable on borrow
ings as cost of capital. Many were not clear about the
explicit and implicit cost of capital and also the cost
of equity.

In contrast to this, the private sector was zore
concerned about the cost and risk factors both for the
purpose of taking investment and financing decisiczs.
one company, whose shares are actively traded in the stock
market, considered risk factor also for computing :he cost
of capital (expected return). Another company which was
always subjected to wide variations in sales tried to
increase the equity capital instead of going for low cost
debt. This policy was followed mainly with a View to
avoiding financial risk.

£95-I7 No state sector enterprise reported that the 331T
EPS analysis was relevant in the state sector. According
to them the market value of shares and consideraticn of
EPS were not a matter of concern as their shares are not
traded in the market.

The private sector enterprises were more concerned
with certain factors as return on investment, BPS, dividend
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etc.. They also work out the interest paying ability
by relating return on investment and interest component.

3,54.g Both state and private sector enterprises reported
cases of time lag and cost over-runs in connection with
their projects and schemes. The time lag as reported
by the private sector were not as frequent as reported
by the state sector. Out of six enterprises, four com
panies in the private sector reported time lags between
three months and nineteen months. In these cases, the
maximum cost escalation reported was about 27 per cent
of the original estimated project costs.

In the state sector, on the other hand, completion
of projects without time lag and cost-over-runs were very
rare. A number of instances of undue delays in project
completion and the resultant cost over runs were reported.

.5434-9Both state and private sector enterprises reported
cases of penal interest due to belated payment of interest
on loans. But the magnitude and frequency of its occur
rence were found high in the state sector when compared to
the private sector.

5a5_,4o_Similarly, both the sectors reported cases of re
scheduling of loan arrangements and funding of interest
owing to their inabilities to repay loans and pay interest.
In this case also the magnitude was high in the state sector.
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5-53141 There are also cases of conversion of loans into
equity both in the private and state sector enterprises.
Three out of six concerns in the private sector reported
such conversion. It was reported that these conversions
were in compliance with the conditions stipulated by
certain financing agencies and not due to any pressure
from the part of companies.

In the state sector the instances of conversion of
debt into equity were more. Among the seven enterprises
under review, six reported debt conversion cn various
occasions. In certain cases the loan conversions were
very frequent. For instance, one company converted a
loan of Rs.1027 lakhs into equity in 1981. The same
company converted Rs.12O lakhs into equity in 1983. In
the same year there was also another conversion. Infor
mation from the secondary sources also established the
fact.1 It was understood that such loan ccnversions
were not pre—planned or in compliance with the conditions
of the financing institutions or the Governrent. Firms
found it difficult to carry on with the burden of high
debt. Most of the state sector enterprises which
resorted to such conversion did so for the purpose of
maintaining the balance between Debt and Eqtity when addi
tional loans were to be obtained from financing institutions.
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5.5.2 Analysis based on C&AG Reports

The influence of the above factors on the capital
structure of the state sector enterprises in Kerala has
been established through an analysis of the Reports of
the Comptroller and Auditor General of India (C & AG) on
state sector enterprises. Enterprises not included in
the universe of the study also are taken for the analysis.

5i;a+Inadequacies and Imperfections in Project Reports

A project report is a blue print of an investment
decision. t is on the basis of this report a project
is implemented. Therefore, any inadequacies in the
project reports may result in not only cost over runs
and time lags but in certain cases, complete abandonment
of projects, after partial implementation.

It is doubtful whether this aspect has been given
serious considerations by the public sector enterprises
in Kerala. A number of lapses have been pointed out by
the Comptroller and Auditor General of India (C & AG) in
this respect. For example, Kerala State Film Development
Corporation LKSFDC) in connection with its theatre project
did not have a genuine project report indicating the
economic viability of the scheme.2 Another example is
the United Electrical Industries Ltd. with regard to
its Plastic Film Capacitor project, it was pointed out
that no project report was prepared for the purpose.3
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Yet another example is TCC. For its expansion project.
it was reported that there was no valid project report.4
There are also instances of project reports prepared by
outside agencies without adequate knowledge of the scheme?

All these imply that most of the projects under
taken by the state sector were the result of guess work
and false judgment.

5.5'.g.Q.Abandonment and dropping ofjroj ects

Abandonment and dropping of projects during and
after implementation of projects were also reported. This
was indicative of lack of foresight and irrazional thinking.
In the state sector enterprises, a number of instances were
pointed out by the C & AG. One example is Kerala State
Textile Corporation which dropped its Mill project which
had been in progress and which had spent Rs.E2.65 lakhs on
it.6 Kerala Agro Industries Corporation had abandoned
various projects and schemes which rendered huge expendi
ture infructuous. Another example is KSFDC which had
dropped its project of constructing theatres in Alleppey,
Trichur and Taliparamba. The investment of about Rs.7.00
lakhs already made remained blocked and dead.7

5_5._-P3 I‘j_,-ne laq and cost over-runs

Cost of projects fixed at the time of preparing pro
ject reports is often subjected to so many revisions. This
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is caused by time lags and cost over runs. Owing to
these cost escalations, most of the projects undertaken
lead to heavy financial burden. These situations hamper
the financial patterns of the enterprises. Firms resort
to borrowings for financing these cost over runs.

For instance, Keltron Controls Division of KSEDC.

scheduled to be completed by 1981, was commissioned only

in 1982. Time lag and other similar reasons had driven
its estimated project cost from Rs.447.65 lakhs to Rs.1087
1akhs. It is to be noted that Rs.722 lakhs of the project
cost was financed by borrowings.8 KSDP is another example.
The estimated cost of its Vitamin A project was Rs.4SO lakhs.
The project was scheduled to be completed in 1979. It was
completed only in 1983. This has resulted in a cost over
run of Rs.477 lakhs.9 Yet another example is KSFDC. The
theatre project of the company was originally estimated at
Rs.228 lakhs in 1978. It was revised to Rs.42O lakhs in
1980 and again to Rs.448.49 lakhs in 1982. Surprisingly,
again in the same year, the cost was revised to Rs.637.54
lakhs.1O Other notable examples are Traco Cable Companyll
and Kerala State Electricity Board.12

5.5-,2,;’_.Time of expansion

The success of a concern not only depends on how
various activities are undertaken but also the time when

they are started. In the state sector, there are instances
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of starting new projects even when the financial positions
of the companies are miserable. For example. KSO. It
was in 1979 the company started implementation of its expan
sion scheme when it had an accumulated loss of Rs.123 lakhs.

Then the paid up capital was Rs.150 lakhs. The project
was mainly financed by borrowings. However, it could not
succeed with this project. It is distressing to see that
the company had an accumulated loss of Rs.l03O lakhs in
198713 (555 per cent of its paid up capital). Another
example is Kerala Agro Industries Corporation. At the
time of starting its Pesticides project, Pesticides formu
lation units all over India were utilising only 50 to 60
per cent of their capacities. Subsequently, the scheme
had to be abandoned realising its unviability.14 Trivandrum
Spinning Mill had started its modernisation programme when
it had an accumulated loss of twice its paid up capital.

S-5-2-5'. Idle assets

Another major defect notified was the existence of
idle assets and idling of investments in the state sector
enterprises. Keltron Rectifiers ;ti., purchased a machi
nery worth Rs.42.7O lakhs in 1979-80 in connection with
its thyristors project. It was reported that the machinery
remained idle till 1985 since the company did not start. . 1 . .production of thyristors. 5 In the case of Kerala Tourism
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Development Corporation, it was pointed out by C & AG,

"A number of boats were remaining idle due to repairs,
"16want of crew etc. with regard to Kerala State Coir

Corporation it was noted that the injudicious action of
the company in constructing a large building resulted in
an idle investment of Rs.11.54 1akhs}7

18
Other examples are

Kerala State Textiles Corporation, KSDC19 etc.

-Interest burden and penal interest

cost escalations, idle investments, infructuous
expenditure etc., necessitated additional funds which in
most cases were mobilised through borrowals, an easier
source when compared to equity for state enterprises.
Heavy borrowals resulted in heavy interest burden.
Borrowings beyond the capacity to borrow often delayed
interest payments and occasionally defaulted interest.
Belated payments and defaults resulted in penal interest
burden. The Kerala Financial Code contains provisions
for charging penal interest on defaults. A number of
instances were reported about delayed payments, non
payment of principal and interest etc.

The following table shows a few examples of companies
charged with penal interest. Table 5.12)
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Table 5.12

Penal interest payments by state enterprises

PenalName of company Year interest
(Rs.Lakhs)

Kerala State Film DevelopmentCorporation 1982 2.70
Travancore Titanium ProductsLimited 1985 53.82
Kerala State Detergents andChemicals Ltd. 1987 3.72
Malabar Cements Ltd. 1987 24.21
Kerala State Textile Corporation 1987 45.51

Kerala Soaps and 0113 Ltd. 1987 12.58
Source: Reports of the Comptroller and Auditor General of

India, various issues.

This is a clear indication of excessive borrowings.
KSFDC made even a request to the Government to grant mora

torium on repayment of loans and payment of interest
accumulated upto 1986-87. Most such companies had to
resort to rescheduling of loan arrangements and funding of
interest.
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5-5-‘2r7- Rescheduling of loan arran9§ments and
funding of interest

The ever‘ growing financial crises resulted in
revision of loan agreements with regard to most of the
state sector enterprises. It was reported that certain
companies were not able to adhere even to the revised
schedules. Malabar Cements Ltd.. Kerala state wood
Industries Ltd.. etc., are a few examples.

The following table shows the examples of certain
companies which resorted to revising loan arrangements.

Table 5.13

Details of companies which rescheduled loans

Amount
Name of companies gigggfiigg Year involved9 (Rs.Lakhs)

Malabar Cements Ltd. Financial 1987 502.42
institutions
and Banks

Kerala State woodIndustries Ltd. IDBI 1985 37O'oO
Keltron Rectifiers Ltd. KFC 1986 25.00

-do- Banks 1985 54.53
Source: Reports of the Comptroller and Audit General of

India, various issues.
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55-2-8

Rescheduling loans involves funding of interest
also, many a time. In effect, these exercises also had
the effect of distorting the financing patterns of com
panies. Companies were driven into a vicious circle
from which it was rather impossible to escape. The fol
lowing table shows a few examples of companies whose
accumulated interest were funded.

Table 5.14

Details of companies whose interest obligations
were funded

AmountName of company Year involved
(Rs.Lakhs)

Malabar Cements Ltd. 1982 420.00
—do- 1987 413.04

Kerala State Drugs andPharmaceuticals Ltd. 1984 545'00
Kerala Minerals and Metals 1984 622.17

Source: Reports of the Comptroller and Auditor General of
India, various issues.

gunds diversion

Firms, in their financial difficulties, were some
times forced to divert longterm capital for short term

the objectives forpurposes and vice versa. By doing so.
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which the funds were to be utilised got vitiated. These
exercises also were not rare in the state sector.

while guaranteeing the repayment of cash credit
facility of Rs.16S lakhs, to Kerala State wood Industries
Ltd., the Government had stipulated that this working
capital loan should not be utilised for capital expenditure.
In contravention to this stipulation, the company had
utilised Rs.16.90 lakhs from cash credit for meeting the
project cost. It had also utilised Rs.23.02 lakhs out
of this cash credit for paying off interest on a previous
loan.2O Travancore Titanium Products Ltd.. is another
example. For meeting the expenditure on its DCDA project,
the company diverted its working capital obtained as cash
credit at 19.5 per cent from SBT.21 Yet another example
is KSO. It was pointed out that the company had utilised
short term funds for the acquisition of fixed assets for
its expansion scheme. This led to curtailment of produc
tion which further accelerated the rate of 1oss.22 Diver
sion of long term funds for short term purposes also were
not uncommon. An example is Chalakudy Refractories Ltd.
It was reported that the company was forced to divert
Rs.S4.47 lakhs for working capital purposes from an aggre
gate amount of Rs.l31.49 lakhs received for the implemen
tation of its modernisation and expansion scheme.23
Another example is Traco Cable Company. It was during
the implementation of its telephone cable project, the
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5-541-9

company diverted Rs.7.74 lakhs for payment of interest
and Rs.7.50 lakhs for repaying a previous loan. Actually,
these amounts were diverted from the funds earmarked for

the project implementation.24

Conversion of loan into Equity

At last the firms reach a stage where conversion of
debt into equity becomes inevitable. However, it is not
the end in itself. In fact, this process further aggra
vates the financial problems.

These debt conversions are not rare in the state
sector. Table 5.15 evidences the point.

From the foregoing discuksions it is clear that in the
state sector, the capital structure decisions are construed
as irrelevant. This irrelevance is not the one as esta

in the state sector,blished by Modigliani and Miller. Here,
the irrelevance lies in lack of concern with regard to a
capital structure decision. Financing decisions are not
taken seriously. In fact, the decisions, in the state
sector enterprises, are not taken in advance as is done in
any competitive business concern. Here, the capital
structure is allowed to evolve.
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Table 5.15

Debt conversion in the state sector

Amounts of loanName of company Year conversion
(Rs.lakhs)

Malabar Cements Ltd. I 1981 12.64
-do- II 1987 55.00

Chalakudy Refractories Ltd. I 1977 11.40

-do- II 1983 18.22
:::::1: §t3‘?‘“‘°’  I

-do- II 1983 120.00
-do- III 1983 40.00

Kerala State Handloom 1989 12O_89Development Corporation

Kerala Premo Pipe factory 1990 96.42
Source: Reports of the Comptroller and Auditor General of

India, various issues.
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Tne fact remains that any ‘business’ undertaking
for survival if not growth should be profit oriented. A
business establishment is not a philanthropic institution,
whether it be in the private sector or in the public sector.
Business is onething and social consideration is another.
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5.6 Sectorwise comparison of leverage

5.6.1 Percentage of interest on total expenses

The above analysis revealed that the influence of
interest costs was relatively high in most of the state
sector enterprises. The state sector topped the list of
interest rates as well as the rates of fluctuation. It
is interesting to note that the influence of interest
costs were high in most of the loss making enterprises.
In the private sector, Alind, Premier Cables and KELW,
the loss making companies, had the highest percentage of
interest costs. This does not mean that the companies
with lower ratios were necessarily profit makers. For
example, Toshiba Anand Batteries showed the lowest average
value of 4.39 per cent and it was a loss making company.
In the central sector, CSL alone recorded relatively
higher rates of interest. In all other cases the influ
ence of interest cost was low. They are also profit
making undertakings.

when the sectoral values of state sector and private
sector were compared, it was observed that in most of the
years the average rates had been lower in the state sector.
It had reflected in the geometric mean values also which
was 5.44 in the state sector as against a higher rate of
6.51 in the private sector. It is mainly due to the very
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low internut zutns of TCL, TTP and Trnco. very wide
fluctuations were seen in the state sector (Fig.5.1).

5.6.2 Interest coverage

The analysis disclosed that the financial leverage
effected in the state sector undertakings as a whole was
not the result of a well thought out financial plan. Even
with huge losses, most of the enterprises did not refrain
from further borrowings, resulting in increased interest
burden. Interest costs turned out to be a dominant
factor in increasing losses. Four out of twelve enter
prises had negative interest coverage ratios and one had
a rate of less than one. Only three undertakings had
shown the ratios which were neither too low nor too high.
Very high rates as disclosed by TCL and TTP were found
rather unrealistic. These rates imply that they have not
taken into consideration the significance of capital
gearing. wide fluctuations were also found between and
within the firms.

As against this, the private sector as a whole
appeared to maintain a relatively better position with
minimum cases of extreme situations.

The central sector drew a still better picture.
Among the four enterprises, CSL alone appeared to be in a
precarious condition.
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5.6.3 EBIT-EDS Analysis

The analysis revealed that the capital structure
of majority of the state sector enterprises were not
justifiable with their indifference levels of EBIT. Out
of twelve enterprises only three concerns recorded actual
EBIT above the indifference levels. Five companies
recorded actual EBIT as negative. In the case of a
revision in the interest rates the other four enterprises
also would be in difficultyl It is evident that most of
the companies employed borrowed capital even without
having sufficient operating income. In fact, the
borrowings were beyond their capacity to do so. In the
private sector there were eight concerns having their
actual EBIT levels above the indifference levels. only
four enterprises recorded negative values of EBIT. when
the rate of interest was raised to 19% two enterprises
would be in a difficult situation. since their actual
EBIT levels were below the indifference points. In the
central sector CSL alone recorded the actual EBIT as

negative. In the present condition the position of
FACT and HLL were found to be safe. At higher rates of
interest these two enterprises would express their EBIT
levels below the indifference levels. Under situations
A and B, CRL would not be finding it difficult to increase
the EPS by employing more debt.
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It is clear that if the EBIT levels are not subject
to wide fluctuations three enterprises in the stategsector.
eight in the private sector and one in the central sector
can increase their financial leverage to increase their EPS.

5.6.4 Statistical Analysis

In the state sector it was found that there was
perfect negative correlation between Debt—Equity ratio
and EPS. The correlation between EBIT and EPS was highly
significant. The influence of interest on EPS was found
insignificant.

In the private sector the correlation between Debt
Equity ratio and EPS was found insignificant. The influ
ence of EBIT on EPS also was insignificant. In the
central sector also the EPS was not found to be influenced
by Debt-Equity ratio, EBIT and interest.

Multiple regression analysis projected the combined
influence of Debt-Equity ratio and EBIT on EPS. It was
found that 92.5 per cent of the variation in EPS was
explained by Debt-Equity ratio and EBIT. In the private
and central sectors, Debt-Equity ratio and EBIT did not
have a significant effect on EPS. In other words, EPS
did not have any significant dependence on Debt-Equity
ratio and EBIT.
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1t in evident thnt hiqh capital qonrinq in not
advlnnbln Lo thn ntntn nocto: unions thnrn in prupnr
support of operating income (EBIT).

5.6.5 Survey report

The interview with the financial personnel in the
industrial enterprises revealed that a deserving attention
was not given for investment and financing decisions in
most of the state sector enterprises. It appeared that
these decisions were not always based on sound financial
management principles. Capital budgeting techniques
were not employed extensively for the purpose of ranking
of projects. These irrational attitudes resulted in
time lag and cost ascalations. These cost over runs
were financed mainly by borrowals. Companies borrowed
funds without considering the importance of cost and risk
factors. Defaults in interest payments, rescheduling of
loan arrangements, conversion of loan into equity etc..
were reported. All these are the results of faulty
investment and financing decisions.

found
The private sector enterprises were/more cautious

in taking their investment and financing decisions. They
take into account cost and risk factors. Even though
defaults in payment of interest and rescheduling of loan
arrangements were reported, the intensity was found to be
low. Time lag and cost over runs were rare. In certain
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circumstances, loan conversions also were reported. But
such conversions of loan into equity were not the same as
seen in the state sector. In the private sector most of
the loan conversions were the result of previous agreements.
But in the state sector,the loan conversions were the
results of repeated requests by the companies on the
government and financial institutions.

5.6.6 Analysis of Reports of C & AG

Analysis of the information given in the reports of
C & AG also established the fact that most of the state
sector enterprises had not taken the investment and finan
cing decisions with a rational approach. Most of the
projects undertaken in the state enterprises have resulted
in huge losses which further increased the financial burden.
Defective investment and financing decisions forced the
companies to borrow. This heavy dependence on borrowals
created more and more financial burden. A number of

instances of cost over runs, abandonment of projects,
existence of idle assets etc.. were reported. All these
affected the productive efficiency of capital investment.
Companies resorted to rescheduling of loans owing to the
inability to meet the financial commitments. At last the
companies were forced to convert their loans into equity
as mentioned earlier.
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Chapter VI

ANALYSIS OF PROFITABILITY, LIQUIDITY AND SOLVENCY

The present chapter makes a descriptive analysis of
the profitability, liquidity and solvency aspects of the
State Sector in comparison with the Private and Central
Sector undertakings in Kerala. Its significance lies in
the fact that under normal circumstances profitability,
liquidity and solvency are inter-related. So long as a
firm is running at a profit, the liquidity and solvency posi
tion could be made safe. Profitability, therefore, is a
precondition for liquidity and solvency.

For the purpose of study the chapter is divided into
3 sections. The first section deals with the evaluation of
profitability. The second section is meant to make an
analysis of the liquidity aspects of companies. The last
section makes an attempt to highlight the solvency position
of firms.

Section I

6.1 The analysis of profitability is made from two angles.
One is the return on total assets and the other one is return
on equity.
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6.1.1 Return on Total Assets

Return on total assets is the relation between total
operating profit and total assets.

6.1.1.1 State Sector

we begin the analysis by noting the differences in
the profitability within the State sector enterprises as seen
in the ratio of return on total assets. The companywise
estimates of the profitability ratios over the period of ten
years beginning from 1980-81 revealed significant variations
in returns in almost all enterprises. For long period of
time six concerns snowed continuous losses as disclosed by
the negative values.in table 6.1. For example, TELK recorded
losses even before interest and taxes for six continuous
years. Its operating losses which was Rs.17O lakhs in
1982-83 had risen to Rs.413 lakhs in 1986-87. By the year
1989-90 the company had total assets amounting to Rs.8646

lakhs, In fact, the productive investment was only to the
extent of 47%nof tota1‘assets.. As a result the company
was not in a position to meet its cost of borrowings out of
the operating earnings in most of the years. The negative
values establish that even without the interest costs the
company had been incurring huge losses. The operating
losses could have been reduced considerably had there not
been high interest burden ranging from Rs.209 lakhs in
1980-81 to Rs.675 lakhs in 1989-90.
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Another instance is KSO which had recorded negative

rates of return from 1983-84 onwards ranging from 2.49 per
cent to 11.22 per cent. The investment in total assets
had been rising from Rs.70O lakhs in 1980-81 to Rs.2173 lakhs

in 1989-90. Towards the end of the period of analysis the
company had only Rs.389 lakhs as tangible assets represented

by 17.9 per cent of total investments. Putting differently.
KSO had lost 82 per cent of its total assets. It is to be
noted that in 1980-81 the percentage of tangible assets to
total assets was 84.

Still another example is KMM which nad total assets of
Rs.15504 lakhs in 1989-90 including Rs.7662 lakhs as intan

gible and unproductive assets. During the first three years
under review, the company could earn operating earnings
ranging from 0.14 per cent to 1.21 per cent of assets which
are quite insignificant. In all other years except 1988-89
recorded negative values whose range was in between 0.16 to

11.22 per cent. These negative rates indicate that the
concern had not been in a position to meet its finance
charges over the period. In the case of KSDC, eight out of
ten years recorded negative values ranging from 3.17 to 8.70
per cent. In other words, the operating losses ranged bet
ween Rs.30 lakhs to Rs.74 lakhs within the period of ten

years. The growth of total assets was from Rs.375 lakhs
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in 1980-81 to Rs.1281 lakhs in 1989-90. It is worth
noting that along with the increase in total resources
there was more than proportionate increase in intangible
assets which had grown to as high as 66 per cent of total
assets in 1989-90. In other words, the company's produc
tive assets was only to the extent of 34 per cent of total,
in 1939-90.

Among twelve enterprises in the State sector only
four recorded average rates of returns of more than 10 per
cent. All others either recorded very low or negative
rates. Certain enterprises with relatively higher rates,
especially in the earlier periods, began to come down with
significantly low rates. For example, the rate of return
of 39.24 per cent of TCL in 1980-81 came down to a negative

rate of 2.08 per cent in 1986-87. Other examples are
Traco Cables and KEL. TTP and KCCL are the only enterprises
which had recorded relatively higher rates of return on an
average over the period.

1980-81 and 1981-82 are the only years when the State
sector undertakings as a whole recorded positive rates of
return. Accordingly the;-sectoral mean values exhibited were
respectively 10.78 and 10.72. Thereafter the average values
continued to be low, ranging from 2.60 to 6.54.
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The above analysis discloses that the resource 
utilisation efficiency in the State sector has been low as
evidenced by the returns on total assets.

6.1.1.2 Private Sector

Table 6.2 explains the rates of returns attained by
the private sector manufacturing concerns of Kerala. The
estimated values show that most of the private sector enter
prises occupied better positions than many of the State
sector concerns.

Six out of fourteen enterprises recorded more than
10 per cent return on an average. OEN and BPL top the list
with 20.99 and 17.50 percentages respectively. OEN attained
a level as high as 27.79 percentage in 1988-89.

It appears from the individual ratios that majority
of the private sector concerns (9 out of 14) recorded higher
rates of return in the latter half of the decade under study.
It is nothing but an indication of growth of profitabilities
in the companies. It is worth noting that a reverse pheno
menon was observed in all the public sector undertakings
except TTP and KCCL.

Certain companies in the private sector were fast
improving. For example, Apollo which was a loss making con
cern in 1980-81 continuously made profits over the period and
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attained a high return of Rs.3447 in 1989-90. In the
case of OEN the operating earnings was Rs.77 lakhs in 1980-81
which increased to Rs.226 lakhs by the end of 1989-90. The
range of return on total assets was in between 13.37 per cent
and 27.79 per cent. Sri Bhagavathy Textiles is another
example. The rate of return was 10.06 per cent in 1980-81.
In 1989-90 the company could attain a return of 24.36 per cent
on total resources. In other words, the increase in opera
ting surplus was from Rs.18 lakhs in 1980-81 to Rs.190 lakhs
in 1989-90. Still another example is KSL whose rate of
return was as low as 0.95 per cent on total assets in 1980-81.
By the end of 1989-90 the earnings increased to Rs.252 lakhs
against its total resources of Rs.936 lakhs, recording a rate
of return of 26.92 per cent.

Certain enterprises appeared to be earning more or less
consistently for a long period. WIP belongs to such group.
The data reveal that the rates of return attained were not

low except in 1988-89 when it was 8.48 per cent. For the
remaining years the company was earning at the rates ranging
from 13 per cent and 22.15 per cent. The low rate of return
in 1988-89 was due to many reasons such as a sharp increase
in total assets from Rs.1774 lakhs in 1987-88 to Rs.2641 lakhs

in 1988-89 and due to increase in total expenses from Rs.2030
lakhs to R5.2336 lakhs in the respective years. However the
subsequent year recorded a higher return of 13 per cent.
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BPL is another concern with relatively reasonable rates
of zoturn throughout the period except in 1982-83 when it
was 8.64 per cunt. in all the remaining periods the rates
of return ranged from 12.80 per cent to 24.48 per cent.
Alind was the only company which was consistently running at
loss for a long period of six years from 1983-84. Laxmi
Starch was running at loss continuously for four years from
1986-87.

The sectoral mean values exhibited the rates of return

ranging from 6.48 per cent to 12.02 per cent while it was
from 2.60 per cent to 10.78 per cent in the State sector.
The range of variations were rather less in the private sector
when compared to the State sector.

The highest value in the private sector was recorded by
Premier Cables (9.92) and in the State sector it was claimed
by TTP (15.61). In this case the range of fluctuations was
from 0.49 to 33.99.

6.1.1.3 Central Sector

The analysis of return on total resources in Central
sector undertakings revealed that CSL was the only company
with an unsatisfactory state of affairs in this regard (table
6.3). Though all the others are profit earning companies
the rates of return recorded by them were not as high as
those shown by many of the State sector concerns. There
were also undue fluctuations.Eor example in 1980-81 the rate
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of return of CRL was 9.46 per cent of total assets. It
has increased to 15.15 per cent in the next year. After
earning at the rates of 11.26 per cent in 1982-83 the rate
came down. The rate of return for 1984-85 was as low as

1.95 per cent. The subsequent years witnessed increased
rates of return from 7.07 per cent in 1985-86 to 16.23 per
cent in 1989-90. The rates worked out for FACT had been
much lower than those of CRL and HLL. It was in 1986-87

the company had showed a rate of 12.87 per cent. All other
values are less than 10 per cent. In the case of HLL most
of the percentage values were more than 10 per cent. However,
in absolute terms, CRL and FACT earned the highest amounts

of returns. The earnings before interest and taxes of CRL
was Rs.2052 lakhs in 1980-81 against the total assets value
of Rs.2l692 lakhs. In 1989-90 the earnings rose to Rs.8995
lakhs against a total assets investment of Rs.S5428 lakhs.
For FACT, the rise in the operating income was from Rs.1084
lakhs in 1980-81 to Rs.4687 lakhs in 1986-87. Subsequent
years recorded considerable decline in profits which reached
a level of Rs.499 lakhs in 1989-90. During the period of
10 years, the rise in total assets was from Rs.24170 lakhs
in 1980-81 to Rs.56696 lakhs in 1989-90. In the case of HLL.

in most of the years, the company had earned more than 10 per
cent returns. The company could earn a return of as high as
20.41 per cent in 1983-84.
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The returns of HLL also varied considerably over the
period. A negative rate of 9.01 per cent in 1980-81 turned
into profit which went upto 18.49 per cent in the next year.
This increase continued till 1983-84. The following year
witnessed a significant fall to 3.58 per cent. From 1987-88
onwards the percentage returns increased from 11.40 to 14.02
in 1989-90. FACT recorded relatively lesser rates of
earnings almost throughout the period of analysis. Only in
1986-87 the returns crossed a 10 per cent mark. All the
three subsequent years showed considerable decreases in the
rates of returns which reached as low as nearly one per cent.
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6.1.2 Net profit as a percentage on paid up capital

This section deals with the evaluation of profitability
of the manufacturing enterprises from the shareholders point
of view. For the purpose of the analysis, profit has been
taken before deducting taxes. Such a course has been adopted
considering the fact that tax is relevant only in the case of
profit making concerns. For getting a comparable state of
affairs among profit making and loss making concerns, there
fore, tax has been ignored.

6.1.2.1 State sector

Table 6.4 shows the percentages of net profit or loss
on paid up capital of the State sector manufacturing enter
prises in Kerala. The estimated value shows that there was
not a single concern which had made profit consistently
throughout the entire period of analysis. During 1980-81
there was only one loss making concern (KCCL) in the State
sector. The percentage of net loss on its paid up capital
of Rs.161 lakhs was 22.36 per cent. Number of loss making
concerns increased to six in 1989-90. In other words,
50 per cent of the State sector manufacturing enterprises
were loss makers. Certain enterprises were continuous loss
makers. For example beginning from 1981-82, TELK was con

tinuously incurring losses. The percentage of losses varied
between 8.60 and 176.23. In 1986-87 the company had incur
red a loss of Rs.897 lakhs against a paid up capital of
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Rs.509 lakhs (Appendix I). KSO, KSDP, KMM and KSDC were

other companies incurred losses continuously from 1982-83.
In the case of KSO, the net loss varied between Rs.51 lakhs

and Rs.274 lakhs. Similarly, the loss of KSDP varied bet
ween Rs.43 lakhs and Rs.255 lakhs during the period from

1982-83 to 1989-90. During the period its paid up capital
had been Rs.42O lakhs. KMM's loss figures ranged between
Rs.10 lakhs and Rs.l989 lakhs. The paid up capital was
Rs.1979 lakhs in 1980-81 which increased to Rs.3093 lakhs
in 1989-90.

It is to be noted that in most of the years the net
loss of TELK and KSO exceeded the paid up capital.

The profitability of TCL came down consideraly during
the second half of the decade beginning from 1980-81 showing

losses during three continuous years. TTP and TCL recorded
the highest rates of net profit over the period.

Considering the average profitability for the whole
period of the years, five out of twelve enterprises showed
negative values. Only two enterprises recorded average
profit more than 100 per cent (TTP and TCL). In fact these
two companies influenced the sectoral mean values. Otherwise
the mean values would have been considerably low.



6.1.2.2 Private Sector

In the private sector, there were two companies which
had not incurred losses in any of the period under study (OEN
and WIP). Concerns which had incurred continuous losses for

a long period were Alind and Laxmi Starch. Alind incurred
continuous losses for seven years while Laxmi Starch incurred
losses for eight continuous years as evidenced by Table 6.5.
Apollo incurred losses only in 1980-81. similar is the case
with BPL which had incurred net loss only in 1982-83 and
Sri Bhagavathi which incurred loss in 1985-86.

When the average loss situations are evaluated four

enterprises recorded rates over hundred per cent (Alind,
Premier, KELW and Laxmi). It is clear that in the private
sector these four enterprises were responsible for a major
share of loss incurred in the private sector. Three enter
prises recorded rates more than hundred per cent.

6.1.2.3 Central Sector

In the Central sector CSL is the only company which

incurred continuous losses throughout the period under study.
The percentage of losses ranged between 0.18 and 37.89.

CRL incurred loss only in 1984-85. Similarly HLL recorded
net loss only in 1980-81. FACT recorded lowest rates of
profit in the Central Sector in most of the years under review
However, CRL is the only company which had recorded the

highest rates of profits in most of the years.<fiflfi¢ 543)
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Section II

6.2 Analysis of liquidity in this context is made by
using working capital ratios such us Current ratio and
quick ratio. Current ratio is intented to compare the
total current assets and short term liabilities. Current
assets include inventories, accounts receivable,cash and
bank balances and all other assets which are expected to be
converted into cash within a period of one year. Short term
liabilities include sundry creditors. bank borrowings for
working capital and all other liabilities which are to be
discharged within a period of one year. For the purpose of
the study all short term liabilities are taken to mean current
liabilities. Quick ratio, a more rigorous test of liquidity
relates the quick assets to current liabilities. Quick
assets-here refer to current assets excluding inventory.

6.2.1 Current ratio

It is an accepted principle that the investment in
current assets should be just adequate. In other words, the
investment in short term assets should not be too high or too
low. Too high an investment would render a portion of it as
idle which is against the profitability point of view. Inade
quacy in current assets might invite insolvency at least
occasionally. Both these extremities are, therefore, not
advisable.
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what tne quantities of current assets to be maintained
in a business cannot be answered easily. It may depend on
various factors such as nature and size of business units,
manufacturing cycle, business fluctuations, production policy
of the finn, availability of credit, dividend policy etc.
However a conventional policy isto maintain the current assets
twice the level of short term liabilities.

Tne analysis is intented to make an evaluation of the
working capital ratios of the companies from this bench mark.

6.2.1.1 State Sector

In the state sector as a whole, the firms do not appear
to follow a consistent policy with regard to maintaining
working capital. Two extreme situations are seen. Certain
enterprises possess relatively higner proportions of current
assets against current liabilities in most of the years.
Certain other concerns hold current assets, significantly less
than their current liabilities. Traco Cable is an example
of companies holding high proportions of short term assets in
most of the years. A working capital ratio of 2.68 in
1980-81 rose to 5.46 in 1983-84. In most of the years the
proportion were significantly higher than a conventionally
considered satisfactory ratio of 2:1. KEL and TCC are other
companies holding higher proportions of short term assets as
evidenced by their current ratios (Table 6.7). Certain other
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enterprises exhibit wide fluctuations in this regard.
For example, KSDC had a current ratio of 5.40 in 1980-81

which had declined to as low as 0.19 in 1987-88 recording
the highest rate of deviation of 1.68. The company had
R5.259 lakhs as total current liabilities of Rs.48 lakhs
while the respective figures for 1989-90 were Rs.89 lakhs
and Rs.138 lakhs. The other concerns which recorded high
rates of deviations of 1.06 each were K50 and Traco Cables.

A current ratio of less than one is an indication of
theoretical insolvency of companies. In this case the
working capital would be negative. This situation is not
rare in the State sector. For example, in most of the years
under study, the current ratios of KMM were less than one
ranging between 0.76 and 0.34. Another example is TELK
whose working capital figures were negative from the year
1985-86. KSO had Rs.374 lakhs in the form of current

assets in 1980-81 against the short term liabilities of
Rs.119 lakhs resulting in a net working capital of Rs.255
lakhs. In 1989-90 the respective figures were Rs.258 lakhs
and Rs.885 lakhs indicating a negative working capital of
Rs.627 lakhs. The case of KSDC also is very similar. A net
working capital Rs.211 lakhs in 1980-81 was reduced to Rs.49

lakhs (negative) in 1989-90. In 1980-81 there was only one
company with negative working capital. Towards the end of
the period under study the number has increased to four.
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TCL and TTP are the only companies which had remained

with the lowest rates of fluctuations as evident by the rates
of standard deviations of 0.13 and 0.39 respectively. The
mean values of the State sector for the ten years of study
ranged between 2.06 and 1.11.

6.2.1.2 Private Sector

when the analysis is extented to the private sector,
one could see from table 6.8 that this sector as a whole
adopted an aggressive policy with regard to financing of
current assets. Most of the estimated ratios appear to be
less than 2. Among the 14 enterprises, Excel and WIP alone
recorded 12.30 in 1980-81, the highest of all. In this year,
against a total current assets of Rs.l23 lakhs, there was
only Rs.10 lakns as short tenn liabilities. However, from
1983-84 onwards the trend was in favour of lesser proportions
of current assets. Accordingly, the ratio came down to 1.49
in 1989-90. In the case of WI? in 1983-84 alone the ratio
came above 3 times. fhe ratios of all the remaining years
remained around 2.

It is worth noting that 8 out of the 14 enterprises
recorded values less than one at least in certain years. WIP,
Excel, OEN and BPL are the exceptions. KSL tops the list
with negative working capital in 9 out of 10 years ranging
from 0.99 to 0.76. It is followed by KEL and Alind with
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ratios less than one in eight years and seven years respec
tively. In the case of KEL a current ratio of 1.06 in
1981-82 came down to as low as 0.47 in 1989-90.

OEN and BPL are the two companies which did not record

any cases of current liabilities being more than the current
assets. The range of variations was the lowest in the case
of BPL (0.04). The current ratios varied between 1.19 and
1.04. OEN also maintained current assets within a cover
between 2 and 1 over the period of analysis. It is evident
from the current ratios which ranged between 1.64 and 1.03.

when the private sector as a whole is considered it
could be noted that the current ratios varied between 1.26

and 1.00 over the period of ten years.

6.2.1.3 Central Sector

The estimated ratios of the Central sector concerns do

not appear to explain any extreme cases as demonstrated by
the state and private sector concerns. The highest ratio
recorded was 3.77 in 1989-90 by HLL. No company expressed

a ratio implying a negative net working capital position
other than CRL in 1982-83.

Considering the individual cases, CRL recorded ratios
less than 2 in most of the years. Throughout the period
under study, the current ratios of CSL had been less than
1.5 ranging from 1.47 to 1.14 snowing the lowest ratio of



deviation of .10. The rates recorded by FACT and HLL were
more than 2 in most of the years. The value of standard
deviation was the highest in this case as a result of vari
ation of the ratio in between 3.77 and 1.10 (table 6.9 ).
In an interfirm comparison CSL alone appears to have adopted

a conservative approach towards the working capital policy
as evidenced by the lowest working capital ratios throughout
the entire period. The mean value also has been the lowest.

6.2.2 Quick Ratio

Conventionally a 1:1 proportion of quick ratio is con
sidered to be satisfactory. Hence the evaluation of the
liquidity positions of various concerns are done based on
this criterion.

6.2.2.1 State Sector

The following table shows the ratios of quick assets to
current liabilities of the State sector enterprises. A 1:1
ratio or its approximations are rarely seen. The liquid
assets of certain concerns appear to be far higher than the
said limit. For example, Traco Cables had the ratios ranging
from 4.45 to 1.31 explaining the situation of holding very
high proportions of liquid assets in certain years. In
1983-84 when the proportion was 4.45:1 the company had been

holding Rs.503 lakhs as liquid assets against its short term
liabilities of Rs.113 lakhs. It is worth noting that most
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liquid assets such as cash, bank balance etc., alone amounted

to Rs.392 lakhs. In most of the years the proportions of
liquid assets to current liabilities continued to be high
(appendix I). The range of variations in this case was the
highest in the State sector. In the case of KEL the dominant
factor was uuaaccounts receivables. In 1980-81 the company
had Rs.157 lakhs as amounts due from sundry debtors which

represented 77 per cent of total quick assets. In most of
the years the situations were very similar. TCC is another
example.

In most of the other cases the liquidity positions of
the companies appeared to be very low as evidenced by the

estimated ratios. For example, in the case of TELK the
quick ratios for the first two years were more than 1:1. The
subsequent years showed considerable decline upto 1987-88.
In other words, an acid test ratio of 1.49 in 1980-81 came
down to as low as 0.47 in 1989-90. The amount of quick
assets in 1980-81 was Rs.l395 lakhs against a current.Iiabi
ties of Rs.935 lakhs. In 1989-90 the respective figures
were Rs.2l47 lakhs and Rs.4541 lakhs. It is clear that
over the years the liquidity position of the company was at
its decline. Another example is KSO. A quick ratio of
1.38 in 1980-81 came down to 0.16 in 1989-90. The rates of
KMM ranged between 0.70 and 0.09 recording most of the values

less than 0.50 which establish the company's poor liquidity
position. In 1980-81 the company had Rs.153 lakhs as quick
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assets against its short term liabilities of Rs.439 lakhs.
Towards the end of the period of analysis, the company had
Rs.206 lakhs only as liquid assets against its short term
liabilities of Rs.1076 lakhs. Similarly KSDC had liquid
assets more than current liabilities only during the first
three years of analysis as is evident from the estimated
ratios ranging from 2.48 to 0.12. Similarly, a more than
standard liquidity. position of SCL came down drastically
after 1983-84 showing the rates ranging from 0.67 to 0.25.
It is worth noting that all these except SCL were losing
concerns whose poor liquidity situations add to the risk of
insolvency. (Table 6.10).

Most of the loss making concerns are poor in their
liquidity positions as against the earning concerns in whose
cases the liquidity positions were more than the standard
rate. Among the losing concerns KSDP alone recorded an
average rate of more than ‘one’. However, a consistent
approach towards the maintenance of quick assets were not
observed by the state undertakings as a whole as evidenced
by the rates of standard deviations of individual undertakings.

6.2.2.2 Private Sector

In the private sector, among fourteen enterprises, WIP
and Excel alone appear to have relatively higher proportions
of quick assets compared to their current liabilities in most
of the years as evidenced by the estimated ratios recorded in
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table 6.11 In 1980-81 the proportion of liquid assets of
Excel was as high as 8.70. In the first half of the decade
the ratios recorded were the highest of all undertakings.
However, the rates came down considerably in the second half
of the decade. In the case of WIP also the liquidity posi
tion was at higher levels during the first five years.

The rates of ten out of fourteen companies were less
than one throughout the entire period of analysis. Most of
the enterprises, maintained consistency with regard to
holding of low liquid assets as is evident from the rates of
standard deviations. Excel alone recorded very high rate of
fluctuation as 2.28. In all the other cases the rates ranged
between 0.40 and 0.07.

with regard to the mean values, Excel and wlP were the
only enterprises which showed rates more than 1:1 ratio. All
other enterprises recorded average ratios ranging from 0.77
to 0.27. KEL and GTN recorded the lowest values of 0.27

and 0.32 respectively.

As observed in the previous analysis, with regard to
the liquidity position also the private sector has followed
an aggressive policy. The sectoral mean values too establish
the fact. The sectoral mean values averaged to 0.56 as
against 0.80 in the state sector.
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6.2.2.3 Central Sector

In the Central sector the proportion of quick assets
have been the lowest in CSL which ranged between 0.67 and

0.18 throughout the period under study. The rates of other
companies exhibited mixed trends. For example, a quick ratio
of 0.72 in 1980-81 rose to as high as 2.66 in 1989-90 in the
case of HLL. In the case of CRL a rate of 0.60 in 1980-81
had grown to 1.40 in 1985-86 which again nosedived to 0.46
in 1986-87. In the case of FACT, the first five years
recorded values less than one against the second five yearshbbm

when all the three sectors are taken together, the
liquidity position has been the greatest in the State sector
which showed a mean value of 0.80 as against 0.56 in the
Private sector and 0.67 in the Central sector. The rate of
deviation recorded was also the highest in the state sector
which was 0.28 as against 0.04 in the Private sector and 0.22
in the Central sector. The analysis discloses the fact that
the Private sector adopted a more aggressive policy with
regard to financing of current assets especially the quick
assets.
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Section III

6.3 Solvency

6.3.1 Percentage of borrowings to tangible assets

Assets are financed from two types of fiunds broadly
classified as owners equity and creditors equity. so long
as the owners‘ funds are morein-relationto borrowings, the
solvency position is said to be sound. The proportion of
equity gets lessened mainly due to two reasons viz.. erosion
of capital base caused by accumulation of loss and expenses,
and employing more and more borrowings.

The present analysis makes an attempt to evaluate the
solvency position of the manufacturing enterprises in the
three sectors. For the purpose, the total outside liabi
lities are related to the total tangible assets which would
help us to make an assessment of the companys' solvency
situations.

6.3.1.1 gtate Sector

In the State sector, in most of the manufacturing
companies, the position of tangible assets in relation to
outside liabilities appear to be low. The estimated ratios
show that the proportion of borrowings far exceeded the
values of assets in many cases endangering the solvency
positions. For example, the percentage of outside liabi
lities was 94 in the case of KSO in 1980-81. Continuous
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increases in borrowings as well as in accumulated losses,
the percentage rose to a high level of 507.97 in 1989-90.
(table 6.13). In 1980-81 the company had total assets of
the value of Rs.700 lakhs including Rs.1l3 lakhs as ficti
tious assets. Total outside liabilities amounted to
Rs.550 lakhs which represented about 94 per cent of the
tangible assets. It is to be noted that the proportion of
tangible assets were continuously coming down over the
period owing to loss accumulation at high magnitudes. During
1989-90, out of the total assets of Rs.2173 lakhs, fictitious
assets alone amounted to Rs.1784 lakhs. oVners equity of
the company eroded completely making the net worth figure
Rs.1589 lakhs (negative) in 1939-90. The value of tangible
assets was Rs.389 lakhs against the total outside liabilities
of Rs.1976 lakhs (appendix I)..

Another example is KSDC. The percentage of borrowings

was 79.07 in 1980-81. Over the period of ten years the per
centage reached 257.31 in 1989-90. In this case also there
were phenomenal increases in the values of fictitious and
intangible assets from Rs.33 lakhs in 1980-81 to Rs.850 lakhs
in 1989-90. The net worth turned to be negative from
1983-84 onwards. The negative net worth was as high as
Rs.679 lakhs against its paid up capital of Rs.155 lakhs and
the total borrowings of Rs.1109 lakhs in 1989-90.
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In the case of TELK, the proportions of borrowings
were very high in most of the years as is clear from the
percentage values. Slight reductions in the rates in cer
tain years were due to addition of paid up capital. Paid up
capital which was Rs.399 lakhs in 1983-84 increased to Rs.509
lakhs in the next year which reduced the percentage of borrow
ing from 127.69 in 1983-84 to 81.36 in the subsequent year.
In 1987-88 also there was an increase of equity by Rs.349
lakhs. In 1989-90 the paid up capital amounted to Rs.1058
lakhs. It is to be noted that despite such increases in the
owners‘ capital, the figures of negative net worth were
growing at high magnitudes. A negative networunof Rs.93
lakhs in 1982-83 reached a higher level of Rs.3457 lakhs in
1989-90 tnreatening the solvency position of the company.

Still another example is KSDP whose percentage of

borrowings rose from 43.86 in 1980-81 to 153.50 in 1989-90.

The case of KMM also is not different. The rate of

borrowings increased from 29.88 per cent (the lowest rate of
all enterprises in 1980-81) to 156.91 per cent in 1989-90.

The percentage of SCL was 104.35 in 1980-81 which came
down to 88.52 in 1984-85. All the rates were less than
hundred till 1988-89. In the subsequent year, again the

solvency got endangered showing the highest rate to the
119.18 per cent.
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On a close examination of the volume of borrowings
in relation to the tangible assets, it is disclosed that
six out of twelve undertakings were practically insolvent
in 1989-90. Though the government is the sole supplier of
both equity and loans, as a creditor, it would lose a sub
stuntial amount which had been given as loan owing to the
miserable net worth position.

Out of the remaining six enterprises - TCL, Traco.
TTP and TCC showed relatively favourable solvency positions
on an average. It appears from the percentage values that
TCL, TTP and TCC were reducing the proportion of borrowings

over the period. The rates of TCL came down from 61.37 per
cent in 1980-81 to 37.25 in 1989-90. TCC and TTP also showed
similar decreases.

6.3.1.2 Private Sector

Table 6.14 shows that eight out of fourteen enter
prises in the private sector were financially solvent through
out the entire period of ten years beginning from 1980-81.
KEL alone showed more than 100 per cent rates throughout the
period. In this case a major portion of the total assets
was constituted by accumulated losses and expenses. In
1980-81 the company had Rs.285 lakhs as intangible assets
against a total assets value of Rs.664 lakhs. In 1989-90
the respective figures were Rs.l734 lakhs and Rs.3343 lakhs.
In other words, rate of intangible assets rose from about
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43 per cent in 1980-81 to about 52 per cent in 1989-90.
Accordingly, the figures of negative net worth shot up from
Rs.169 lakhs in 1980-81 to Rs.1417 lakhs in 1989-90. The
liabilities also showed sharp increases from Rs.548 lakhs
to Rs.3023 lakhs over the period.

The influence of liabilities were high in Alind as
disclosed by the percentage rates. During the first three
years under study, the rates were less than hundred per cent
ranging from 81.35 per cent and 91.07 per cent. In the
subsequent period the rates reached higher level between
109.66 per cent.and 259.48 per cent. The company was being
run without owners‘ capital as evidenced by the values of
negative net worth. A negative net worth of Rs.321 lakhs
in 1983-84 increased to Rs.4013 lakhs in 1989-90.

Similar is the case with Premier Cables. The percen
tages of borrowings on its tangible assets ranged between
80.65 and 173.21. The company's external liabilities were
Rs.800 lakhs in 1980-81 against its productive assets of
Rs.992 lakhs (80.65 per cent). Towards the end of 1989-90
the liabilities increased to Rs.4759 lakhs against the assets
value of Rs.3152 lakhs (150.98 per cent). The amount of
accumulated losses was to the extent of Rs.1874 lakhs against
the paid up capital and reserves amounting to Rs.267 lakhs
which resulted in. a negative net worth of Rs.1607 lakhs.

All the other concerns were occupying relatively better
positions with regard to the financial solvency.
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6.3.1.3 Central Sector

Considering the four enterprises, CSL alone exhibited
higher rates of borrowings in relation to the productive
assets. Based on the percentage rates the company was sol
vent till 1985-86. Afterwards, the liabilities grew in
excess over the tangible assets as evidenced by the rates
ranging from 100.70 to 135.14 (table 6.15). In 1980-81 the
company's total outside liabilities were to the exent of
Rs.10607 lakhs against an assets value of Rs.14128 lakhs
(75.08 per cent). Towards the end of 1989-90 the respective
figures were Rs.27213 lakhs and Rs.20136 lakhs. The
company's capital base was completely eroded owing to loss
accumulation the reflection which is understood from a

negative net worth of Rs.143 lakhs in 1986-87 which rose to
RS.2077 lakhs in 1989-90.

The percentage rate of CRL was as high as 95.25 in
1980-81. Gradually the proportion of liabilities came down
over theyparsreaching a level of 62.94 per cent in 1989-90.
It is worth noting that the company was completely free from
intangible assets. Its net worth of Rs.1030 lakhs in 1980-81
increased to Rs.20542 lakhs in 1989-90 the major component of
which being accumulated reserves.

In the case of FACT there was significant reduction in
the proportion of liabilities over the period of ten years as
evidenced by the estimated values. Outside liabilities were
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to the extent of 62.88 per cent of productive assets at
the beginning of the period. The company could reduce the
rate to 35.17 per cent in 1989-90. Increase of net worth
was from Rs.6862 lakhs to 34458 lakhs. Since the FACT mainly
depended on equity capital there was not high influence of
external liabilities.

In the case of HLL also the solvency position appears
to be safe as is evident from the percentage of liabilities
ranging from 61.90 in 1980-81 to 43.50 in 1989-90.



6.4 sectorwise Comparison of Profitabilitx,
Liquidity and solvency

6.4.1 Profitabilitz

On a comparison between the three sectors it is observed
that the return on total resources had been the lowest in the
State sector. There were also wider fluctuations ranging
from 10.78 per cent to 2.60 per cent in the period under study.
In the Private sector, the range was within 12.02 per cent and
6.48 per cent. Table 6.16 exhibits the relative positives of
all the sectors.

6.4.2 Liggiditx

On a critical comparison between the three sectors the
following facts were brought to light:

Out of the twelve enterprises in the State sector, four
concerns had average working capital ratios exceeding 2:1 while
it was only two out of fourteen enterprises in the private
sector. Five companies from each sector had the average
ratios in between two and one. There were three enterprises
in the State sector with apunportiom of less than one at an
average against seven in the private sector. In the Central
sector, two companies had the rates of two or more and another
two were within the range of two and one.
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when the liquidity position is considered the State
sector and the Central sector concerns were relatively in
satisfactory positions. Most of the private sector concerns
were having ratios of less than two rendering the liquidity
situation low. From the point of View of creditors larger
population of current assets in comparison with current obli
gation might be considered satisfactory. when the profi
tability is given more weight, from the owners‘ point of view,
the preference might be given for lower proportion of current
assets. But this course is more risky. Such risk percep
tions are inferred from the ratios as given for private sector.
Most of the profit making concerns had average ratios of more
than two and all the loss making concerns had ratios less than
two.

6.4.3 Solvency

The influence of borrowings appear to be relatively
high in the State public sector. Six out of twelve enter
prises showed borrowings at high magnitudes in many of the
years under study. The sectoral mean values showed an
increasing trend over the period which is an indication of
endangering solvency positions. In 1989-90 when the State
sector as a whole is considered, the State sector was finan
cially insolvent as evidenced by the sectoral value of 106.25
per cent. However the private sector exhibited a mixed trend.



The sectoral mean values averaged to 82.94 per cent as against
88.08 per cent in the State sector and 65.99 per cent in the
Central sector. Ten out of fourteen private sector enter
prises and three out of four Central sector enterprises were
solvent in the year from the point of view of creditors. As
against this, in the State sector. six out of twelve enter
prises were insolvent. In fact, the magnitude of insolvency
is the greatest in the State public sector. Table 6.17.
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Chapter VII

FINDINGS. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.0 This chapter summarises the major findings, conclu
sions and recommendations.

7.1 Patterns of Capital Structure

7.1.1 The sectoral mean value of Debt-Equity ratios was the
highest in the private sector. On a closer examination it
was revealed that most of the companies had been depending
mainly on equity and only two companies had larger ratios
which really resulted in higher sectoral values.

In the state sector most of the companies were found
to have high debt proportions in their capital structure.
Here, the sectoral mean value had been heavily influenced by
two companies which had significantly low levels of debt in
their capital structure. In the central sector two companies
could be categorised as debt intensive and another two com
panies as equity intensive.

In the state sector most of the loss making companies
appeared to have employed higher proportions of debt.

7.1.2 while looking at the ratio of debt to paid up capital
in comparison with the Debt-Equity ratios the private sector
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showed the highest margin which was an indication of accu
mulated reserves in the capital structure. This situation
strengthened the equity lease. Both state sector and
central sector recorded marginal differences.

7.1.3 The analysis of the sources of finance revealed that
in all the three sectors, borrowings constituted the largest
source of finance. Intensity of borrowings was found to be
the highest in the state sector. The reserves component
was found to be the highest in the private sector and the
lowest in the central sector.

7.1.4 Even in comparison with the paid up capital alone
the reserves and surpluses was found to be more in the
private sector. It was observed that the next in order
was the state sector. with regard to the accumulation of
revenue reserves also the private sector stood first. It
was again seen that the equity cushion of the private enter
prises was stronger than that of the state and central sector
enterprises.

7.1.5 Evaluation of the intensity of accumulated losses
and expenses showed that the rates of accumulated losses and
expenses were the highest in the state sector followed by the
private sector. It meant that the proportion of productive
assets was the lowest in the state sector. In this respect
the central sector was in a better position since the pro
portion of such losses and expenses was the lowest for them.
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A logical conclusion that follows from the above
observations is that the state sector enterprises have been
unduly over burdened with borrowings. Considering the low
borrowing capacity of these enterprises as indicated by the
rates of reserves accumulation, such heavy borrowings were
rather unjustifiable. The impact of fictitious assets, as
well. is found to be very high in the state sector.

7.2 Analysis of Leverage

7.2.1 when the interest was related to the total expenses,
it was found that private sector topped the list. On an
evaluation of tue individual cases the percentages of interest
to total expenses were found to be very high in most of the
state sector enterprises. The rates of fluctuations were
the highest in the state sector. However, the sectoral mean
value of the state sector had been less than that of the
private sector. It was due to the influence of certain com
panies which had very low interest burden owing to lesser
proportions of borrowings in the capital structure. In the
private sector. in most cases, the impact of interest was
found to be lower. Influence of interest on total expenses
was found to be the lowest in the central sector. Very high
proportion of interest was seen only in one case.

In most cases, the influence of interest was found to
be relatively high in loss making enterprises in the state
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which is also indicative of the fact that such organisa
tions had lower borrowing capacity as well.

7.2.2 On an analysis of interest coverages, it was found
that the state sector had the highest interest coverage
ratio (sectoral mean value). Taking individual cases, it
was found that instances of negative interest coverage ratios
was more in the state sector than in the other two sectors.
Certain companies happened to show very high coverage ratios
owing to negligible interest component in their cost struc
ture. It was due to the influence of such incomparable
situations that the sectoral mean value of state sector
had been the highest.

Though the interest coverage ratios had not been
very high, on an average, all the private sector enterprises
recorded positive coverage ratios. It is an indication of
a more or less conservative approach.

The central sector, by and large, revealed a better
position. Only one company showed the coverage as negative.

7.2.3 The indifference analysis revealed that among the
twelve enterprises in the state sector only three companies
showed a reasonably good picture as their actual EBIT levels
exceeded the indifference points under situations A and B.
Five enterprises had negative values of EBIT. In three
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other entezptiuuu even though Lheii Eulf values were
positive, they were far below the indifference levels.

In the private sector. majority of the concerns had
their EBIT above indifference levels under situations A and
B.

In the central sector CRL occupied a reasonably good
position. The EBIT of CSL had been negative. The other
two concerns showed a relatively safe position under situ
ation A. Under situation B, EBIT fell below the indiffe
rence level.

7.2.4 Regression and correlation analyses revealed that
with respect to state sector enterprises, EPS was dependent.
on both Debt-Equity ratio and EBIT. EPS to Debt-Equity
ratio showed a negative relationship whereas EPS to EBIT
showed a positive relationship. An increase in Debt-Equity
ratio leads to a decrease in EPS and an increase in EBIT
leads to an increase in EPS. So also a decrease in Debt
Equity ratio leads to an increase in EPS and a decrease in
EBIT leads to a decrease in EPS.

48.9 per cent of the variation in EPS was explained
by the variation in Debt-Equity ratio whereas 88.6 per cent
of variation was explained by that in EBIT. Both these
factors together explained 92.5 per cent of the variation
in EPS.
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In private and central sector enterprises the impact
of the above multiple factors on EPS found was not signi
ficant.

7.2.5 Interviews with the financial personnel revealed
that most of the state sector concerns were not giving due
considerations for a logical financing decision. The cost
and risk factors were ignored many a time. Financing
decisions taken were not based on a sound theoretical frame
work.

In the private sector, on the other hand, cost and
risk factors were properly considered before taking invest
ment and financing decisions. Activities of the companies
were governed more by profit motive than any other factors.

Borrowings in many of the state sector enterprises
were found to be excessive. Based on the present earning,
positions, debt intensive capital structure was not at all
found to be justifiable. This fact was established through
the interest coverage ratios, EBIT-EPS analysis and regres
sion and correlation analysis. The private and central
sectors were seen to occupy better positions in this regard.

The capital structure decisions taken in the state
sector, in most cases, were not the result of a rational
approach. It was the result of evolution rather than a
deliberate and decisive course.
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7.2.6 Analysis based on Lhv [QpOltU oi CNAG again outn

blished the fact that most of the invesunent and financing
decisions taken by the state sector enterprises were not
the results of forcsight and scientific thinking. Most of
the investment projects resulted in time lag and cost over
runs of high magnitude. Companies depended mainly on
borrowings which further increased their financial burden.
Accumulation of interest burden and inability to repay
loans forced the companies to convert their loans into
equity.

7.3 Analysis of profitability.liquidity and solvency

7.3.1 Among the three sectors, return on total assets was
the highest in the private sector followed by the central
sector. The lowest rate was recorded by the state sector.
when the profitability on paid up capital was evaluated, the
rate recorded by the state sector was the highest followed
by the central sector. This rate was duettotnhe influence
of very high percentages of net profit on paid up capital
in the case of two enterprises. If such an influence had
not been there, the sector value would have been the lowest
in the case of the state sector.

7.3.2 with regard to the liquidity positions, in most cases,
the private sector appeared to rest on a very low position.
On a sectoral evaluation based on the working capital ratio
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the lowest average value had been revealed by the state
sector.When the individual cases are observed most of the

state sector enterprises appeared to have higher ratio.
Tne central sector recorded the highest rate. when the
liquidity position is evaluated, the state sector recorded
the highest rate followed by the central sector. It
appeared that the private sector enterprises adopted an
aggressive policy with regard to employment of current
assets.

7.3.3 The solvency positions of the state sector were get
ting endangered year after year as is evident from the
increasing sectoral values (percentages of borrowings on
tangible assets). In most cases, the borrowings as well
as fictitious assets were increasing. The state sector
as a whole can be said to be insolvent towards the end of

the period of analysis (the percentage of borrowings to
tangible assets was 106.25). In this way six enterprises
were insolvent in the state sector in 1989-90. The per
centage of borrowings recorded by the central sector had
been the lowest.



RECOMMEINDAT IONS

The analyses and conclusions arrived at in the study
emphasises the imperative need on the part of the state
government to devise policies and programnes to improve the

general financial performance of the state enterprises.
Certain specific recommendations are made in this context
as given below:

1. The government should establish a suitable machi
nery consisting of experts from various fields and in parti
cular, from Finance which should be assigned the responsi
bility of independently monitoring the functions of the
state enterprises, especially with reference to the Finance
Management Policy. Strict financial discipline should be
insisted on the state enterprises making them directly
accountable to this machinery.

2. The state enterprises, before taking investment
decisions, should generate different alternatives and they
should be properly evaluated and ranked by applying suitable
capital budgeting techniques. The present practice amounts
to putting the cart before the horse in that investment
decisions are taken first and then some capital budgeting
technique is applied to explain and justify the invesuuent.
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3. Every project should be time bound and every
effort should be made to see that it is contained within
the original time and cost estimates.

4. It is always advisable for expansion and addi
tions to be financed by the company's own resources where
ever possible.

5. In order to make the state enterprises more com
petent and profit oriented rather than service oriented,
private participation in the ownership should be encouraged
by resorting to disinvestment in the existing state enter
prises and planning original equity participation for new
enterprises.

6. The debt component of the capital structure of
industries whose operating incomes are subject to wide
fluctuations should be converted into equity through a
phased programme.

7. Wherever possible companies which are already
insolvent should be sold to private sector particularly in
cases where there are buyers. This will enable the Govern
ment to compensate the existing workers and this process
may even generate additional employment opportunities.

These recommendations have been made particularly because
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the Government is, at the moment, disbursing substantial
amounts running into crores every year to nurse such indus
tries which are beyond recovery. Such a step as recom
mended will atleast save the Government from this futile
exercise.

8. The capital structure of companies which shows
steady operating incomes should be so restructured as to
maintain a proper balance between debt and equity so that
the interest burden by itself will not reduce the return
on equity substantially.

The above recommendations have been made not only as

logical steps that could be taken on the basis of the con
clusions of the study, but also based on the philosophy
that the practice of subsidising incompetence and ineffi
ciency by the Government should be stopped to ensure
economic progress of the state in particular and the
country in general.
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Appendix IV

SCHEDULE

Name of the company/unit

Year of establishment

If unit, give the name of
the Head Office

How many units the company
has

The authority having the
power to take investment
decisions in your company

Fact whether any capital
budgeting Eechnique is con
sidered for taking invest
ment decision

The authority having the
power to take financing 2
decisions in your company

what type of capital structuredo you prefer :

State the reasons.

XV’

Equity Intensive
or

Debt Intensive UL!



10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Do you follow any norms for
Debt-Equity combination? 3
If so, why?

Do you take into account
cost of capital in taking
capital structure decision?
Why?

Do you take into account
Financial Risk while taking
capital structure decision?
Why?

Before taking a financing
decision what are the
important factors consi
dered? Give details.

Do you take into account
EBIT-BPS relationships in
your financing decisions?Give details

Have you come across situ
ations of time lag and cost
over-runs in the context of
project implementation?
Give details

Have you come across situations
of abandonment of projects seeing:them unviable? Give details.

Have you ever incurred penal
interest owing to delay and
default in paying interest?Give details.

xvh



17. Have you ever come across
rescheduling of loan arrange
ments? Give details.

18. Have you, at any time, fundedinterest liabilities?
Give details.

19. Have you, at any time, con
verted loans into equity?

-o0o

,\' Vi.-‘I.
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